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Abstract

With the growing size of aircraft fleets and the complexity of aircraft structures it has been proposed that there are many cost and operational benefits of installing a structural health monitoring system to monitor the aircraft’s structure throughout its in-service life. A method of achieving this is through monitoring the acoustic emission emitted during a damage event. One of the limiting factors to this however is having sufficient confidence in the placement of the sensors to ensure coverage while limiting the mass associated with the system.

A series of five studies were conducted which use both experimental and numerical approaches to investigate Lamb wave propagation and its interaction with damage in both metallic and composite materials. These studies have used some of this data and through the use of genetic algorithms sought to optimise the placement of sensors with the objective of achieving a high probability of damage detection.

The use of 3D scanning laser vibrometry has been harnessed along with the use of numerical reasoning using the local interaction simulation approach. This has enabled studies to be conducted which consider both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the Lamb waves which is an important consideration when selected the appropriate sensing methods. In addition, a novel method of training sensor networks for AE location using the delta-t technique is also presented.

The results of these studies has led to the development of two separate methodologies; one for the placement of sensors in an acousto-ultrasonic system for the detection of adhesive disbonds and one for the placement of AE sensors to maximise the coverage of the sensor network on a structure with complex geometry. These methodologies have many advantages, particular in their prompt convergence which makes progress towards enabling a concurrent sensor network-structure development.
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‘If you are looking for perfect safety, you will do well to sit on a fence and watch the birds; but if you really wish to learn, you must mount a machine and become acquainted with its tricks by actual trial.’
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1. Introduction

Structural integrity of aircraft has long been a widely considered field of aerospace design. It could be argued that the earliest example of considerations of the structural integrity of an airframe stems back to ancient Greece with the myth of Icarus. In the myth the designer, Daedalus, had explained that operating Icarus’ aircraft outside of the operating envelope would cause major structural damage. Icarus flew outside these limits causing delaminations of his wings and his own fatal demise. Though only a story set thousands of years before man successfully achieved flight, the moral of the story still stands today; know the structural limits and operate the aircraft within those limits.

Aerospace as an engineering field is still reasonably primitive. The first manned, powered flight by the Wright Brothers first took place in 1903; just over one hundred years ago. When compared with other fields of engineering such as ship building and bridge building, aerospace is an infant.

1.1. Lessons learned

The biggest challenged faced however, is knowing the structural limits of an airframe, unlike Daedalus. One of the earliest examples of this is the De Havilland Comet. The British-built De Havilland Comet was the world’s first commercial jet airliner, first flown in 1949 leading the way in commercial jet transport. The Comet flew faster and higher than aircraft had previously. Prior to this, commercial aircraft did not commonly have pressurised cabins (the first commercial airliner to adopt a pressurised cabin was the propeller driven Boeing 307 which entered service in 1940) forcing them to fly at lower altitudes to enable their passengers to be able to breathe without breathing apparatus. This however was the downfall of the Comet. In 1954 two Comets unexplainably broke up at high altitude over Italy. Following this, the whole fleet was grounded whilst airframe pressurisation tests were conducted [1] by submerging the fuselage in a water tank. The conclusion from the tests and the recovery of the wreckage was that the rapid depressurization of the airframe was caused by fatigue cracks which grew from the ‘square windows’ on the fuselage. An example of this is shown on the recovered wreckage of G-ALYP in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Wreckage of G-ALYP, one of the Comets that exploded mid-air, showing the fatigue cracks growing from the square windows. Currently on display in the London Science Museum.[2]

Britain never regained its position as the world leader in commercial jet airliner production as, while the Comet investigation was being conducted and public opinion waivered, American based Boeing produced the hugely successful 707 enabling Boeing to establish itself as a world leading aerospace company, a position it still holds to this day. This said, an important lesson was learned. The designers of the Comet were not incompetent but rather had discovered a problem which had never been seen before. Since the Comet disasters, much has been studied about metal fatigue and how to design better aircraft, and for that matter structures in general, to ensure structural integrity. It is because of the Comet that today all commercial pressurised aircraft have oval windows.

In 1988, Boeing 737-200 Aloha flight 243 experienced significant structural failure at 24,000 feet. The failure resulted in the top of the forward section of the fuselage breaking away from the aircraft resulting in the death of a crew member and injury to seven passengers. Despite this major structural failure, the aircraft was still able to land, unlike the Comet incidents years earlier, as shown in Figure 2.
The National Transport Safety Board (USA) found that the probable cause of the disaster was due to deficiencies in the maintenance program which allowed fatigue induced disbonds to go undetected, leading to the failure of a lap joint [4]. The root cause of the failure was a bonded joint that used a cold bonding technique. This was found to lack the necessary robustness to survive the rigours of flight. Since then Boeing 737 has incorporated a hot bonding technique along with improved mechanical fastening which has resulted in lower stress concentrations [5] and hence more structurally robust airframes.

On 1st February 2003 Rockwell International space shuttle Columbia was returning to Earth from a sixteen day scientific research mission. On re-entry into the Earth’s atmosphere the shuttle broke up killing all seven astronauts on board. An in-depth study was conducted by the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB), which was made up of industry leading experts. The debris recovered for the investigation is shown in Figure 3.
The board ruled that the cause of the disaster was impact damage to the leading edge of the left wing being hit by a piece of insulating foam from the ‘bipod ramp’ (the structure that connected the shuttle to the external fuel tank). The impact caused significant structural damage that allowed superheated air to enter the internal wing structure during re-entry causing catastrophic structural damage under aerodynamic loading. The board also ruled that human error was also responsible as political and financial pressures developed a culture at NASA that lead to a series of decisions being made which allowed the damage to go unquantified. Though NASA knew of the impact they dismissed it as previous shuttle flights had experienced similar impacts and were found to be structurally sound [7].

There are numerous cases of aircraft structural failures throughout the years from which many engineering lessons have been learned which in turn have been applied to improve the safety of future aircraft designs. These lessons have typically promoted the design philosophy of increased safety factors and structural robustness to prevent catastrophic structural failure.

**1.2. A new challenge**

As history has demonstrated in the cases above, structural failure mechanisms are typically not identified until structural failure occurs (usually with catastrophic consequences). The De Havilland Comet, the Boeing 737-200 and the Space Shuttle Columbia were all certified to fly and deemed structurally sound. However all suffered significant structural failures due to failure to identify the initiation of the damage.

A common statistical failure analogy that was first discussed by Taleb [8] is that of the black swan. Taleb presents that it was once thought by Europeans that there could be no such thing
as a black swan since all of the swans found in Europe were white. With the discovery by Europeans of Australia, this was found to be completely false as black swans did exist and were living on the other side of the world. This analogy has been widely applied to aircraft safety and in particular, structural safety.

Despite having developed advanced techniques for structural design and incorporating tools such as computer aided design and finite element modelling, it is still possible that structural weaknesses and areas of high stress concentration may go overlooked. This is particularly significant as aerostructure designers develop design solutions with ever increasing complexity using cutting edge materials. The case of the De Havilland Comet could indeed be regarded as a black swan event. The engineers who designed the aircraft were by no means incompetent and stress concentration calculations were conducted during design for the window that failed. It was the under-estimation of the loads experienced in the operational envelope combined with limited knowledge of the metal fatigue at the time that resulted in the failure. Since learning of this particular black swan, aircraft structural designers have considered it. The next question has to be however, “what is the next ‘black swan’ in terms of structural design and what can be done to reduce the impact that it has?”

As projected air travel is forecast to double in the next fifteen years [9], there are increasing environmental pressures to reduce the environmental impact of air travel [10]. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) is working to address this by enforcing international aerospace polices which are directing the global aerospace industry to directly reduce their emissions [11]. This, combined with pressures from airline operators to reduce the costs of air transport, means that aircraft manufacturers have the continuing challenge of improving efficiency of aircraft operations. A method of achieving this that is being adopted by aircraft manufacturers is to reduce the weight of the structure of the aircraft whilst maintaining structural performance through the application of advanced composite technologies [12]. Modern commercial aircraft are using an increased amount of composite by weight such as the Airbus A380 (25%) the Airbus A350 (53%) and the Boeing 787 (50%) [13].

Though composites have been used in aircraft for many years (arguably since the very beginning with canvas and dope) it is only in recent years that they are being applied to the primary structure; the structure where the consequences of failure are catastrophic. Aircraft designers use many modelling and experimental techniques combined with many design practices based on past experience to verify that their designs will withstand the loading cycles that the aircraft will experience throughout its operational lifetime. However it is impossible to foresee the unexpected and hence there have been numerous accounts of structural failures in
aircraft. The Comet, the Boeing 737-200 and the Space Shuttle all were pushing the limits of what was possible and the oversights in their design and operation ultimately led to their failures. The adoption of composite materials poses the next challenge in ensuring structural integrity of aircraft structures.

If a method of continually monitoring the structure for damage could be employed on an aircraft’s structure, the initiation of damage could be detected early-on before it causes a catastrophic failure. If such a system had been employed on the Comet; the crack initiation would have been discovered early, the root cause investigated and a modification employed to the design without a single life being lost. If such a system was on Aloha flight 243, the disbonds would have been detected early and not missed using traditional non-destructive testing (NDT) methods in the maintenance intervals. The discussed issue would have been reported back to Boeing and again a modification to the design could have been implemented before any catastrophe had occurred. The impact to Columbia’s wing could have been detected, located and quantified allowing the crew at NASA to make a decision on the best course of action. The accident report actually states that simulations carried out by NASA after the disaster state that a rescue mission with another shuttle could have been performed, albeit with difficulty. In addition, the recommendations to the continuation of the space shuttle program stated that a method of inspecting the shuttle’s thermal protection system should be employed [7].

1.3. Structural Health Monitoring

The philosophy behind Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is not to dissimilar to that of the human nervous system [14]. When the human body experiences damage, say a cut on the finger, the human does not need to routinely inspect the finger for cuts nor do they have to visit a physician for an inspection. The pain receptors in the finger almost instantly send a message to the brain where the message is processed. The brain interprets the message and the human instantly knows is the location and severity of the cut due to the amount of pain. From the pain and a visual inspection, a decision can be made as to the best course of action whether that is simple first aid or a hospital visit.

SHM aims to achieve the same goal. There are for main objectives of a SHM system [15];

1. **Detection** – The ability to detect the presence of damage on the structure as it occurs in real time.

2. **Location** – To locate the damage on the structure; this is particularly important for planning repair operations especially on large aircraft such as the Airbus A380
3. **Characterisation** – the ability for the system to determine the type of damage such as impact damage or fatigue crack growth.

4. **Evaluation** – the ability for the system to understand the significance of the damage and make recommendations to the aircraft operative on the best course of action such as perform an emergency landing.

Applying an SHM system to an aircraft has many benefits. As mentioned, the ability to detect damage early would significantly improve the safety of the aircraft through an increased assurance of structural integrity. Risk to the lives of the occupants (and indeed those on the ground) can be defined simplistically by the probability of the incident happening multiplied by the consequence of it happening. As the consequence of an air disaster happening is high, risk has to be reduced by reducing the probability of an air disaster happening. Hence, an SHM system could play a significant role in reducing the risk associated with air travel.

SHM systems on aircraft can also greatly improve the efficiency of aircraft maintenance operations particularly as the lifespan of a modern aircraft is greater than 30 years [16]. Aircraft are required by law to have periodic maintenance checks which are titled in increasing severity A-checks, B-checks, C-checks and D-checks [17]. A-checks and B-checks are not greatly invasive however C-checks and D-checks require the aircraft to be stripped back and individual components inspected. Due to the large amount of inspection it is believed that around 12% of an aircraft’s total operating cost is attributed to the maintenance alone. It is also predicted that the cost to an airline for having an aircraft grounded for unplanned maintenance is estimated to be $23,000 per hour [18]. This cost is a combination of the lost revenue of the aircraft in addition to the cost of the maintenance operation. In addition to the direct maintenance cost of unplanned maintenance, other issues also arise such as scheduling problems and customer dissatisfaction [19]. Of all of the aircraft’s Direct Operating Costs (DOCs) such as fuel, staffing fees and aircraft insurances, airline operators have identified that the DOC where the biggest cost savings can be made is in the aircraft’s maintenance [14]. It is this customer demand that is forcing aircraft manufacturers to engineer aircraft with reduced maintenance costs.

A large amount of the costs from maintenance operations can be attributed to the inspection of the aircraft. Inspection is a time consuming operation especially as increasing global air travel demands have resulted in larger aircraft being introduced. Many inspection operations also require specialist equipment operated by technicians and as a result exposes the inspection to human error. It is estimated that up to 40% of identified areas of inspection are
classed as ‘no fault found’ [20]. Due to having a human aspect in the inspection process, damage can go undetected [21].

Human error is a large cause of concern with respect to detecting aircraft structural damage. Arguably the pioneer of research into human error with application to aerospace medicine is James T. Reason. One of the most influential models for human error developed by Reason [22] is the ‘Swiss cheese model’. The Swiss cheese model considers human error mechanisms as a slice of holey Swiss cheese. Each slice is representative of a check or safeguard that may prevent something happening with the size of each hole in the model being representative of how likely a human operative is to cause an error. An example of this in a maintenance operation could be that the first slice represents the human error by a trainer in the operatives training, the second slice could be the human error by the operative in the use of the equipment, the third slice may be the human error by the operative in failing to report that they are not competent in using the equipment and the fourth maybe the sign off of the inspection by a supervisor without further inspection. Thus, despite all of the layers, the error propagates through. A graphical representation of this is presented in Figure 4. It is worth noting that the size of the holes in each layer of the Swiss cheese can vary over time due to human factors. The size of the hole may increase due to an operative’s tiredness and conversely may decrease after conducting some refresher training. It should be noted that although the Swiss cheese model was developed for modelling human error, it can also be adapted to model almost every type of error mechanism and therefore is very useful tool for the understanding and reduction of error.

Figure 4. A graphical representation of a four-slice Swiss cheese model. Note that all of the holes are aligned enabling the human error to propagate through, resulting in a failure.

An alternative approach to understanding human error is the pathogen model [23]. This model states that a cause of human error may be embedded in a human’s psyche, like a pathogen,
and lays dormant until it becomes active at an important moment. An example of this in an aircraft maintenance environment may be that the maintenance company has a blame culture. This culture could be regarded as a latent pathogen within an aircraft technician which at the point where they cause damage to a structure during maintenance (say a tool drop) causes them to not make the presence of the damage known and hence catastrophic structural failure may occur.

An example of failure to successfully identify the presence of damage as a result of a human error of judgement which had fatal consequences was the incident of the Pierre Robin DR400/180 G-DELS [24]. This incident in question was the case of a light aircraft where the pilot clipped a hay bale with the wing on approach when landing the aircraft. The pilot of the aircraft, realising the damage event had taken place inspected the external visible sections of the wing as well as tugged it in an attempt to assess the extent of the damage. Rather than perform a more thorough investigation, the pilot deemed the aircraft sound for flight where in fact the main wooden spar had experienced significant structural damage. As a result, this caused the wing to separate from the aircraft mid-flight. The decision to fly the aircraft based on visual inspection alone resulted in fatality.

Reducing the influence of human factors in aircraft maintenance operations can significantly improve the safety of the aircraft and reduce the likelihood of catastrophic failure. It is possible that this could be achieved by implementing an SHM system onto the aircraft. In the case of the Swiss cheese model, it could be thought of as adding an additional layer. However, a high level of detection is required to ensure that the damage does not go undetected. In addition, successful identification is required with type I (also known as a ‘false positive’. In the case of an SHM system, a type I error is where the system appears to detect damage that in fact does not exist) and type II (also known as a ‘false negative’. In the case of an SHM system this would be damage occurring and the system failing to detect it.) errors minimised to ensure that human confidence is built in using the SHM system.

If a SHM system could be installed onto an aircraft which enabled aircraft maintenance technicians to accurately locate and diagnose faults, maintenance operations can be pre-planned prior to the aircraft arriving at the Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) facility. It is forecast that an SHM system installed on the aircraft could reduce maintenance costs by up to 75% at service bulletin level whilst also increasing the availability of the aircraft [25]. This would reduce the requirement to inspect the entire aircraft for damage, reducing the time of maintenance operations and in-turn the cost of aircraft maintenance operations. It has to be stated that SHM is not to been seen as a substitute for traditional non-destructive testing.
(NDT) inspection techniques. Instead it is envisaged that the two would work together. Just as when a patient visits a physician with a pain, the physician inspects the painful area to further diagnose the ailment and prescribe a course of action to remediate, SHM would enable aircraft maintenance technicians to locate the exact areas of the aerostructure that need inspection.

At present aerostructures are designed to account for these maintenance errors. In the case of composite components, manufacturing defects and processes such as drilling can lead to small delaminations [26] which can significantly reduce the structural performance. This has resulted in aerostructures being over engineered to ensure structural performance; resulting in heavier than required structures. It is predicted that by concurrently designing an SHM system with the structure, mass reductions of up to 15% can be made at component level [25]. Having a smart structure reduces the requirements for robustness whilst maintaining an acceptable risk for air travel.

1.4. Structural Health Monitoring techniques

There are many techniques that have been adopted to monitor structures for damage. Typically these techniques can be divided into two categories; active and passive. Active systems require some form of input and the response is then measured, such as ultrasound. Passive systems do not require an external input but instead acquire data from changes in the structure such as strain gauges.

Many of these techniques rely on measuring some physical aspect of the structure such as its thermal properties using environmental degradation monitoring systems, changes in strain under loading using strain gauges and its modal response using accelerometers. Though many techniques have been employed to monitor the health of a structure, many can only monitor a small area of the structure. An example of such a technique is comparative vacuum monitoring which measures pressure drops of a series of galleries bonded to the structure to monitor damage such as crack growth. Because of this, much of the structure goes unmonitored.

Other techniques such as modal analysis measure the frequency response of the healthy structure which is used as a baseline. When the structure is damaged there is a shift in the frequency response indicating the presence of damage. There has been some work into locating damage on a structure using this technique however this usually relies on prior knowledge of the structure from experimentation or computational modelling [27]. This technique can also be susceptible to noise when the aircraft is operating making the application of this technology challenging. For an in-depth overview of aerospace SHM techniques the reader is referred to Speckmann and Henrich [14].
The use of ultrasonic surface waves has shown great potential in recent years for SHM applications [28]. Primarily, there are two techniques that use ultrasonic surface waves; Acousto-Ultrasonics (AU) – an active technique, and Acoustic Emission (AE) – a passive technique.

AU in its simplest form requires two transducers to be attached to the structure. An electronic signal (usually in the form of a cyclic wave) is used to actuate one of the sensors which results in an ultrasonic surface wave being induced. The surface wave travels across the structure to the other transducer where it is converted back into an electrical signal. If damage occurs in the path of the two sensors, the surface wave is disrupted resulting in a change in the signal sensed by the transducer. This is demonstrated in Figure 5. An in-depth explanation and review of the technique is presented in chapter 2.

![Figure 5: A schematic of an AU system. (a) Healthy structure. (b) Damage present in the path of the two sensors](image)

AE, like the AU technique, detects ultrasonic surface waves using transducers mounted to the structure. These waves typically manifest as Rayleigh waves, Love waves or a Lamb waves in the case of the plate-like structure of an aircraft. Therefore, the focus of this work is mainly on that of Lamb waves. However, unlike the AU technique, there is no active element. Instead, the surface waves are generated from the elastic strain energy emitted during a damage event. AE as a technology offers many advantages as an SHM technique:

- It has been proven that AE can be used as a global monitoring technique on large structures such as bridges [29] whilst it has also been proven to be capable of detecting damage locally in complex, composite structures [30].
- Due to the passive nature of the technology, damage can be continually monitored not periodically monitored as is the case for an active system.
- The passive nature of the technology requires less power and therefore makes it well suited to large structural monitoring particularly in cases where energy can be harvested to power the system [31].
• Using sensor arrays it is possible to locate the source of the AE event and hence the location of the damage [32].

• As different damage mechanisms emit different acoustic emission signals it is possible to characterise the damage [30].

However, there are also some disadvantages to AE. These include;

• The detection of false alarms which can occur from noise signals generated from sources such as fluid-structure interactions and engines.

• The high computational cost required in order to detect AE signals.

• Large amounts of data need to be collected and potentially stored creating data management issues.

• A high level of data transfer rate is required between the sensors and the processing unit.

• The improper location of sensors and system parameters can result in damage being undetected.

However, there are potential solutions to these disadvantages. For example, when considering the massive amounts of data, the data can be reduced by using ‘sleeping’ sensors that are only triggered when the AE signal received exceeds a certain frequency. The data storage requirement can be reduced also by only a statistical measure such as a Chebyshev descriptor rather than storing the entire sampled waveform.

1.5. Aims and objectives

With both of the SHM systems discussed, the probability of detecting damage and indeed the level of sensitivity achieved by the system is closely linked to the placement of the sensors. The failure to place sensors in suitable locations of the structure can result in the failure to detect the damage and indeed locate it. However, with the size of modern commercial aircraft the number of sensors is also a consideration. Minimal numbers of sensors need to be placed on the structure to reduce the implementation cost of the SHM system as well as the associated mass. Thus the optimisation problem, and therefore the aim of this work, is to develop a methodology for maximising the probability of damage detection whilst minimising the number of sensors on aircraft structures.

The key objectives of this work are:
• A thorough investigation into the Lamb wave propagation and interaction with adhesively bonded stiffeners and disbonds for what is regarded as a common structural defect.
• Develop a methodology for optimising the placement of sensors for an AU SHM system to maximise the probability of damage detection.
• Conduct an investigation into wave propagation and interaction with impact damage on a composite specimen with a view to highlighting areas for suitable sensor placement for an AU system.
• Use numerical modelling methods to model Lamb wave propagation and interaction with damage.
• Validate the numerical models with experimental studies.
• Use the numerical approach developed for the location of AE activity on an aerospace component under real loading conditions.
• From the numerical methodology developed, create an AE optimisation platform and generate optimal sensor solutions for a representative structure.

1.6. Novelty statement

This thesis investigates the optimisation of sensor locations for both AE and AU systems for aerospace applications. The novelty in this work is as follows;

• A thorough experimental investigation of both the out-of-plane and in-plane Lamb modes using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. The results of this investigation were visualised as well as the results of signal processing presented.
• A novel methodology for the optimal placement of sensors for an AU system using both 3D scanning laser vibrometry and numerical methods. Both in-plane and out-of-plane modes are considered.
• Visualisation of Lamb wave interaction with impact damage in a composite is presented using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. The interaction is quantified and visualised using a cross-correlation coefficient technique; highlighting suitable areas for sensor placement.
• A numerical method was used for the training of a physical sensor network. This was then used to successfully detect and locate the presence of AE as a result of fatigue damage on a complex structure.
• Numerical modelling was used for the mapping of a structure in terms of peak amplitude. This enabled an optimisation platform to be created for the placement of AE sensors for a given sensor network size.
1.7. Thesis organisation

This chapter has given an overview of the history of aircraft structural damage. This has outlined the motivation for the SHM of aircraft structures. Two SHM techniques are briefly discussed and the requirement for the optimisation of sensor placement has been stated.

Chapter two covers the background and theory associated with this work. An in-depth explanation of surface waves is presented from first principles. This is followed by the background of AE, the associated mechanisms and phenomena associated with surface waves and AE and a review of studies where AE has been applied to aircraft. Background is also presented on the use of AU to monitor structures. A comprehensive literature review is presented on the use of laser vibrometry to sense surface waves, the development and application of the local interaction simulation approach and the optimisation of sensor networks for SHM applications.

Chapter three contains full details of the experimental and simulation techniques and instrumentation used commonly throughout this body of work.

Chapter four presents a detailed experimental investigation into the interaction of AU Lamb waves with an adhesively bonded stiffener and disbond on a metallic structure representative of that of an aircraft. A corresponding numerical study is also presented. Signal processing techniques are used and plotted to visually demonstrate the Lamb wave interaction. The findings are supported by using traditional NDT techniques.

Chapter five presents an AU sensor location optimisation methodology based on both numerical and experimental results for the detection of an adhesive disbond on a stiffened panel. Different excitation locations are considered in order to investigate different excitation-disbond-sensor paths. Both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the Lamb waves are investigated.

Chapter six investigated the Lamb wave interaction with impact damage on a composite wind turbine blade. This component was chosen for investigation as it is a representative structure that is subject to aerodynamic loading. Different signal processing techniques were used to identify the presence of the damage based on the Lamb wave data. A series of cross-correlation coefficient analyses were conducted to identify regions within the area of investigation which would be most suitable for the detection of damage. The extent of the damage was quantified using surface profilometry where it was found that the damage was less than that commonly regarded as Barely Visible Impact Damage (BVID); demonstrating the sensitivity of Lamb wave SHM systems.
Chapter seven covers an investigation into using delta-t training data created using numerical methods to locate experimental AE signals. The technique is first investigated on an aluminium plate in a linear location investigation. The technique is then adapted for the planar location of AE signals within a more complex geometry plate subjected to fatigue loading. The results show a significant performance gain over the traditional location technique as well as producing results that correlate well with the time consuming experimental training method.

Chapter eight presents a numerical investigation into the mapping of an aluminium structure using numerical methods in order to establish a multi-source, multi-sensor AE optimisation platform methodology. The peak amplitudes of different source locations for a large set of candidate sensor locations are considered. The technique is first applied to a flat aluminium plate with no features before being expanded to a plate with complex geometry.

Chapter nine summarise the findings of the different investigations in this thesis and discusses the potential of directions for future work.
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2. Background and Theory

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter, an overview is presented of the governing mechanics of Lamb waves which are used in both AE and AU systems and their derivation from first principles. This leads to a detailed explanation of the physical phenomena exhibited by Lamb waves and how these are important considerations when using Lamb waves for SHM considerations.

A detailed historical review of AE is then presented with a review of works where the phenomenon has been adapted for use as an SHM method. The source mechanisms of AE are also discussed. This is followed by a comprehensive review of studies that have used AE for monitoring the structural integrity of aircraft structures. This review highlights the challenges of applying AE to the monitoring of aircraft structures as well as the historical reluctance that has arisen as a result.

An in-depth review of location of AE sources is presented highlighting the wealth of different techniques that can be used to locate AE sources. The benefits and drawbacks of each location method are also discussed.

Previous studies and historical development of the AU technique is then presented. A particular focus was placed on reviewing studies where AU had been used for the monitoring of aircraft structures and materials. This leads to a thorough explanation of laser vibrometry and review of previous studies that have used laser vibrometry to sense Lamb wave propagation.

The modelling of Lamb waves using the local interaction simulation approach (LISA) is outlined with an in-depth review of the technique from its development in the early 1990s to recent developments and applications.

Lastly, different optimisation methods are discussed and brief explanation of the workings of a genetic algorithm is given. This is followed by a comprehensive review of the literature where sensor networks have been optimised for SHM applications.

2.2. Sound in solid media

Sound in solid matter has been the subject of study for many years. One of the earliest studies of waves propagating through solid media was conducted by Biot who measured the speed of sound in a 1000m iron rod; quantifying that the speed of sound through metal was vastly greater than that through air [33].
2.3. Bulk waves

As with many aspects of solid mechanics, there are many fluid mechanics techniques and methodologies that can be applied to understand solid mechanics problems. Considering wave propagation through a gas, the velocity of the wave can be directly related to its bulk modulus as shown in Equation (1). A full derivation from first principles is presented by Rienstra & Hirschberg [34].

\[ c = \sqrt{\frac{B}{\rho}} \]  
\hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( c \) is wave velocity, \( B \) is bulk modulus and \( \rho \) is density

For the case of a solid material it is possible to substitute the bulk modulus for the Young’s modulus as expressed in Equation (2). However, Equation (2) is only true for solids in the case where the waves propagate in a rod with circular cross-section and the wavelength is greater than that of the diameter of the rod [35].

\[ c = \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho}} \]  
\hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( c \) is wave velocity, \( E \) is Elastic modulus and \( \rho \) is density

Solids differ from gases however in that they are able to support both pressure (longitudinal) and shear (transverse) waves shown in Figure 6 (where it can be seen fundamentally shear waves can take the form of vertical shear waves (SV-wave) or horizontal shear waves (SH-wave)).

![Figure 6. Two modes of bulk waves](image)

Figure 6. Two modes of bulk waves (a) Pressure wave, (b) Shear wave

To reason the two wave modes in terms of their velocities, a more appropriate substitution is Lame’s constants given in Equations (3) and (4).
\[ \lambda = \frac{E\nu}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \]  
(3)

\[ \mu = \frac{E}{2(1 + \nu)} \]  
(4)

Where \( E \) is Young's Modulus, \( \nu \) is Poisson's ratio and \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) are Lame's constants

Using Navier’s equations for displacement from fluid mechanics, a relationship for the displacement and Lame’s constants can be expressed as shown in Equation (5).

\[ \mu \nabla u + (\lambda + \mu) \nabla (\nabla \cdot u) - \rho \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = 0 \]  
(5)

where \( u \) is the displacement vector of scalar components

Assuming the bulk wave vectors for both the shear and pressure modes, Navier’s equation in Equation (5) can be rearranged and solved for each respective wave velocity. By substituting Equations (3) and (4) into Equation (5), velocities for the shear and pressure modes can be expressed as shown in Equations (6) and (7) respectively. A full derivation is presented by Schmerr and Song [36].

\[ c_s = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\rho}} \]  
(6)

\[ c_p = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{\rho}} \]  
(7)

It is evident from studying Equation (7) that the velocity of the pressure mode is significantly greater than that of the shear mode (over two times greater). By combining Equations (6) and (7) and substituting Lame’s constants it can be demonstrated that the ratio of the two mode velocities is proportional to the material’s Poisson’s ratio as demonstrated in Equation (8).

\[ \frac{c_p}{c_s} = \sqrt{\frac{2(1 - \nu)}{1 - 2\nu}} \]  
(8)

It also can be seen that the defining equations do not consider the geometry of the material. Without imposing any boundary conditions it is therefore assumed that the material is infinitely thick. Hence, this type of wave is said to form in the bulk of the material and is known
as a bulk wave or plane wave. With the assumption that the material is infinite, there are no considerations for reflections or refraction [37].

There are also no terms which define any characteristics of the wave such as frequency. It can therefore be stated that the velocity of the waves is independent of frequency; waves with such property are known as non-dispersive waves.

Since bulk waves form within thick materials, they are not typically used for SHM applications. However, the equations that define bulk waves can be expanded to derive wave solutions at the boundaries.

2.4. Rayleigh waves

With the introduction of a boundary, the pressure and shear bulk waves combine to form a Rayleigh wave as shown in Figure 7; first mathematically reasoned by Rayleigh in 1885 [38]. Considering the geometry of the material as a half space (in the sense that $x$, $y$ and $z$ dimensions are all vastly greater than zero) it is assumed that the surface of the material is at $z = 0$ and that the $z$ dimension is ‘semi-infinite’ (meaning that the material is sufficiently thick that the wave does not form at the opposite boundary).

![Wave Direction](image)

**Figure 7. The schematic of a Rayleigh wave forming at that boundary of a semi-infinite solid.**

Rayleigh waves can be visualised as the particles of the material rolling in an elliptical displacement path as the wave travels across the surface as depicted in Figure 7. As the depth of the material increases, the $z$-component of the ellipse decreases. Hence, the wave decays as $z$ increases.
Considering a 2D Rayleigh wave (neglecting the $y$-dimension) with the wave propagating in the positive $x$-direction it is possible to derive the displacement of the pressure component ($u$), shown in Equation (9) and shear component ($w$) shown in Equation (10). A full derivation is presented by Rose [37].

\[
u = A(re^{-qx} - 2s e^{-sx}) \cos k(x - ct)\tag{9}
\]

\[
w = Aq(re^{-qx} - e^{-sx}) \sin k(x - ct)\tag{10}
\]

where $A$ is the amplitude, \[k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} ;\tag{11}\]

where $\lambda$ is wavenumber; and:

\[
q = \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{c}{c_p}\right)^2}, \quad s = \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{c}{c_s}\right)^2}, \tag{12, 13}
\]

\[
r = 2 - \left(\frac{c}{c_s}\right)^2 \tag{14}
\]

In order to establish the velocity of a Rayleigh wave, a characteristic equation is imposed as shown in Equation (15). It can be demonstrated that there is only one real solution to the characteristic equation. This is known as the Rayleigh wave velocity. The full derivation of the characteristic equation is presented by Rose [37] and an in-depth discussion is presented by Worden [35].

\[
\eta^6 - 8\eta^4 + 8\eta^2(3 - 2\zeta^2) + 16(\zeta^2 - 1) = 0 \tag{15}
\]

where,

\[
\eta = \frac{c}{c_s} and \, \zeta = c_s = c_p \tag{16, 17}
\]
Rayleigh waves have an important role in SHM applications, particularly when monitoring structures such as concrete bridges and thick walled pressure vessels; however their use in monitoring of aircraft structures is somewhat limited. Though Rayleigh waves may be present in some aircraft components such as those used on landing gear linkages, they are not common. This is due to the aircraft structures typically being made up of thin skins with stiffeners attached to provide the required strength whilst minimising the mass of the structure [39]. In the case of thin geometries of the plate, Lamb waves form.

2.5. Lamb waves

Lamb waves (sometimes referred to as plate waves) are elastic guided traction free surface waves first mathematically reasoned by Horace Lamb in 1917 [40]. Though fundamentally different than bulk waves which occur in the bulk of the materials, Lamb waves are governed by the same set of differential equations [37]. Lamb waves are the result of bulk waves coupling at the surfaces.

To understand Lamb waves, the plate has to be considered as a 2D problem as shown in Figure 8 where the $y$-dimension is assumed to be infinite and the distance between the two surfaces is $2d$.

![Figure 8. 2D representation of a plate where Lamb waves can form](image)

Working through from first principles and applying Helmholtz decomposition [41] two solutions are found for the displacements; one symmetric shown in Equations (18) and (19), one antisymmetric shown in Equations (20) and (21).

For symmetric modes;

$$u = (ikA \cos(pz) + qB\cos(qz))e^{ik(x-ct)} \quad (18)$$

$$w = (-qA \sin(pz) - ikB \sin(qz))e^{ik(x-ct)} \quad (19)$$
For antisymmetric modes;

\[ u = (ikC \sin(pz) - qD \sin(qz))e^{ik(x-ct)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

\[ w = (qC \cos(pz) - ikD \cos(qz))e^{ik(x-ct)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where;

\[ p = \frac{\omega}{\sqrt{c_p^2 - c^2}}; \quad q = \frac{\omega}{\sqrt{c_S^2 - c^2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (22), (23)

and A, B, C and D are arbitrary constants

A diagrammatic representation of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: A representation of the two fundamental Lamb wave modes (a) Symmetrical Mode, S (b) Antisymmetric Mode, A [42]

By imposing the boundary conditions it can be assumed that the plain strain at the two surfaces is equal to zero [41]. This not only simplifies the analysis but defines Lamb waves as ‘traction-free’ surface waves. Applying this boundary condition to Equations (18) - (21), a matrix can be formed where for the arbitrary constants to be non-trivial the determinants of the two matrices must tend to zero. This leads to the Rayleigh-Lamb equations presented in Equation 24 for the symmetric modes and Equation 25 for antisymmetric modes. A full detailed derivation of these equations is presented by Rose [37] with further discussions by Raghavan [41] and Worden [35].

\[ \frac{\tan(qd)}{\tan(pd)} = \frac{4k^2pq}{(q^2 - k^2)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)
The formation of Lamb waves occurs when internal modes combine to convert and reflect producing the different surface Lamb modes as shown in Figure 10 [36].

\[
\frac{\tan(qd)}{\tan(pd)} = -\frac{4k^2pq}{(q^2 - k^2)^2}
\]  

![Diagram of Lamb wave formation](image)

**Figure 10: Coupling and conversion of internal modes to induce different Lamb wave modes**

The use of a wedge is proportional to how much incident energy goes into generating a Lamb and how much energy goes into generating horizontal shear waves (SH waves). As the steepness of the angle of the wedge increases, the amount of shear energy increases and hence more shear waves are generated. The reader is referred to Rose [37] for detailed explanation.

### 2.5.1. Dispersion

Unlike bulk waves, it has been demonstrated that the velocity, \( c \), of Lamb waves is related to the angular frequency, \( \omega \), presented in Equations (22), (23). This therefore means that the velocity of the wave is dependent on the frequency of the wave which can therefore be described as dispersive.

Considering Equations (24) and (25) it is also apparent that the thickness of the plate from the centreline, \( d \), also influences the velocity of the propagating wave. This is known as the ‘frequency-thickness product’ [35]. Due to the presence of the tangential function in Equations (24) and (25), it is also possible for modes of higher order to be present and in theory, it is possible for an infinite number of modes to exist. In SHM applications however, only the two fundamental modes are usually excited (\( S_0 \) and \( A_0 \)). If higher order modes are excited, their amplitude tends to be considerably less than that of the principle modes meaning that their use in SHM systems is limited [43]. Also, as higher modes tend to require higher frequencies (though they may be excited at lower frequencies in thicker plates) the constraints of the sensors (such as frequency response) and the acquisition system (such as sampling rate and
available power) also have to be considered when assessing how practical their use is. Studies have however shown there are some advantages in using higher order modes, particularly for monitoring the microstructure of a material in a small region of a structure [44]. A representation of the calculated dispersion curves for a 3mm aluminium plate is presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Example theoretical phase and group dispersion curves for the first four mode orders of a 3mm aluminium plate (calculated using Mistras Group Ltd (MGL). AE Win)

Figure 11 shows two dispersion curves; one for the phase velocity and one for the group velocity. From Equations (24) and (25), it is possible to derive the relationship for the phase velocity, \( c_{ph} \) which is defined as a function of the angular frequency and the wavenumber shown in Equation (26).

\[
c_{ph} = \frac{\omega}{q}
\]  

Group velocity, \( c_g \), is defined as the derivative of the angular frequency with respect to the wavenumber as shown in Equation (27).
It is beneficial to represent phase and group velocity visually as shown in Figure 12. In this example, three wave packets are moving through the media with; phase velocity > group velocity. The red dot represents the phase velocity which moves along the dashed line. The group velocity is the velocity of the wave envelope which is represented by the green dot.

Figure 12. A visual representation of group (green) and phase (red) velocities in a dispersive media (note in this example, phase velocity is faster than the group velocity)

Though this example considers the situation where the phase velocity is greater than the group velocity, this is not always the case. This can been seen in Figure 11 for a 200kHz $A_0$ mode where the phase velocity and group velocity are approximately 2km/s and 3km/s respectively.

It is worth stating that these dispersion relationships are only true for isotropic media. In isotropic materials, the wave velocity is the same in all propagation directions. In anisotropic composite materials (as with fibre composites where the wave velocity is influenced by the wave direction), wave velocities can differ in differing directions (with the variation is typically dependant on the mode).

One solution for the case of dispersion in anisotropic materials is to produce dispersion curves for varying angles as presented by Rose [37]. Though this technique attempts to characterise the dispersive properties in an anisotropic material it is difficult to fully determine the dispersion in all directions. In addition, anisotropic materials exhibit a dispersion characteristic called beam-skewing where the vectors of the group and phase velocities are not parallel. A
A comprehensive review of studies investigating dispersion calculations for composites is presented by Eaton [43].

2.5.2. Attenuation

Attenuation is the phenomena of the loss of energy as a wave travels through a material. This is typically represented by a reduction in the amplitude of the wave. This can be attributed to five main causes [45];

- **Geometric spreading** – Geometric spreading can be defined as the loss of wave energy as a wave propagates. If a circular wave front is considered in an isotropic material, as the wave front travels away from the source, the circumference of the circle increases and hence the wave energy is spread over a larger region. Due to this, geometric spreading is the predominant mode of attenuation in the near-source field.

- **Internal friction** – Attenuation of the wave due to internal friction is the result of particle movement within the microstructure resulting in the generation of thermal energy. Internal friction contributes to the attenuation more in composites than in metals. This is due to the viscoelastic behaviour of the material, friction between surfaces and incompletely bonded fibres [43]. Internal friction causes the wave to attenuate exponentially and is more severe with higher frequency waves and is the biggest source of attenuation in the far-from-source field.

- **Wave dispersion** – Wave dispersion can cause the wave to attenuate as it propagates away from the source causing the amplitude to reduce. This is mostly dependent on the source length, and the gradient of the dispersion curve.

- **Scattering** – Scattering occurs within the microstructure; typically in metallic materials at grain boundaries or surface corrosion [46] and at changes in fibre directions in composites. Scattering can cause the wave energy to be partially reflected.

- **Dissipation of the wave into adjacent media** – As a wave comes into contact with adjacent media the wave energy can be partially absorbed. This attenuation is mainly concerned with solid-fluid interaction and is not something that has a strong influence on the studies presented in this work. However, this is a consideration that should be made particularly for the monitoring of space structures where the wave energy would not be absorbed by the surrounding layer of air.
2.5.3. Mode conversion of Lamb waves

Where there is a change in the material thickness, acoustic impedance or the presence of a defect or feature, it is possible for a Lamb mode to convert to another mode. This phenomena is known as mode conversion. Alleyne and Cawley [47] studied the interaction of Lamb waves with notches in a plate experimentally and identified mode conversion behaviour. Cho [48] investigated mode conversion at thickness changes of the material numerically using a boundary element method (BEM). Cho demonstrated that changes in thickness, particularly through a joint or a change in thickness due to a defect can result in different guided wave behaviours including reflection, transmission and mode conversion. The work presented was further supported by experimental validation. Lemistre and Balageas [49] also experimentally investigated the mode conversion phenomenon of Lamb waves interacting with a delamination in a composite panel based on a working hypothesis derived from the work of Han et al. [50]. The work demonstrated that the diffraction effect exhibited by interaction with the defect did indeed induce mode conversion. Changes in wave mode can cause issues with the detection of Lamb waves, in particular for systems that primarily detect one wave component.

2.6. Acoustic Emission

AE has been defined by Miller and McIntire [51] as ‘The elastic energy spontaneously released when materials undergo deformation’. As a result, transient elastic waves are generated which in the case of plate-like structures (such as those that make up aerospace structures) manifest as ultrasonic Lamb waves. An AE signal is usually defined as any stress-wave signal resulting from deformation with frequency content within the range of 10kHz – 1MHz [21]. By mounting sensors on a structure it is possible to detect the AE signals and hence the presence of damage. AE is defined as a ‘passive’ monitoring technique as there is no requirement for an external input to assess the structural integrity.

One of the earliest accounts of AE in the audible range was from Cornish tin miners who heard what they described as ‘knocking’ sounds from the wooden props in the mine which gave an early indication of mine collapse. This was forged into Cornish folklore where it was believed that these sounds were made by small pixie-like creatures known as ‘Knockers’ and the miners were said to leave the crust of their Cornish pasties for the knockers as offerings to ensure the early warnings of mine collapse continued [52].

In the 1940s and 1950s, interest grew in understanding the ‘knocking’ in mines, particularly those related to rock bursts. The main bodies of this work were conducted in Canada by
Hodgson and Gibbs [53, 54] and in the United States by Obert and Duvall [55-58] who looked into using sub-audible ‘microseisms’ generated in the rocks to detect and predict the event of rock bursts.

What is regarded as modern AE technology was first studied by Kaiser [59] in 1950 when the AE of irreversible strain in metals was demonstrated. In this study, Kaiser demonstrated that AE was irreversible; when the specimen was unloaded and then reloaded no AE was generated until the material experienced a stress level higher than that previously experienced. This has come to be known as the ‘Kaiser-effect’. The term ‘Acoustic Emission’ was first used in the 1950s by Schofield [60] who in 1963 investigated AE in metals with oxide layers under an applied load. It was found that the source of the AE was not from the oxide layer but the presence of the layer did influence the AE propagation.

Schofield [60] and Tatro [61] are credited with making significant advancements in the late 1950s and 1960s to improve the instrumentation for detecting and locating AE generated during plastic deformation. During the 1960s, AE was applied for the first time for assessing the integrity of structures. In 1963, Dunegan [62] used AE for the first time to monitor pressure vessels. It was during this series of studies that great advancements were made in the instrumentation, and as such, Dunegan founded the world’s first company to supply commercial AE equipment. In 1964, Green et al.[63] used AE in conjunction with the US Navy to assess the structural integrity of Polaris rocket motors; probably the first aerospace application of the technique.

By the 1970s, many working groups were formed to research and develop AE techniques, with a range of pioneering works conducted. However, the decline of heavy industry and the poor economic climate in the 1980s and 1990s saw a decline in the application of AE technologies as it was seen that the implantation of the technology would be more costly than traditional NDT techniques [64]. This, combined with the miss-selling of AE as a suitable SHM technique for complex materials and structures whilst the technology was still immature in the early 1980s, resulted in a distrust in AE monitoring [65]. A full historical review of breakthroughs in AE is presented by Drouillard [64, 66].

This historic distrust in AE has resulted in a lack of faith in the technology particularly in the aerospace community who choose over-engineered structural design solutions and traditional NDT techniques over AE monitoring. However, recent computational developments have enabled AE technologies to make great advancements with studies being conducted that are showing great potential for the monitoring of aircraft structures using AE [67, 68].
2.6.1. AE source mechanisms

There are many mechanisms associated with the generation of AE. As previously discussed, rock bursts are a naturally occurring mechanism of AE that formed one of the earliest set of AE studies. In the application of aerospace materials such as aluminium alloys and carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) there are a wide range of source mechanisms. Pao [69] attributed AE activity to microscopic activity such as dislocations, microcracks and phase transformations. Other sources of AE have been identified as including crack growth, twinning, grain boundary sliding and the fracture and decohesion of inclusions [51] and, for composites, fibre failure, fibre pull-out, fibre/matrix debonding, matrix microcracking, transverse matrix cracking, splitting parallel to fibres and delamination [43]. It is worth noting that these mechanisms are not independent. In complex scenarios it may be the case that two or more of these mechanisms combine to generate the AE source.

AE sources can be described as either transient waves (also known as burst waves) or continuous waves. Typically, only transient waves are used in SHM as they are generated by the source mechanisms previously mentioned. Transient signals have a start and end point and hence it is possible to determine the arrival of a wave. Continuous signals are typically used for the monitoring of gears, bearings and hydraulics where the signal continues for as long as the machine is in operation.

In terms of AE source mechanisms in aerostructures in-service, AE can be generated by a range of damage events including bird strikes, hail damage, lightning strikes and various mechanical failures.

2.6.2. Applications of AE for monitoring aircraft structures

There have been many applications using AE to monitor aircraft structures during in-flight testing and lab based testing. The first in-flight test that used AE was conducted by Lewis Jr. et al. [70] in the 1970s. The test was conducted on a Lockheed C-5A where AE noise was monitored at nine locations which included the wing, empennage and landing gear over four flight tests at three different altitudes to establish the signal-to-noise ratio and assess AE as a technique for in-flight monitoring of aircraft structures. The tests used off-the-shelf, commercially available AE equipment with 40dB preamplifiers and a Lockheed designed spectrum analyser. In addition, the tests aimed to detect the presence of crack growth during flight. It was found that the structure-borne noise did not prevent the use of AE for in-flight testing providing that the system operated within the 0.5MHz-1MHz range. The highest level of noise was found at the landing gear though it was stated that it was still possible to achieve
a signal-to-noise ratio of 2:1. From the results of the noise study, it was concluded that AE could be used to detect the crack growth. However, the authors state that the laboratory equipment could be improved upon to consider the in-flight environment (i.e. power requirements, electromagnetic interference and temperature changes).

Further in-flight testing of AE was conducted on a Boeing KC-135 tanker aircraft by Mizell and Lundy [71]. This study built upon the work previously conducted by Lewis Jr. et al. [70]. This study used a bespoke thirty-two channel narrow band AE system which operated around a central frequency of 250kHz. The area of the aircraft that was focused upon was the lower central wing panels which were made from 7178-T6 aluminium alloy. The brittle nature of the material was a cause for concern at the time as it was reported that cracks up to seven-feet long had been found on this aircraft type. The parameters of the AE system were carefully selected to detect AE bursts with the characteristics associated with crack growth in this particular grade of aluminium. Compensation for other parameters such as cable impedance and temperature were also considered. Due to the narrow band considered it was found that crack growth less than two inches long could not be detected. The study concluded however, that the early detection was sufficient to prevent failure of the structure and that, at the time of the publication, the technology was being rolled out to the US Air Force KC-135 fleet. A publication by Carlyle et al. [72] however, stated that the application of AE technology to the KC-135 had had a negative impact on the widespread adoption of the technology. This is because the signal processing techniques did not eliminate the noise and false alarms were being triggered, alerting pilots to damage that was non-existent. Carlyle also states that AE was used to monitor a bulkhead that was thought likely to fail on a Grumman F-14 Tomcat during a full scale fatigue test. The AE system and setup failed to detect the presence of damage even after catastrophic failure. This was observed by a high ranking Admiral of the US Navy which prevented the roll out of the technology within the US Navy. Instances such as this, Carlyle suggests, have caused poor impressions at high management levels which has resulted in a widespread reluctance to the development of AE technologies within the aerospace community. However, this reluctance has been built on the experience of a few poorly executed projects.

A Canadian study was conducted by McBride [73] investigating the monitoring of crack growth in the wing of an Avro Canada CF-100 during sixty hours of flight. The AE system used in this study was a single channel system which measured transient AE in the frequency range of 0.1MHz to 1MHz. The test aircraft had a known 3mm crack in the wing trunnion which from previous NDE had been found to grow at a rate of approximately 5μm per flying hour. Due to high levels of noise, it was not possible to distinguish AE from the crack growth based on
amplitude methods alone. However, through using frequency analysis McBride was successful in distinguishing the AE from the crack growth. With supporting evidence from laboratory testing, it was found that the detection of AE from the crack growth related to approximately 1mm$^2$ of new fracture surface. It was also established when comparing the data with flight data recordings that the crack growth took place during the high loading conditions experienced during take-off. The drawback to this approach was the massive amounts of data that were required to be recorded for successful detection and the computation requirements particularly considering the computational technologies of the time of publication (1979).

In-flight AE testing of the centre wing section tension member of a Macchi MB326 was conducted by Hutton and Skorpik [74]. From the experiences of the operators of this aircraft type, fatigue cracks were known to originate from the holes in the tension member and to demonstrate the aircraft’s airworthiness, inspection intervals of one hundred hours were required using traditional NDE techniques. A bespoke two-channel AE system was designed with 400kHz transducers to monitor a hole where many surface cracks totalling 7mm in length were present. High levels of AE resulting from crack growth were observed when the aircraft was conducting low-level flying and aerobatics (due to high loads experienced during the high-energy manoeuvres). It was found that the crack grew at an approximate rate of 0.16μm per AE event. The effects of noise were successfully mitigated by measuring AE at a separate location which acted as a noise compensator.

An aircraft that has been the subject of many full scale AE investigations is the Vickers VC-10 [75-77]. Though primarily designed as a commercial airliner, the VC-10 was converted to a tanker-transporter for use by the Royal Air Force (RAF). Work by Hoyle [78] states that the VC10 was a subject of interest as it was an aging aircraft where, in extreme cases, individual aircraft had experienced in excess of 45,000 flying hours and 16,000 flight cycles. The motivation for the investigation came from the discovery of fatigue cracking on the aircraft’s main spar which was not in-line with the expected fatigue damage which was in-turn based on questionable engineering data.

To investigate damage in the fuselage, proof-pressure testing was conducted on a VC10 fuselage. During the proof-pressure testing, the fuselage was monitored for the onset of damage. The main goal was to prevent catastrophic failure of the fuselage. In this case AE was not used to supplement the traditional NDT inspections but to act as a fail-safe. Skinner [79] expanded on the use of AE during the proof-pressure testing using piezo-ceramic sensors mounted on the outside of the structure, placed in a pattern to allow damage triangulation. The sensors were located around areas of interest such as the pressure bulkheads and were
calibrated while the aircraft was under static load. The study concluded that AE was a useful tool in the assessment of the structure while also saving time, cost and the human error associated with traditional NDT methods.

One of the most recent studies was conducted by Hill and Rovik [68] who monitored fatigue crack growth in-flight using AE on a Cessna T-303 Crusader. In this study, a 7075-T6 aluminium alloy channel section was notched and cyclically loaded in the laboratory with AE captured throughout. The AE data captured was characterised into three groups; fatigue cracking, plastic deformation and rubbing noise. Using this data, a neural network was trained to identify the AE signals from the respective damage mechanisms. A similar channel section was installed as a ‘redundant’ member in the vertical stabiliser and was instrumented with transducers to monitor the onset of damage (in this study the installed member was referred to as ‘redundant’ in the sense that it was additional structure. This does not mean that it did not undergo loading as the load was distributed between the ‘redundant’ member and the neighbouring members which resulted in the structure having a higher stiffness than required). AE signals were recorded for different aspects of flight including taxiing, take off, straight and level flight and a series of Dutch rolls (a manoeuvre where the aircraft oscillates in yaw). It was found that plastic deformation occurred throughout all aspects of the flight but was most prevalent during taxiing. A high level of fatigue signals were measured when the Dutch rolls were carried out and low levels of rubbing noise were present during the flight. The effects of background noise were reduced by using a high pass filter. The authors claimed that the flight testing was a great success. However, it is questionable, based on the experiences with noise from previous in-flight testing, whether background noise was miss-classified as a damage mechanism.

2.6.3. Acoustic Emission Source Location

By installing a network of sensors on a structure, it is possible for AE events to be located. Traditionally this has been achieved by using a ‘time-of-arrival’ (TOA) method. The TOA location method uses an estimate of the damage location which it then compares with the measured data. By an iterative procedure, the TOA algorithm converges onto a solution for the AE source location. This has been proven to be successful in studies on flat plates made of isotropic materials [51]. However, the algorithm is not capable of being able to take into consideration the complexities introduced when considering anisotropic materials where wave velocities are different in different directions [80] as in the case for a fibre composite material. In addition, the algorithm does not take into account features on the structure such as holes, thickness changes, mechanical fasteners and stringers which all influence the propagation and
attenuation of the waves [81]. This, combined with errors due to premature triggering and dispersion effects [82], typically causes the TOA algorithm to locate AE events (and hence damage) at incorrect locations on the structure leading to a ‘false positive’. The low success of location by the TOA algorithm has been one of the main inhibitors to the wide scale adoption of AE systems on in-service aircraft.

There have been many studies conducted to improve the accuracy of location of AE sources for applications on complex structures. One method is the signal sensor modal analysis location (SSMAL). This method uses information on the dispersive characteristics of the component being monitored. By post-processing the signal received by a single broadband sensor it is possible to separate the different Lamb wave modes based on their frequency content. As the symmetrical component travels faster, and therefore is first to arrive at the sensor, it is then possible to locate the source by interrogating the dispersion curves. Dungan [83] used this technique to locate AE sources within an 700mm x 600mm aluminium plate and it was found that the location of the sources at best were found to be within 3.2mm of the actual location however minimal results were presented. Maji et al. [84] used the SSMAL technique to evaluate steel beams and plates. This was successful in terms of linear location and in the case of a steel beam could identify two potential locations for the source. As with the TOA method, this technique assumes a completely continuous structure whilst also requiring prior knowledge of the structure’s dispersive characteristics; something that is not easy to establish particularly in composite structures. In addition, the size of the source-sensor distance has to be large enough to ensure that the Lamb wave modes are fully formed which leaves a ‘black area’ surrounding the sensor where sources cannot be accurately located.

The idea of using the dispersive characteristics of Lamb waves was expanded by Mostafapour et al. [85] to enable planar location of AE sources using multiple sensors. Through the use of wavelet transforms and cross-time frequency spectrum (CTFS) the location of AE sources on a 3mm thick steel plate was determined using four sensors. The location of the sources were found to have a percentage error between 1.3% and 3.5% which was significantly lower than the error found when using a cross-correlation technique previously used for AE source location by [86]. Though a high level of location accuracy was achieved in this study, prior knowledge of the structure is still required and the presence of features on the structure were not considered which may have significantly affected the location accuracy.

Paget et al. [87] made attempts to address the problem of locating AE signals in composite materials where the wave velocity is related to the fibre direction. Their method assumed an elliptical wave front with differing wave velocities in two directions. The results presented
demonstrated good potential however, the method still required longitudinal and transverse group velocities to be known and also assumed that the monitored structure was continuous with no features present.

Work has also been conducted to use an array of three sensors to locate AE sources. Aljets et al. [88] coupled a triangular array of three sensors to a carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) plate. AE sources were created at the nodes of a grid on the plate and a Gabor wavelet transform was used to separate the arrival of the \( S_0 \) and \( A_0 \) modes based on their frequency content. By comparing the difference in arrival times between the three sensors for known locations, the angle and distance (by adapting the SSMAL method) of the AE source from the triangular array could be determined with a good degree of accuracy. This study showed great potential for monitoring composite materials without the requirement of prior knowledge of the dispersive characteristics. In addition, the small sensor array has many benefits for SHM applications on aircraft as it reduces cable routing. However, it has not been proven that this method would be as accurate when features are present on the structure.

Delta-T, first developed by Baxter et al. for source location in aircraft landing gear components under verification testing [65], has shown a lot of potential particularly for complex aerospace components for improved AE source location [30, 89]. The technique involves drawing a grid onto a structure which serves as a layout for training the sensor network. The sensor network is then trained by creating representative AE sources (called ‘Hsu-Neilson’ (H-N) sources) by breaking pencil leads at each node on the grid. By calculating the difference in the time of arrival of the H-N source between a sensor pair it is possible to create a dataset of difference in time of arrival for each node on the grid for each sensor pair. Once training is complete, these datasets can be interrogated to locate the source of AE events on a structure. A process diagram for the Delta-T technique is presented in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Delta-T Mapping Technique](image)

The findings by Baxter et al. showed a reduction in location error from 4.81% to 1.77% for locating H-N sources at random locations across a component when compared to that of the TOA method.
A drawback to the Delta-T technique is the determination of the arrival time of a wave; a similar problem to that of the TOA technique, as a thresholding technique was used. This was a source of error particularly for low amplitude AE signals where the time of arrival can be falsely identified as the arrival of the $A_0$ mode and not the $S_0$ mode. Similarly, with high amplitude signals, error can arise in that the point at which the wave crosses the threshold is actually after the wave arriving. Pearson et al. [90] improved upon this technique by incorporating the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) for determining the arrival of the AE signal. By using AIC improvements to AE source location of 75% were seen over the tradition delta-T technique locating the damage to within 3mm of the actual location.

2.7. Acousto-Ultrasonics

AU, also known as guided waves, is an SHM technique where a Lamb wave is excited using an actuator (usually a piezo transducer) at a site using some form of electronic signal. This Lamb wave travels across the surface of the structure and is then detected by a sensor (or sensors) mounted at other locations on the structure. If damage occurs in the actuator-sensor path it is likely that the Lamb wave will interact with the damage and thus a different signal will be received by the sensors. In many cases, the transducers need to have the ability to both actuate and sense. In addition, some transducers have the ability to sense AE signals as well, making some setups dual purpose. Unlike AE, AU is an ‘active’ monitoring technique since an external input is required in order to assess structural integrity. This also means that the power requirements for AU systems are vastly greater than those of an AE system. A drawback of AU is that it can only periodically monitor the structure unlike AE where the monitoring is continuous. However, AU has the ability to conduct inspection of large areas quickly at relatively low cost (particularly in areas which are difficult to inspect with traditional NDT techniques).

Though it could be argued that the concept of using acoustic waves to detect defects is a technique used throughout the ages by tapping a component and listening to its response, excited ultrasonic waves have only been used for the last forty years. This technique (commonly called ultrasonic-acoustic or stress wave factor at the time) was first studied at the NASA Lewis research centre by Vary and Bowles [91] and Vary and Lark [92] in the late 1970s. These initial studies were conducted to investigate whether materials and defects could be characterised and this proved to be successful. The technique saw many advances throughout the 1980s [93-96] particularly in the reproducibility of signals and the coupling of actuators and sensors. As the 1980s drew to a close the technique was being adopted globally for material characterisation.
The first application of AU for assessing adhesively bonded joints in aircraft structures was conducted in Canada by Fahr et al. [97-99] in the early 1990s and such joints have been the subject of many AU investigations since. The use of AU for in-situ monitoring was first published in work by Tiwari et al. [100]. The work used AE as well as AU to assess the onset of micro-cracking in composites subjected to mechanical testing. A comprehensive historical review of AU technologies is presented by Drouillard and Vary [101].

Within the aerospace industry AU has been heavily investigated for the Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) of aircraft structures and components. Rose and Soley [102] presented a summary of various studies which used AU for the detection of defects in aircraft components (including cracks in helicopter blades, corrosion and cracks in multilayer media and skin debonding of honeycomb sandwich panels). Lamb wave interaction with fuselage wall thinning was also investigated. By comparing the frequency content of the received signals of a thinned section and a section of the fuselage where thinning was not present using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), it was found that there were significant changes in frequency content indicating the presence of mode conversion.

The integrity of lap splice joints was also investigated using AU techniques [103]. The importance of excitation frequency was discussed as well as the transmission of Lamb waves through the bonds. An actuator was positioned on one side of the joints with a sensor on the other. By comparing the amplitude of the signals received from good and poor adhesive bonds it was possible to determine the integrity of the bond based on the amount of Lamb wave energy transmitted.

A study on inspection of adhesively bonded tear straps from a Boeing 747 was also presented by Rose et al. [102, 104]. This study used the aircraft’s skin as a wave guide and used a pulse-echo technique to inspect the integrity of the bond. Results from the echo showed a difference in the reflected wave packet as the integrity of the bond reduced. When the bond had failed, no echo from the tear strap was received.

In recent years, there have been many advances and further applications of AU technologies. An exciting application of AU for the detection, location and monitoring of defects on an aircraft wing was presented in work by Zhao et al. [105]. In this study a circular network of eight actuator/sensor transducers (approximately 30mm in diameter) were mounted on the inner surface of a section a Northrop Grumman E-2 wing. Within the circular network many structural features were present including rivets and stiffeners as well as structural defects. Using a correlation analysis based on a probabilistic approach the received signals were processed and an estimation of the defect size and location was successfully calculated.
Successful use of AU Lamb waves to detect the presence of impact damage on a scale carbon fibre wing structure was reported by Pullin et al. [106]. Measurements of Lamb waves were taken pre and post impact using macro-fibre composite (MFC) transducers. By using the pre-impact measurements as a baseline, a quantitative comparison of the received waveforms was made using a cross-correlation technique. The analysis showed a significant change in the wave form by a reduction in the cross-correlation coefficient as well as demonstrating the potential for energy harvesting using acousto-ultrasonic Lamb waves.

A comprehensive review of AU technologies and their used for damage detection in composite structures is presented by Su et al. [107].

### 2.8. Lamb wave measurement using laser vibrometry

Laser vibrometry (also known as laser doppler vibrometry or a laser velocimetry) is a technique that compares the doppler shift between a reference laser beam and that of the backscatter of a laser beam focused on the component under investigation. Figure 14 shows the internal layout of a scanning laser vibrometer. The light from a heterodyne laser is split with part of the laser passing through a Bragg cell (which provides a stable carrier frequency) and into the detector which acts as the reference signal. The other half of the beam is aimed at the component under investigation (the steering mirror enables the beam to be easily aimed at many areas of the component during one measurement). As a component vibrates the wavelength of the laser light changes with the wavelength increasing as the material moves away from the vibrometer and the wavelength decreasing as the material moves towards the vibrometer. This is known as the doppler effect. The light that is backscattered toward the vibrometer is guided through the vibrometer to the detector. A comparison of the wavelengths of the reference beam and the backscattered light can then be made which is directly proportional to the velocity of the vibration.
Figure 14. The internal layout of scanning vibrometer

Through the use of the scanning mirror, many measurements can be taken over a component. By using false colour imaging and vector mathematics it is then possible to combine these measurements to construct a visual representation.

A comprehensive and detailed explanation of the theory of laser vibrometry is presented by Polytec [108]. An explanation on the physics associated with laser vibrometry including mathematical reasoning is presented by Halkon [109].

The AU technique requires an actuator/sensor network typically coupled to the surface of the structure or, as in the case of MFCs, embedded into the material. It is possible to substitute the receiving sensor for a laser vibrometer to measure the Lamb wave signal. This has many advantages over the use of mounted sensors to receive the signal which include;

- No mass damping – as no sensors are attached to the structure, there is not any influence due to mass damping which can affect wave propagation.
- Broadband/wideband frequency response – mounted sensors have a designed frequency response. As the bandwidth of light can be assumed infinite (for this application at least) laser vibrometers have a broad frequency response.
- Transfer function of unity – Mounted sensors have a transfer function as the Lamb wave energy is converted to an electronic signal. This means that the signal measured is not necessarily the signal that was present on the structure. As a vibrometer measures doppler shift, it can be said that the transfer function is unity.

Laser vibrometers were first developed as a measurement tool in the 1980s. Early vibrometers had limited sensitivity and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which meant that their application
was limited. It was not until the 1990s with substantial advances in computation that the instrumentation became mature enough for widespread use [110]. Laser vibrometry has been used in a wide range of applications from measuring the speed of sound in spider silks [111] to measuring the motion of inlet valves on a motorcycle cylinder head [112].

As vibrometry technology advanced further towards the end of the last century it reached a level of maturity that made it possible to measure ultrasonic elastic waves. The first study of the use of laser vibrometry to measure ultrasonic elastic waves was conducted by Nishizawa et al. [113] who used a laser vibrometer to measure shear waves in a steel block.

The out-of-plane component of Rayleigh waves was measured in steel and aluminium alloy by He and Kobayashi [114] using laser vibrometry. The measurements were taken at two points on the materials 40mm apart and recorded using a digital oscilloscope. From the measurements recorded, the stress-acoustic coefficients were calculated and were found to be consistent with values calculated from measurements using surface mounted piezo transducers.

One of the first studies to measure Lamb waves with a scanning laser vibrometer was conducted by Kehlenbach et al. [115]. The study focused on constructing a finite element model (FEA) using the commercially available software ANSYS to investigate Lamb wave interaction with defects in an aluminium plate. The motivation for this study was to improve the damage localisation and characterisation capabilities of AU sensor networks. To validate the computational models, a scanning laser vibrometer was used which measured the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave. It was noted by the authors that the A₀ mode was more dominant, having a much greater amplitude than the S₀ mode in the laser vibrometer results. This was justified as the A₀ mode has a greater out-of-plane component. The numerical results showed good correlation with the experimental results.

One of the earliest studies to use scanning laser vibrometry to investigate Lamb waves in composites was conducted by Maslov and Kinra [116]. The study investigated the use of laser vibrometry as a long-range ultrasonic technique for the non-destructive evaluation of glass/epoxy composite tubes with Lamb wave excited by a dry contact piezoelectric transducer. The authors identified that the sensitivity of the vibrometer was a factor to ensure that meaningful results were obtained and that at 140kHz (the peak frequency used) the signal-to-noise ratio became unacceptably small. As a result, a maximum distance of around 1m from the transmitter to the receiver was found. Signal processing techniques such as Fourier transforms in the space domain established a high-speed technique of determining the presence of damage.
The first fully comprehensive study of the use of Lamb waves for damage detection was conducted by Staszewski et al.[117]. The study sensed the out-of-plane component of relatively low frequency Lamb waves using a commercially available single point laser vibrometer. The measurements taken with the vibrometer were validated with transducers bonded to the structure and were verified using a finite difference (FD) simulation. It was found that the signal measured with the vibrometer could be refined by post-processing the signals using Kaiser-Bessel filters, Savitzky-Golay filters and wavelet-based de-noising. The study concluded that laser vibrometry was a suitable method for measuring Lamb waves.

A further study into the measurement of Lamb waves for damage detection using laser vibrometry was conducted by Mallet et al. [118]. The focus of this study was to use laser vibrometry to investigate the out-of-plane component of Lamb wave interaction with notches in an aluminium plate. As with the previous study, numerical simulation was conducted using a FD package to support the experimental results. Several measurements were taken over the surface of the aluminium plate and the peak-to-peak values were plotted. These plots highlighted the location of the notches and demonstrated how the Lamb wave propagation path is influenced by the presence of damage.

Lamb wave fatigue crack growth was evaluated using Lamb waves and sensed using a laser vibrometer by Leong [119]. In this study an aluminium plate with a spark eroded notch was subjected to cyclic loading to induce a fatigue crack. Lamb waves were induced using a commercially available transducer bonded to the surface of the plate and the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave was measured at points across the plate. Measurements of the Lamb waves were taken prior to the cyclic loading and at three intervals in the cyclic loading as the fatigue crack grew. Peak-to-peak amplitude values for the measured waves were calculated and plotted to demonstrate the effect of the fatigue crack on the Lamb wave propagation and hence to determine the location of the crack. The study concluded that through the use of laser vibrometry, local amplitude and time of flight variations could be calculated for the near field that would be difficult to achieve with traditional mounted transducers. A closing remark was made suggesting that the sensitivity of the Lamb waves to the damage could be achieved by increasing the excitation frequency.

The out-of-plane component of a Lamb wave was sensed and analysed using scanning laser Doppler vibrometry by Radzieński et al.[120] to successfully detect damage in a stiffened panel. Experimental work was carried out to detect the voids left by the absence of rivets used to attach a t-shaped aluminium stiffener to a flat aluminium plate. The plate was excited by a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducer with a 5-cycle sine wave multiplied by a Hann-window
at frequencies of 5 kHz, 35 kHz, 100 kHz and random noise. By calculating the root mean square (RMS) of the signal received at each measurement point it was possible to generate a visualisation that clearly showed the absence of the rivets. The best visualisations were found to be obtained from results taken at higher frequencies.

Out-of-plane measurements of Lamb wave interaction with delaminations in a composite plate as a result of impact damage and disbonds of a composite spar were sensed using a laser vibrometer by Sohn et al. [121]. In this work, frequency-wavenumber domain and Laplacian image filters were placed over the wave field images to enhance imaging of the defect. This successfully located and sized the presence of the damage. This highlighted the potential for image-based techniques for use in SHM applications where laser vibrometry can be used as an effective NDE tool.

Both the in-plane and out of plane components of Lamb waves were measured in a thin aluminium plate using a 3D scanning laser vibrometer by Olson et al [122]. The purpose of this study was to investigate the viability of using 3D laser vibrometry (which has the ability to measure both the in-plane and out-of-plane components) to validate results from finite element analyses. This study made a comparison of the results of a 1D vibrometer (that can only measure the out-of-plane component) with a 3D vibrometer. It was found that the 3D vibrometer had many advantages over the 1D system particularly for validating the $S_0$ component in FEA simulations. The study concluded that through the use of 3D vibrometry FEA models can be qualitatively and quantitatively more accurately validated.

A study by Lee et al. [123] investigated the viability of using a pylon mounted laser vibrometer with integrated transducers to initiate a Lamb wave as a non-contact method which can inspect the full length of a wind turbine blade. The focus of the study was the development of a cost-effective, portable laser vibrometer for in-service monitoring of turbine fleets. Image processing techniques were used to quantitatively compare baseline images with images that showed the presence of damage. The result of the analysis gave a visual representation of the damage and its location. The main focus of this study was not the interaction of Lamb waves with damage for the development of an SHM system comprised of a network of sensors but rather the development of a laser vibrometer for in-service use.

Staszewski et al. [124] used 3D laser vibrometry to measure Lamb waves generated by a piezoceramic transducer bonded to the surface of an aluminium plate. A fatigue crack was grown in the aluminium specimen from a spark eroded notch. The interaction of Lamb waves excited at 75, 190 and 325 kHz with the fatigue crack was investigated. A peak-to-peak amplitude was conducted on all three components of the Lamb waves which identified the location of the
fatigue crack and how its presence influenced the waves. The capability of the 3D vibrometer was exploited allowing an in-depth study of the interaction of both $S_0$ and $A_0$ modes with the damage to be conducted. It was also confirmed in this study that the $S_0$ mode attenuated less than the $A_0$ mode.

Schubert et al. [125] investigated Lamb wave interaction with impact damage in carbon fibre reinforced plastics using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. It was found that the $A_0$ mode showed the strongest interaction with the damage. Phase-based techniques were used to evaluate the time signal difference before and after damage. The ratio of Lamb wave energy before and after damage of the out-of-plane component was also obtained. The study concluded that phase based signal processing was more sensitive to impact damage than amplitude based methods.

A study by Grigg et al. [126] investigated Lamb wave interaction of both the $S_0$ and $A_0$ mode with impact damage in a flat carbon fibre panel using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. Three excitation frequencies of 100kHz, 300kHz and 500kHz were used to investigate how different frequencies interact with impact damage. The results of this study highlighted the influence of the fibre direction on the $S_0$ mode as an elliptical wave front was observed. This was particularly evident in the in-plane component plots where the $S_0$ mode was more dominant. As the wave fronts reached the damage there was little interaction of the $S_0$ mode with the impact damage but a significant disruption to the propagation of the $A_0$ mode. It was found that the presence of the impact damage had a greater effect on Lamb waves of higher frequencies.

### 2.9. Local Interaction Simulation Approach

Modelling of Lamb waves has long been the subject of much research particularly with the application of structural health monitoring. There have been numerous studies conducted to simulate AE mechanisms and their propagation using FEA [127]. Examples of such work are the studies conducted by Sause and Horn [128, 129] into accurately modelling the Lamb waves excited in an AE event.

A technique that has shown great promise for the modelling of Lamb waves over the past twenty years is a FD method called LISA. The technique was first developed and published by Delsanto et al. [130] in 1992. The focus of this study was to develop a one-dimensional Lamb wave simulation technique (as in the case of a uniform wave form propagating through a plate, normal to its surface) that harnessed the emerging parallel computational technologies of the time (connection machines). The aim of this approach was to harness the technology to
develop a simulation technique that efficiently converged. Using a series of cells and the theory of Lamb waves, a model was constructed for an arbitrary material and was found to show good results. The benefit of this approach was that the values were calculated for each cell meaning that there were no explicit requirements for boundary conditions. When this was combined with a parallel processing approach the time to compute the solutions was fast (0.4s for a 100 time step model on a cutting edge research supercomputer of the time).

This work was expanded on by Delsanto et al. [131] in 1994 to investigate adapting LISA modelling to a two-dimensional case. In this study, the modelling environment was considered as a one-cell-thick plate. Aluminium material properties were used for this investigation which enabled displacement results to be plotted for both the longitudinal and shear components of the waves. Different excitation pulses and shapes were also used. The results were compared with traditional theoretical approaches and were found to correlate well. The 2D LISA model was also compared to modelled solutions derived using traditional FD approaches and was found to have a higher level of accuracy due to traditional FD methods requiring a degree of smoothing. To demonstrate the potential of LISA, the authors conducted studies investigating wave interaction with defects and reported that the results correlated well with the results of experimental ultrasonic pulse photoelastic visualisation experiments.

The LISA technique was further expanded by Delsanto et al. [132] in 1997 to investigate wave propagation in a three-dimensional case. This work investigated wave propagation in a cube of steel with an aluminium sphere embedded inside. A Gaussian pulse was excited on the surface and the displacements of the internal material were plotted for sequential time steps. LISA was found to produce good results for the wave interaction and the interfaces. The technique was found to have good computational performance though the graphical capabilities of the time limited the presentation of the results.

The first reported use of LISA as an analytical tool was an investigation by Iordache et al. [133] who used a one-dimensional LISA model to investigate pulse distortions in elastic wave propagation. In this study both a numerical and analytical approach were taken to study the distortions. It was found that both approaches were in good agreement with each other. A depth study altering the Courant number was conducted and distortions in the pulses were observed which, after a suitable number of iterations, stabilised in amplitude.

The accuracy, stability and validity of LISA modelling has been the subject of many investigations. Ruffino et al. [134] investigated the problems of accuracy and reliability in two dimensional simulations, considering the case of the ‘ladder’ problem where an oblique (to the imposed co-ordinate system) boundary was approximated. It was found that by ensuring a
small cell size in the model, the effect of the approximated ‘ladder’ edge becomes negligible in two-dimensional simulations. However, it was highlighted that considerations would still need to be made for increased time steps. The study concluded that considerations in terms of cell size were important for ensuring accuracy particularly for the shear components of the waves at oblique angles. However, it was demonstrated that LISA is an accurate and computationally efficient modelling technique particularly when compared with traditional FD methods, FEA methods and the Trefftz spectral method.

An in-depth study into the accuracy and convergence of one, two and three-dimensional LISA models was conducted by Sundarararman and Adams [135]. Like the work of Iordache, this study investigated distortions in amplitude in both one dimension and three dimensions using the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy criterion. With respect to the way in which LISA iterates, the Courant criterion was investigated in relation to the size of the time-step, the cell size and the accuracy of the model. It was found that by altering the size of the cells, and the time-step (and hence the sampling frequency) there was a significant change in amplitude in the one dimensional model. It was also found that there were significant differences regarding the distortion of the wave as the time-step and cell size was altered. Convergence was also a subject studied with respect to decreasing cell size. It was found that smaller cell sizes produced a higher peak response of the first wave packet. Using the data from the LISA simulation and a two dimensional FFT, dispersion curves for the waves were calculated. Results from the simulations were validated using a commercially available accelerometer bonded to the surface of a plate in an experimental setup. It was found that there was a good correlation between the experimental and simulation data particularly in the first wave packet to arrive. The study concluded that LISA produced good results though considerations for spatial and temporal samples needed to be made to reduce distortional effects.

The LISA technique was used by Lee and Staszewski [136] to investigate Lamb wave propagation for damage detection. This study focused on the modelling of a commercially available piezo-ceramic SONOX-P5 sensor actuator and couplant (oil grease). A one dimensional multi-layer model was created and diffusion of the wave through each layer was considered. It was found that there was very little dispersion (though the wave speed did change due to the different material properties) and attenuation through the thickness of the material though partial reflections were observed. The partial reflections with absorption phenomena resulted in a reduction in amplitude through the layers. The investigation was then expanded to investigating the multi-layer model in two dimensions. In this setup, the sensor/actuator was considered to be coupled to an aluminium plate. This enabled a visualisation of the propagating wave to be produced. Measurements were taken using the
model of the sensor and couplant at various locations on the plate which enable a power spectra to be calculated and hence the frequency content of the two excited modes to be derived. The simulations were experimentally validated using two SONOX-P5s (one acting as an actuator, and one as the sensor) coupled to plates to represent the parameters of the models. A high level of correlation was found between the experimental and simulation results. The study concluded that the LISA method showed good potential for modelling Lamb wave propagation in aluminium structures.

This study was further expanded to investigate Lamb wave interaction with damage by Lee and Staszewski [137]. In this simulation two SONOX-P5 sensor/actuators were coupled at the edges of a 400mm x 150mm aluminium plate with a 10mm damage slot of varying width located at the centre. A 325kHz 5-cycle cosine wave with a Hanning window was used to investigate the Lamb wave interaction with the damage. The results plots at incremental time steps presented clearly showed the wave interacting with damage slots of both 1mm and 5mm thicknesses. The simulated results were validated experimentally using sensors bonded to the surface of a representative aluminium plate. A high level of correlation was found between the two sets of results verifying LISA as suitable tool for modelling Lamb wave interaction with damage.

Lee and Staszewski [138] used LISA to model Lamb wave interaction with a damage slot and a fatigue crack in aluminium plates to investigate suitable sensor locations. The first part of this study used the model setup from the previous study. The results for an aluminium plate with a notch present were processed using a peak-to-peak amplitude analysis and incremental time windows. The results showed both the \( S_0 \) mode and the \( A_0 \) mode interacting with the damage and highlighted the area on the structure where low amplitudes of the Lamb wave were sensed. The results of a simulated sensor in the model were validated experimentally using a laser vibrometer. It was found that the two results sets correlated well though a low level of noise was present in the experimental measurement. A similar analysis was conducted on an aluminium plate where a fatigue crack had been grown. Two actuator locations were used for the Lamb wave excitation and the peak-to-peak analysis was conducted for incremental time windows. The interaction of the Lamb wave with the fatigue damage was highlighted as well as an area of low amplitude and hence poor sensing locations. As with the notch, the results were found to correlate well with the experimental results from a laser vibrometer. The study concluded that, in the case of the crack, the best sensing locations were found to be in in the sensor-damage path.

A great advancement in LISA technology came in 2012 which was presented in work by Pačko et al. [139]. The focus of this study was to adapt LISA so that it could harness the massively
parallel computational technology of the Computer Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). This enabled LISA models to be computed at a much faster rate due to the hundreds of cores which are capable of running thousands of threads in parallel. The study demonstrated the performance advantages of CUDA GPUs over the traditional Central Processing Unit (CPU) approach. This parallel approach (known as cuLISA3D) was demonstrated by predicting dispersion curves for an aluminium plate which agreed well with dispersion curve solutions derived from traditional analytical and FEA approaches. The parallel approach was then applied to modelling an interdigital grated transducer and the Lamb wave interaction with an approximated crack damage. The results in terms of waveforms and propagation plots agreed well with those produced by FEA. The study concluded that the parallel approach produced solutions that corresponded well with those from FEA. The main advantage of the parallel approach however was its computational efficiency; out-performing the FEA approach – taking minutes instead of hours to compute.

One of the most exciting applications of LISA is the modelling of Lamb wave propagation in fibre composite laminates. In a study presented by Nadella and Cesnik [140] a LISA technique was written in FORTRAN95 and adapted to incorporate fibre directionality. A fibre composite plate (most likely carbon although it is not explicitly stated in the paper) was modelled in this study, with Lamb waves induced by two different designs of Composite Long-range Variable-direction Emitting Radar (CLoVER) actuators. The out-of-plane results produced by the LISA model were validated using a one dimensional laser vibrometer. The LISA results plots correlated well with those of the laser vibrometer particularly for directionality when only parts of the CLoVER were used for Lamb wave actuation. However, no waveforms were presented for a more quantitative comparison.

2.10. Sensor placement for damage detection optimisation

Optimisation is the study of making something the best it can be within a defined set of parameters (known as the search space). This is usually expressed mathematically as minimising (or inversely maximising) a function known as the ‘objective function’ (also known as the fitness function or cost function). In its simplest form, optimisation can be conducted by a technique known as an exhaustive search. This technique requires every possible solution within the search space to be considered and the best one chosen (known as the fitness). Naturally, this is very time consuming and not computationally efficient though it will always find the best solution. Because of the inefficiency, an exhaustive search is not typically used as an optimisation tool for complex, multi-variable engineering problems (however it is worth stating that for simple problems, an exhaustive search may be considered a suitable method).
Iterative optimisation techniques, such as the Newton-Raphson method or the random walk optimisation method, have many computational performance advantages over exhaustive search methods. In these cases, a random point is taken within the search space and the fitness for that point is assessed. The fitness of another point is then considered and compared with that of the first point. This continues until an optimal solution is converged upon. Though these types of methods are suitable in a wide range of applications, they do have drawbacks especially when considering more complex problems. The key drawback to this type of algorithm is that it can converge on a local minima rather than the global minima. A local minima is a minimum solution within a certain region of the search space that the optimiser converges on but is not the optimal solution within the whole search space. A graphical demonstration of the minima is given in Figure 15.

![Graphical demonstration of local and global minima](image)

**Figure 15. A 3D surface plot demonstrating local and global minima**

Therefore, in the case where there are many minimal solutions, it is beneficial for the optimisation algorithm to be computationally efficient whilst converging on the global minima. An extensive overview of traditional optimisation techniques is presented by Venkataraman [141]. A comprehensive explanation of different optimisation techniques with their advantages and disadvantages is presented by Venter [142].

One type of optimisation methods that have shown great performance in converging on global minima with good computational efficiency are those that attempt to simulate nature. These algorithms are usually grouped under the umbrella term of ‘Evolutionary algorithms’. Examples of these include simulated annealing, ant colony optimisation and genetic algorithms. A comprehensive history and comparison of different minimum-seeking algorithms is presented in work by Khan *et al.* [143].
2.10.1. Genetic Algorithms

One algorithm that has shown a lot of potential and has been the subject of many sensor optimisation studies are Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Though it could be argued that the concept of a GA stems back to the work of Turing [144] in the 1950s, GAs in their modern form were first developed by Holland [145]. GAs attempt to mimic Darwinian evolution where each ‘generation’ (iteration) produces better solutions with only the best solutions being taken forward and less suitable solutions being discarded (‘the survival of the fittest’ (N.B. Darwin did not make this statement but it was remarked by Spencer [146] on reading Darwin’s work and drew parallels with his economic study)).

GAs have advantages over other optimisation techniques as they have the ability to ‘mutate’, allowing the algorithm to interrogate the whole solution space to find the global minimum or maximum rather than converging on local minima or maxima without fully exploring the solution space. The way that the algorithm interrogates a relatively low proportion of the total solution space is also not as computationally expensive as other techniques [147]. Figure 16 shows the schematic representation of a GA[148].

![Figure 16. Schematic representation of a GA (recreated from Clarke et al.[148])](image)

There are many ways of encoding a search space so that it can be optimised by a GA but the most common method is binary encoding. This is demonstrated in Figure 17. Another common method is continuous encoding.
With binary encoding, each part of the solution is encoded as either a one or a zero. This can be explained by considering trying to find the global optima shown in Figure 15. Every point on the surface can be defined by two co-ordinates, the x-co-ordinate and the y-co-ordinate. Values for both of the co-ordinates can be defined by as a binary number. Each binary string that relates to a respective co-ordinate is known as a ‘gene’. Each gene is made up of binary digits which are called ‘alleles’. When two genes are put together, which in this case would reference a location on the surface; it is known as a ‘chromosome’.

A GA starts with a small, random selection of possible solutions (known as the ‘initial population’). The fitness of possible solutions in the initial population is assessed and they are then usually arranged in descending order of fitness.

The algorithm then determines whether the fitness criterion has been satisfied. There are many ways of achieving this - the fitness criteria may be to find a solution with a value below a threshold for instance. A common fitness criterion is to determine whether the optimal fitness has been achieved by letting the algorithm run and assessing whether the fittest solution has been improved upon. If the solution has not been improved upon for a certain number of generations the algorithm is told to stop. When designing a GA this is an important consideration as allowing the algorithm to run for too many generations can be computationally inefficient whereas not allowing it to run for long enough will result in a sub-optimal solution being found.

Where the fitness criteria are not satisfied, the population is taken through to the genetic operators. In this part of the algorithm, a sub-set of the good solutions (known as the ‘mating pool’) of the population is selected and hence the poor solutions are discarded. The next stage is the cross-over or ‘mating’ process. In this process the solutions from the mating pool are paired up to ‘mate’ with other good solutions from the mating pool (known as the ‘parents’). The concept behind this is to take the good attributes from one solution and the good attributes from another to produce a better solution.

There are many methods for pairing the solutions for mating. A few of the common methods are;
• Pairing from top to bottom – In this instance, the best solution is paired with the second best; the third is paired with the fourth and so on.

• Random pairing – A random number generator is used to pair the solutions (also known as the ‘Keys-in-the-bowl’ method of pairing).

• Weighted random pairing or roulette wheel pairing – The solutions are allocated a probability of mating proportional to their fitness. Two random numbers are generated and the respective solutions are paired (like spinning a ‘roulette wheel’ with proportional sized segments).

• Tournament selection – a random sub-set of the mating pool is selected to ‘compete in a tournament’. The fittest solution is carried forward for mating and the process is repeated until all solutions are mated.

Once the entire mating pool has been paired up the new solutions are created by splitting the attributes from each parent to make two ‘children’. The way in which it is decided which attributes go to which child is determined by what is known as the ‘cross-over’. In the case of binary encoding, the chromosome is split at one or more arbitrary locations.

With the children added to the population the final genetic operator known as the ‘mutation’ can take place. As in nature, parts of the solution can be changed which allows the algorithm to sample areas of the entire search space, meaning that the algorithm can converge on a global optima rather than a local optima. To determine which parts of a solution are mutated, if any, a probability of mutation is assigned. This may be a varying probability (particularly useful where it is desirable to investigate a lot of the search space in early generations whilst focusing on convergence in later generations) or a fixed probability. In the case of binary encoding, mutation is commonly executed by mutating alleles so that a ‘1’ becomes a ‘0’ and vice-versa. In many cases, the best solutions in the population are immune to mutation to prevent a good solution being mutated into a poorer solution.

With the genetic operations complete, the population is placed back into the loop for the fitness to be assessed, with this process repeated until the fitness criterion is achieved. There are many variables associated with GAs such as the population size, cross-over points and mutation probability. Important considerations need to be made regarding these variables to ensure computational efficiency of the algorithm. Particularly in the case of a GA that will be heavily used it has been suggested that a further GA may be used to optimise the parameters of a GA [149]. For further explanation of GAs the reader is referred to Haupt and Haupt [147].
2.11. Sensor location optimisation studies

The placement of sensors for SHM applications has long been the subject of much study. Poor consideration of AE sensor placement has historically been a large contributor to the failure to detect damage [150] and as a result there has been a lack of faith in the technology to locate damage.

There are two main objectives of optimising sensor placement. The first is to ensure that there are enough sensors to detect damage on structure whilst also minimising the number of sensors. The second is to ensure that the locations the sensors are placed in produces a high probability of damage detection. To achieve this, many studies have been conducted using different mathematical optimisation methods and fitness techniques. Although many of the studies conducted consider the optimisation of sensors and locations for modal responses, these methodologies can be adapted for optimising AE and AU sensor networks.

One of the earliest studies to consider sensor placement for a SHM application was conducted by Kammer [151] who considered the placement of modal sensors on large space structures. The motivation for this work stemmed from the requirement to monitor large space structures when in orbit whilst minimising the mass caused by a sub-optimal sensor network which would have significant financial cost penalties, particularly in terms of launching the additional mass. The study considered a large number of ‘candidate’ sensor locations based on the modal kinetic energy distribution and determined the optimal locations within this set. The fitness of the candidate sensor locations was determined by the location’s contribution to the linear impedance of the corresponding target modal partitions. Using an iterative method known as effective impedance which maximises the determinants of a Fischer information matrix, an optimal solution for sensor placement on Phase I of the space station could be achieved (note that ‘the space station’ is most likely in reference to the NASA project Space Station Freedom which ultimately developed into the international space station [152]). The study concluded that this optimisation method was particularly computationally non-intensive especially when compared with exhaustive search techniques.

Kammer [153] expanded on this work to consider noise within the sensor network and how that influenced the sensor placement. This work draws on the findings and experience of Kammer’s previous study but with noise considered by using a covariance intensity matrix - the candidate sensor locations were effectively given a weighting. This had a significant influence on the sensor placement due to the target modes that were being considered. In addition to the consideration of the effects of noise on the monitoring of desirable mode shapes, a criterion was also introduced which enabled the sensor network designer to determine the
required amount of sensors for a desired signal-to-noise ratio. This was demonstrated through the use of examples derived from FEA. Kammer again comments that the use of this optimisation technique delivered a computational efficiency though further study would be required to determine the actual efficiency when compared to other methods.

Using GAs for optimising sensor placement was investigated by Yao et al. [154] for monitoring modal shapes on large space structures. In this work a set of candidate sensor locations was considered. The fitness of the location was assessed based on the determinant of the Fischer information matrix which related to the location’s modal response. The study gives a detailed overview of the algorithm including the setup and parameters used. The algorithm was applied to a numerical model of a photovoltaic solar array and a truss section of an early design of the space station. It was found that the genetic algorithm technique was successful in producing an optimal solution for sensor placement. It was noted that forced mutation had to be applied, enabling the algorithm to interrogate a much wider area of the search space which significantly improved the convergence. The results from the GA optimisation were compared with the results found by Kammer [151] using the effective impedance method. It was found that the solutions derived by the GA were better at determining the modal response. The study concluded that the GA produced better solutions than the effective impedance technique as well as being quicker to converge. However, the author does state that the parameters of the GA have to be carefully considered to ensure good computational performance. In addition, the GA had no indication of convergence. This was overcome in this study by applying a ‘no-improvement’ tolerance (i.e. the GA was allowed to run and only stopped after the maximum fitness had not been improved upon for a set amount of iterations). The authors warn however that if the tolerance is set too low then the optimal solution will not be achieved and if it is set too high then the GA will be computationally inefficient.

Genetic algorithms were used for the placement of piezoelectric sensors and actuators for modal analysis in a composite plate by Han and Lee [155]. The objective of this study was to find efficient locations of sensors and actuators for a cantilever composite plate using modal data obtained from FEA. The main novelty in this study lies with the multi-input multi-output approach considered for the actuator/sensor pairing. The composite plate was divided up into an 11 x 9 grid which acted as the candidate locations for the sensors and actuators. The fitness of the sensor location solutions was determined by controllability, observability and spill-over prevention based on the modal energy eigenvalues. The GA converged on a solution though some recommendations were made by the authors on adjusting the GA parameters in order to improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm. The GA found optimal solutions for
both the sensors and the actuators to be near the built-in end of the composite plate. These locations were then investigated experimentally and were found to have significant vibrational control particularly for the first three modes.

Sensor placement optimisation for modal response was investigated by Manson and Worden [156]. The objective of this work was to develop a methodology for the detection of damage using novelty (or anomaly) detection. This involves determining a baseline (or healthy) condition of the structure so that when damage occurs, the condition can be statistically compared to that of the baseline to determine the presence of damage. A FEA of a 1 m x 0.5 m x 3 mm aluminium plate was used as the data source for the optimisation study with a section of the plate removed to alter the modal response and transmissivity. Twenty-two candidate locations for the sensor-actuators were allocated around the edge of the plate. A GA was used to optimise the locations based on the statistical novelty index derived from the simulations performed with and without damage. It was found that with six transmissivity paths, the damage could be identified and located to one of the eighteen 0.17 m x 0.17 m regions of the plate. It was found however that by increasing the number of sensors on the plate, the probability of the correct location of the damage increased.

An review of the optimal sensor location methods for structural damage detection was presented by Staszewski and Worden [157], mainly focusing on modal techniques. One of the studies of particular interest presented is the case of an aluminium plate modelled in FEA with clamped edges with loading conditions applied. The damage in this case was simulated by reducing the Young’s modulus for a set of elements. Twenty-five strain sensors arranged in a uniform grid on the plate were used to train a multi-layer perception network. The fitness was determined by the number of misclassifications of the damage achieved by the suggested network against that of a neural network training set. A genetic algorithm was used to optimise the number of sensors on the plate. Of the optimal results presented, the probability of misclassification of the damage was found to reduce exponentially as the number of sensors increased.

An approach for optimising sensor networks using supervised learning (neural networks) with genetic algorithms and simulated annealing for damage detection with modal techniques was presented by Worden and Burrows [158]. Like previous studies, the FEA model was used to simulate the modal characteristics of a cantilever plate. Damage was simulated by applying a Young’s modulus of zero to different areas of elements of the model. Twenty candidate sensor locations were arranged in a uniform grid on the plate. The neural network was trained using the modal shapes and their curvatures to respond to differing amounts of damage on the plate
(i.e. as the severity of the damage increased the target for the neural network increased). The optimisation of the sensor network was first approached by using a measure of fitness technique called iterative insertion/deletion. The measure of fitness was established using a mean squared error between the desired responses and the estimated responses of the network. All sensor locations were assumed to be occupied and then one was removed. This gave twenty possible sensor network solutions for a nineteen-sensor network. This process works by assessing all twenty solutions by calculating their respective fitness. The sensor location which contributes the least is then removed and the process is continued with an eighteen-sensor network. The authors commented that this process was time consuming. The performance of the networks was assessed on their ability to classify the presence of differing severities of damage and cored using statistical methods. Using this method it was found that a ten-sensor network was the ‘best’ network in terms of performance and maximum error. However, the authors infer that a requirement for the level of the damage detection is required to fully determine the network size. A GA using binary encoding was then used to optimise the network. It was found that the sensor network solution using the GA for a ten-sensor network placed eight sensors in common with the iterative insertion/deletion technique. The authors commented that the GA outperformed the previous method and found a five-sensor solution that had a 99% probability of locating the damage. A simulated annealing technique was then used to optimise the sensor network. The size of the sensor network to optimise was set before running the algorithm and was first used to find a suitable ten-sensor network. The simulated approach converged on a ten-sensor network solution that was found to out-perform the solution found by the GA. The simulated annealing approach also found good solutions for four and three-sensor networks. An exhaustive search was conducted on the three-sensor network distribution and was found to be in agreement with the solution found by simulated annealing.

An investigation to optimise a strain gauge sensor network for SHM on a truss-structure using an improved genetic algorithm was conducted in a study by Guo et al. [159]. Detecting changes in localised stiffness when modal vibration was present in an FEA model caused by the presence of damage was the objective of this study. The fitness of the sensor network was established by using the determinant of a Fischer information matrix which allowed for the best estimate of the damage coefficients to be predicted. The novelty in terms of algorithm development involved the introduction of an efficient penalty function mechanism for solutions that fell outside of the constraints. In addition, an improved crossover technique which ensured only the best attributes of a solution were carried forwards was also introduced. This optimisation technique was applied to the design of the sensor network on a
truss which had thirty-one candidate sensor locations. The convergence criterion in this study was determined by two attributes; when the absolute value of the average fitness subtracted from the maximum fitness was less than a specified value, and, when the maximum fitness value has not been found after a set number of iterations. It was found that the GA exhibited excellent convergence performance though the authors suggested that altering the mutation probability may improve convergence. The technique demonstrated advantages in convergence and the efficiency of the improved genetic algorithm over penalty function and forced mutation methods particularly for the application of placing sensors for damage detection.

An interesting approach to a sensor placement problem using an ant colony metaphor was taken by Overton and Worden [160]. This method uses natural optimisation observed in nature by ants. Ants naturally find the shortest path between their nest and their food by following the path which has the most pheromones left by other ants. The shortest path will take the shortest time to follow and therefore more ants will follow it. It was commented that this technique is particularly useful for the ‘travelling salesman problem’ (i.e. finding the shortest path between various locations). The algorithm used in this study also considered variables such as ‘evaporation’ (meaning that a solution became less favourable the less it was used) and ‘visibility’ which is the same solution ordered differently (i.e. a two-sensor network with sensors 2 and 7 is the same as one with sensors 7 and 2 which improves convergence on favourable solutions. The optimisation technique was applied to a sensor network for experimentally detecting an impact in a composite panel. Seventeen piezo-ceramic sensors were placed on the surface of panel at candidate locations to sense changes in strain due to impact. The sensor network was trained with a neural network using all candidate sensors to establish the minimum error. The parameters used were; time after impact of maximum response, magnitude of maximum response, peak-to-trough range of response and real and imaginary parts of the frequency response spectrum. The case of a three-sensor distribution was first considered. For comparison, a solution was found by an exhaustive search using different starting conditions which yielded a location error of 1.99%. The distribution was remarked to be ‘intuitive’. In addition, a GA was found to find an optimal solution which converged on the of 1.99% error. Applying the ant algorithm to the problem found a solution for a three-sensor network with an error of 1.89%. The authors remark that the solution was found quicker than the exhaustive search and the GA. Larger sensor distributions were considered and the performance of both the sensor distribution and convergence was compared with that of a GA. It was concluded that the ant colony algorithm produced promising results that provided effective solutions for the placement of sensors. However, the
authors commented that the use of a neural network to train the sensor distributions leaves a degree of uncertainty in establishing the fitness values.

In a study by Gao and Rose [161], covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMAES) was used for optimising the placement of acousto-ultrasonic sensors for SHM. In this study, the fitness of the sensor locations is based on ultrasonic wave mechanics. In an isotropic material the ultrasonic signal is said to be radially emitted from an actuation site. The strength of this signal decreases with radial distance until a point where the signal strength has reduced so much that the signal cannot be distinguished from the background noise. This formed a probability distribution of areas where the signal was most likely to be detected from a source. As such, the objective of the optimiser was to determine locations where the miss-detection probability (MDP) was minimal. The authors applied the CMAES optimiser to interrogate these probability distributions to find the areas of high signal strength and hence the optimum sensor locations. This was first applied to a sample problem where a probability mask was applied to the structure for areas of high likelihood of damage. The optimiser was stopped once the decision variable (i.e. the fitness) was smaller than 0.25 (0.25 being a fitness that was deemed a suitable enough solution). The results from this initial study produced a sensor network that had an 11% improvement in performance compared to the initial sensor distribution that the authors had originally tried. Performance of the optimisation algorithm was also assessed and was found to be reliable and repeatable at finding optimal solutions in an efficient manner. A second investigation was conducted on a Northrop Grumman E2 aircraft wing. In this investigation the number of sensors in the network was also considered and the resultant values of MDP against number of sensors were presented. The optimisation of the sensor network for the E2 wing panel presented was a more realistic problem. The problem was constrained so as to not allow sensors to be placed on areas of the structure where stiffeners were present. The results from the study identified the areas of high probability of damage to be around the rivet holes. A sensor network was presented that provided a suitable trade-off between MDP, number of sensors and sensor performance.

The use of an immune system metaphor to optimise a damage detection sensor distribution was presented by Zhang et al. [162]. This study uses an algorithm that simulates the processes of the biological immune system to converge on an optimal solution. This particular algorithm works on the mechanics of the adaptive immune system which in the body optimise the response to microbes by modifying certain cells. In doing so, they are able to maximise their recognition ability. The algorithm used for the sensor location study is known as the Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA) and is similar to that of a genetic algorithm without the ability to cross-over. The manuscript gives a detailed description of the workings of the algorithm. The
composite panel setup previously used in the study by Overton and Worden [160] along with the neural network training method, objective, and fitness criteria, was used for the optimisation. The mutation probability for the optimiser was determined by trial-and-error and good results were found to be achieved with a 0.01 probability. For a three sensor distribution, the CSA was found to converge on the solutions achieved with the exhaustive search and less iterations were required for convergence than were required for the GA. However, to achieve this, more functions were considered per iteration than by the GA. Nevertheless, the study presented concluded that the CSA approach demonstrated good potential for optimising sensor network distributions for damage detection.

An optimisation study was conducted for the placement of actuators and sensors of an acoustic based SHM system for monitoring composites by Das et al.[163]. In this study, the design of a sensor pair was considered for a 4kHz excitation. The objective in this study was to maximise sensing certainty while minimising sensor density. Fitness was assessed on three criteria; the sensor spacing provided sufficient spatial coverage of the component under investigation, the sensing density was sufficient to satisfy the requirements of damage detection and location and the detection of damage had to be achieved even with the presence of noise. This was based on the two-dimensional spatial characteristics of the acoustic signals. To achieve this, the composite plate was divided up into a grid of candidate sensor/actuator locations. From experimental investigation, the sensing radius of a sensor was determined (i.e. regions where the placement of an actuator was identified). This allowed regions of overlapping of neighbouring sensor/actuators to be identified based on a minimal overlap criterion. By applying this to the composite plate a network was designed that had a 76% coverage of the plate with 22% overlap. This design of sensor network was tested to determine its ability to detect damage by artificially creating delaminations in the composite plate which were compared to measurements taken on a healthy composite panel. It was found that the sensor network was successful in detecting the damage present. It should be noted that the approach taken in this study was not one of traditional optimisation as no mathematical algorithm was used but rather sensors were placed using a more heuristic approach. The approach taken in this study was similar to a technique known as ‘radio planning’ used for the placement of mobile phone antennae [164].

A Bayesian approach to the placement of sensors and actuators for active ultrasonic guided waves was present by Flynn and Todd [165] using genetic algorithm optimisation. This study formulated a global optimality criterion from Bayes risk which minimised the probability of a type I or type II (false positive or false negative) error. In turn, this effectively maximised the global detection rate. This technique was applied to the placement of sensors and actuators
for simplistic structures including a flat plate and a stress-mapped gusset plate in a theoretical environment. A genetic algorithm was used with a time-varying mutation rate, which enabled a large area of the global optimality criterion search space to be sampled in the early generations while allowing efficient convergence in later generations. These examples considered two sensing methods; pitch-echo (where the actuator pulses and then acts as a sensor to sense the reflected signal) and pitch-catch (where the signal is induced by an actuator and sensed by a sensor at a separate location). For these cases both sensor and actuator locations were considered relative to the performance constraints. The novelty in this work came from the application of Bayes risk to establish the fitness metric and, as such, it was demonstrated that this approach had many performance gains in maximising the probability of the detection while minimising the probability of false alarm over other techniques, particularly studies where the objective is to maximise the determinant of the Fischer information matrix.

This work was expanded upon by Flynn and Todd [166] who used this Bayesian optimisation approach for the placement of actuators and sensors in an ultrasonic guided wave sensor network. Though many parallels can be drawn with the first study, the approach was applied to an experimental test on two 1.1mm thick steel plates of irregular shape. The results from the experimental investigations were compared with those achieved in the theoretical investigations for varying sizes of sensor networks. Damage was simulated on the plates and the respective Bayes risk for a false alarm was calculated as a measure of the sensor network performance. The study concluded that the sensor locations presented were likely to be near optimal though performance gains could be achieved with further experimental investigation.

GAs were used for the optimisation of a passive sensor network on fibre-composite panels by Markmiller and Chang [167]. The objective of this study was to minimise the number of passive sensors (strain gauges) whilst maximising the probability of detecting impact damage. To achieve this, the impact forces and location were estimated with a modal-based approach using an FEA model. The process for this investigation used impacts at multiple locations with the response measured at multiple candidate sensor locations within the FEA model. The locations of the sensors were then optimised based on the probability of detection using a GA for a particular sensor network size. It was noted that the size of the area of the probability of detection for different impact locations altered dramatically depending on the location of the impact. This was due to the presence of the stiffeners and the layup of the composite. It was found that the GA was effective in converging on a solution. Unsurprisingly, as the size of the sensor network increased, the probability of detection also increased. Only sensor networks up to twenty-five sensors were considered. The trend between the number of sensors and the
The probability of detection suggests that there are no performance gains above a twenty-five sensor-network. Different impact loads were also considered. The results from the higher impact loads show that the higher the load the fewer the number of sensors required to maintain the same level of probability of detection. The same approach was applied to a second composite panel of more complex geometry. It was found that many more sensors were required in order to achieve the same probability of detection as the first panel even when substantially higher loads were applied. Nevertheless, a novel methodology for the sensor placement problem was presented in this work.

A methodology for the arrangement of sensor arrays for SHM systems under uncertainty was presented by Guratzsch and Mahadeven [168]. The authors of this study used FEA models to simulate modal responses as a means of monitoring the structure. The approach was taken to experimentally validate the modal responses of an aluminium plate modelled in the FEA software package. Once the model had been successfully validated, a probabilistic analysis was conducted using the FEA model by modifying the material properties. The simulations were run multiple times for various scenarios, with and without damage. The site of the actuation was fixed with the sensors allowed to move to various locations on the plate. To classify and locate the presence of the damage a combination of Bayes decision theory and Mahalanobis distance was used. As such, the probability of type I and type II error was established. The optimisation approach taken in this study was to use a SNOBFIT (Stable Noisy Optimisation by Branch and Fit) algorithm which does not require a set of candidate locations for optimisation but rather considers the problem using a set of continuous variables whilst also having the benefit of being able to search for the global minima. For a detailed explanation of the SNOBFIT algorithm, the reader is referred to Huyer and Neumaier [169]. The problem was considered for a four-sensor network (where ‘sensor’ one acted as the actuator and remained fixed). It was found that by making adjustments to the objective function, different distributions of sensors were achieved which gave different probabilities of type I and type II error. The authors concluded that additional investigation was required to determine the optimal number of sensors though they did state the addition of sensors has a weight penalty which is not ideal for aerospace applications.

The use of a modified monkey algorithm for optimal sensor placement was investigated by Ting-Hua et al. [170]. This study used modal analysis as a means of monitoring the health of a structure with the novel implementation of the monkey algorithm (MA). MAs attempt to simulate the mountain climbing processes exhibited by monkeys in nature. The concept behind the algorithm is that monkeys naturally find the shortest route to the top of a mountain. The algorithm uses three main operators;
Climb – the algorithm ‘climbs’ towards the local maxima

Watch-jump – the algorithm searches for areas of the local search space that exceed the current values which speeds up convergence

Somersault – the algorithm ‘somersaults’ to other regions of the search space to search for other promising maxima and in-turn the other two operators are executed.

An MA is a form of evolutionary algorithm that is reasonably similar to GAs. A full description of MAs is presented in work by Zhao and Tang [171].

The objective function in this study was formulated from structural dynamic principles. This involved maximising the off-diagonal elements in the modal assurance criterion matrix and also maximising the average of the off-diagonal modal assurance criterion. The algorithm was terminated once a specified number of iterations had run. The structure used to demonstrate the optimisation methodology was an FEA model of the Dalian world trade building in China. The number of sensors considered for the optimisation ranged from five to fifty sensors and the results from the MA were compared to those of solutions derived using a firing squad synchronisation problem (FSSP) algorithm. It was found that by modifying the MA performance gains of 66.42% over the original MA and 77.93% over the FSSP could be achieved. It was also found that the optimal solution found by the modified MA was found at twenty-four sensors whereas the optimal solution found with the FSSP required thirty-one sensors. The authors concluded that it was possible to achieve a much higher performance through using the modified MA over the FSSP algorithm.

Gao et al. [172] conducted a study to design a sensor network for monitoring the health of a full-scale horizontal tail using ultrasonic Lamb waves. The tail section used in this study was not from any particular aircraft but was manufactured for the purpose of the study with a representative internal structure. The tail was supported at the centre (as to represent the attachment to a fuselage) with representative in-flight static loads applied at seven locations along the length of each side of the tail fin. It was stated that the most common failure mode in this loading condition is delamination at the skin-stiffener interface. Based on sensor-actuator paths, a set of candidate sensor locations was established. The presence of damage was determined using a correlation coefficient calculated from baseline wave measurements. For optimising the sensor network, an objective function was established based on the probability of detection of the damage. This probability was determined from preliminary tests of cross-stiffener and along-stiffener wave propagation measurements. The ability to detect damage was also established in a preliminary test by inducing a delamination in a composite t-
section using a tensile test. The sensor network was optimised by using a coverage rate method where solutions with less than 95% coverage of the tail fin were disregarded. The results showed that this could only be achieved with a six-sensor network where a 98.1% coverage was obtained. Despite this the authors decided to use a seven-sensor network that had a coverage of 98.5%. Coverage results for sensor networks with more than seven sensors were not presented. Different loading conditions were applied to the tail fin and the damage induced was plotted. It should be noted that the optimisation method used in this study could be seen as somewhat questionable particularly as it could be argued that the data on which the optimisation study was based is not representative of an actual tail fin.

A novel approach for the optimal placement of sensors to detect impact damage in a composite panel was presented by De Stefano et al. [173]. This study develops the methodology used by Worden and Staszewski [174] where a sensor network was trained using a neural network and optimised using a GA to detect and locate impact damage in a composite plate based on strain caused by the impact. This was then tested and proven experimentally. This study builds upon this work to use a trilateration-based approach to replace the requirement for a neural network; reducing the need for training and hence significantly reducing time and effort. Trilateration is a method commonly used in global positioning systems and for locating earthquakes. The method uses the distances between three sensors to determine the location of the impact. A quasi-isotropic composite plate, representative of a skin panel of an aircraft, was restrained along its edges and was instrumented with twenty piezo-electric sensors in a regular square grid which acted as the candidate sensor locations. Impacts were performed experimentally using a commercially available instrumented impact hammer at one hundred and fifty four nodes on a regular square grid to produce training data. Features were extracted which included time after impact of maximum response, magnitude of maximum response and time at which the signal is received by the sensor. The first two features were used to train a neural network to conduct the optimisation study using the original approach and the third feature was used for the trilateration approach.

A GA was used to optimise the sensor network (particularly the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2). More information on this algorithm is presented by Zitzler et al. [175].) with an objective of fail-safe location and detection (i.e. redundancy in the network is present so that location and detection is still possible despite a proportion of sensors breaking down). In this study, this was achieved with a four-sensor network (as only three sensors were required). The two techniques investigated (the traditional approach and trilateration) produced sensor networks with only two sensors in common with each other. It was
concluded that the trilateration approach achieved results that were comparable to that of the traditional approach though it achieves them in one tenth of the time.

2.12. Summary

The theory outlined has demonstrated the numerical reasoning for the AE and AU induced Lamb waves. In addition, the physical phenomena such as dispersion and attenuation have been discussed and reasoned.

The reviewed literature has given a detailed overview of previous studies that have used both AE and AU for SHM applications. The benefits and drawbacks of such systems have been discussed in particular historical experiences which have resulted in reluctance to apply systems for in-service applications.

Uses of laser vibrometry have been reviewed and it has been noted that advances in Lamb wave sensing have only been made in recent years with the development of higher performance computational ability. It is because of this that there are limited published works on the subject and even fewer works that consider in-plane wave components.

Similarly, the LISA modelling method has only come to the fore with the adaptation of the method to the massively parallel processing ability supplied by NVIDIA CUDA GPU architecture. There have been many studies conducted using this technique and it shows great potential for the modelling of Lamb waves. However, its widespread adoption is somewhat limited.

A wide range of sensor location optimisation studies for SHM applications has been presented. It has been demonstrated that there have been many studies conducted for the placement of sensors based on the numerical models for modal variations. There is some limited works on the placement of AU sensor but minimal works on the placement of sensors for AE systems. Some promising attempts have been made using probability density functions to predict the likelihood of damage to ‘weight’ specific areas of the search space.

Within industry, the requirement to ensure airworthiness of large aircraft to EASA standard CS 25 [176] while also optimising maintenance operations is a key driver. Critical areas of the aircraft are mapped in terms of probability based on the probability of damage occurrence and the effect on the strength of airframe should damage occur. This allows maintenance inspections to be conducted more regularly on more critical areas of the structure. However, this is a challenging task as metallic and composite structures are prone to different damage mechanisms. To ensure airworthiness, a large focus is put on creating damage tolerant structures which allow for a level of damage to be present which lowers the risk of the
strength of the airframe being compromised [177]. There is some potential to use these probability maps as a ‘mask’ for optimising SHM sensor networks.

Due to the experimental and numerical overheads, there have been few studies that consider a multi-source, multi-sensor approach. This therefore indicates a promising and novel avenue to explore.
3. Experimental and numerical techniques

This section gives an overview of the different equipment, software and techniques used in the studies presented within this thesis. Details of both experimental and numerical techniques are presented.

3.1. Transducers

The transducers outlined in this section have been used for laser vibrometry and AE investigations. A transducer is defined in the Oxford English dictionary as ‘Any device by which variations in one physical quantity (e.g. pressure, brightness) are quantitatively converted into variations in another (e.g. voltage, position)’ [178]. In these studies the term transducer is used to describe a device that converts energy from surface waves into an electrical signal. Typically, the type of transducer used for sensing surface waves is a piezo-electric transducer that uses the piezo-electric effect to convert the surface wave into an electrical alternating current. A diagram of a typical piezo-electric transducer is presented in Figure 18.

![Diagram of a Piezo-electric transducer](image)

**Figure 18. Diagram of a Piezo-electric transducer**

The electric signal from the transducer is typically passed through a pre-amplifier that adds a gain to the signal (usually 40dB). The signal is also usually filtered using a high-pass filter which removes any low frequency mechanical noise. Coaxial cables are used for the transfer of the signal which reduces the electro-magnetic noise. Once filtered, the signal is then received by an AE system for acquisition.

There are a range of different transducers available for different applications. Three types of transducer are typically used in research for sensing surface waves; broadband, resonant and wideband.

Broadband transducers are said to have a flat frequency response meaning that, in theory, their transfer function is the same regardless of the frequency although in practice there is a small variation over the frequency range. For the measurement of AE signals, this is typically in
the range of 10kHz – 1MHz. Broadband transducers are particularly useful where frequency analysis is used. However, their reduced sensitivity and inability to distinguish signals from background noise means that they are not commonly used in commercial applications.

Resonant transducers are tuned to have a frequency response for a specific frequency. Because of this they have a greater transfer function for the tuned frequency when compared to a broadband transducer. If the frequency content of AE signals is known it may be beneficial to pair a resonant transducer to that frequency which will improve the sensitivity to detection. Due to this, resonant transducers typically have a better signal-to-noise ratio however they are not suitable for frequency analysis.

Wideband transducers are something of a compromise between broadband and resonant sensors. The wideband transducer has a flatter frequency response than a resonant sensor but produces a higher fidelity signal with a greater sensitivity than a broadband sensor.

In addition to generating an electrical current from surface waves, it also possible to drive a transducer with an electrical alternating current to induce surface waves. The resultant wave is a function of the excitation signal, the sensor transfer function and the frequency response.

(Note: the term ‘transducer’ and ‘sensor’ have the same meaning in the context of the studies presented.)

Throughout the course of these studies three transducers have been used for both excitation and sensing; PANCOM Pico-Z, National Physical Laboratory (NPL) conical transducer and MGL Nano30.

3.1.1. PANCOM Pico-Z

The PANCOM Pico-Z (approximately costs £500) is a wideband transducer with an operational frequency range of 200kHz-500kHz. As the name suggests, it is a physically small transducer with a small sensor face (6mm). When used as a receiver, it is particularly useful for reducing the time-of-arrival error as this is directly proportional to the diameter of the sensor face [65]. In addition, the smaller transducer size minimises the effects of mass damping. Throughout these studies, Pico-Z transducers have been used for inducing surface waves. The small sensor face diameter is beneficial and has been shown to produce better results for the excitation of surface waves [179].
3.1.2. National Physical Laboratory conical transducer

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) conical transducer is a broadband transducer that was developed by Theobald et al. [179, 180] to generate a self-calibrating repeatable reference signal for the characterisation of AE systems as an alternative to H-N sources. A cross-section of the conical transducer is presented in Figure 19.

![Cross-section of the NPL conical transducer](image)

**Figure 19. Cross-section of the NPL conical transducer**

The piezo-electric crystal in the transducer is conically shaped, 3mm thick, and reduces from 10mm to 1mm in diameter. The small contact area of the tip makes the transducer akin to a point source when it is used to excite surface waves. The size and expense of this type of transducer means that it is not typically used outside of research environments. The conical transducer is only used for excitation in these studies.

3.1.3. Mistras Group Limited Nano30

The Nano30 sensor (approximately costs £300) is a commercially produced sensor widely used in industrial applications. The sensor is reasonably broadband with a resonance range, according to the manufacturers, of 150kHz – 750kHz [181] although it is resonant at 300kHz. Though larger than the Pico-Z, the Nano30 is still a relatively small sensor with a face diameter of 8mm. The small dimensions of the sensor make it ideal for monitoring areas where space is limited. Therefore the Nano30 sensor is an ideal choice for aerospace applications. Nano30 sensors are used within these studies for the sensing of AE signals.
(It should be noted that the high costs of the sensors used is due to their robust, wideband performance. For application on an aircraft structure it is suggested that lower cost, narrow-band sensors are used based on laboratory investigation)

3.1.4. Mounting of transducers

The mounting of transducers is an important consideration to ensure consistent and repeatable acquisition of AE signals and excitation of surface waves. Traditionally effective mounting of sensors to structures requires clamping or coupling.

Clamping methods ensure a good contact is made and maintained between the transducer and the structure. There are two main key points that must be adhered to [182];

- Adequate pressure must be applied to the transducer to ensure that contact with the structure is maintained.
- The transducer must not be able to move to ensure that errors do not occur in the location of AE signals.

There are numerous traditional clamping methods. Electrical tape has been used for the clamping of transducers. This works well where the tape can be wrapped around the structure and the transducer (for example, in the case of monitoring a small concrete beam) however it is not suitable for larger test specimens. Changes in temperature, high loads or long acquisition periods can lead to degradation of the tape and therefore this is an unsuitable clamping method for tests under these conditions.

Similar to electrical tape, self-adhesive tabs and zip ties can be used to clamp sensors to the surface of the structure. These have the advantage over electrical tape that they can be applied to most structures. However the presence of the adhesive tabs may affect wave propagation.

Magnetic clamping has also been used with some success. This method uses two magnets with a clamp in the middle which holds the sensor in place. It is ideal for quick application and removal of sensors to/from a structure particularly within the research environment. However, the material needs to be ferrous or thin enough to enable a ferrous backing plate to be placed on the underside. The presence of the clamp also adds additional mass damping.

Probably the simplest method of clamping sensors is to apply a mass to the back of the sensor to weight it down. This method is only applicable to flat surfaces where it is unlikely that the
test will result in the movement of the sensors (i.e. failure of the structure). The addition of mass however also results in additional mass damping which may affect the frequency response characteristics of the transducer.

Baxter [65] conducted a thorough investigation into different clamping methods and found that magnetic clamps provided a good clamping solution for Nano30 transducers. However a small change in the frequency response of the sensor was observed.

In terms of coupling, it is recommended in ASTM E650 [182] that a couplant should be used to couple to the transducer to the structure. The presence of a couplant layer removes any air between the transducer and the structure which has a significantly lower acoustic impedance than the structure and transducer and therefore can reduce the quality of the signal received. The standard doesn’t recommend a suitable couplant though it does recommend that the couplant should be of sufficiently high viscosity to support shear forces, not corrode the structure and be carefully selected for the environment in which the transducer will operate.

A range of different couplants are typically used including, grease, silicone and ultrasonic gels. Many studies have been conducted to assess the usefulness of different couplants. Dugmore et al. [183] considered different couplants for monitoring AE on composite structures. It was found that most couplants needed at least three minutes to stabilise before useful results could be obtained. Colombo et al. [184] conducted a comprehensive investigation into the frequency response of transducers with different couplants. Signal parameters such as signal quality and repeatability performance of the different couplants was considered. It was found that cyanoacrylate adhesive produced the best results though complications can arise when the transducer is required to be removed. Beck [185] investigated the degradation of different couplants over time with respect to their transmissivity on concrete. It was found that couplants that were absorbed into the concrete suffered the biggest losses. Hensman et al. [186] investigated the reproducibility of transducer couplings for AE monitoring. Various commonly used couplants were used for coupling and recoupling of transducers. Cross-correlation analysis was used to assess the reproducibility of the different coupling methods. It was found that water-based ultrasound gels produced the best results though it was recommend that these couplants should only be used for short periods due to evaporation. Grease produced the best long-term results with silicone grease performing the worst; contradicting the findings presented by [187]. Baxter [65] investigated different couplants for monitoring AE on landing gear steels using Nano30 transducers. In this study, two transducers were coupled ‘face-to-face’ with one being excited by an electronic signal and the other receiving. Sensors were also coupled to steel plates and the degradation of the couplants was
monitored over twenty-seven days. Finally, sensors were coupled to a steel plate to measure the transmission of a surface wave through a plate. It was concluded by Baxter that the most suitable couplant was silicone grease for the purpose of his studies.

An important consideration for selecting the appropriate coupling is the construction of the transducer. Some coupling methods may chemically damage the transducers or cause damage on removal. The Pico-Z transducer is metallic with a metallic wear plate. This makes the transducer reasonably resistant to damage caused by the coupling. Therefore, based on the findings of Colombo et al. [184] a cyanoacrylate adhesive (Loctite Ethyl-2- cyanoacrylate) was used throughout these studies for the coupling of the Pico-Z transducers. This coupling method acted as its own clamping method once set, although masses were placed on top of the transducers whilst the adhesive cured. To remove the Pico-Z transducers, acetone was used to soften the cyanoacrylate adhesive. A localised shear load was applied to the side of the transducer case with great care taken to ensure that it was not damaged. The sensor face was then cleaned using acetone to remove any remaining cyanoacrylate adhesive before re-coupling.

The NPL conical transducer has a plastic wear plate. Cyanoacrylate adhesives can cause degradation of plastics as well as causing damage during sensor removal. Considering the size and shape of the conical transducer, it was decided to use grease, based on the experiences of Hensman et al. [186], to couple the transducer with a brass backing mass which ensured a tight coupling of the conical tip with the structure.

Nano30 transducers similarly have a plastic wear plate which rules out the use of cyanoacrylate adhesives for coupling. Due to the small size and mass of the Nano30 transducers additional clamping methods would be required if grease were to be used. This was not suitable for the applications in which the Nano30 transducers are used in these studies. Therefore, based on the experiences of Baxter [65], it was decided to use a silicone based couplant that once set would also act as an integral clamping method.

### 3.2. Acousto-Ultrasonic signal generation

In the experimental investigations where acousto-ultrasonic (AU) Lamb waves have been generated, a Mistras Group Ltd. (MGL) μdisp/NB-8 combined acoustic emission system and wave generator was used. The μdisp/NB-8 contains a MGL WaveGen1410 arbitrary waveform generator subsystem. The WaveGen 1410 has two output ports for the wave generator; a low voltage port with a maximum peak voltage of 10V and a proportional high voltage port with a maximum peak voltage of 160V. A block diagram for the WaveGen 1410 is presented in Figure
20. In all cases the low voltage port has been used as a reference signal with the high voltage port used for exciting the mounted transducer. The μdisp/NB-8 was connected to a laptop computer via a card bus which enabled it to be controlled by the MGL WaveGen function generator software. The software has the capability to generate sine, square and saw tooth waves with or without a window function. In addition, there is a capability to generate frequency modulated waves as well as user-defined wave functions.

Figure 20. ARB1410 arbitrary waveform generator board block diagram (recreated from [188])

### 3.3. Laser vibrometry

The laser vibrometer used throughout these studies was the Polytec PSV-500-3D-M shown in Figure 21. This vibrometer is a three-dimensional scanning vibrometer which uses three laser heads. Through the use of scanning mirrors, this vibrometer can sample many points over the surface of a structure. This is achieved by tracking the locations of these points within images captured by a video camera mounted in the top scanning head. After training the movement of all three laser heads and conducting alignment, the lasers are then able to align at each scan point. The measurements recorded by each laser head can then be used to calculate both the in-plane and out-of-plane velocities using trigonometry. Since measurements are taken from three heads it is less important for the lasers to be perpendicular to the structure under test with a 3D scanning system than it is with a 1D system.
The ‘M’ in the model identifier of the vibrometer is in relation to its sampling frequency (megahertz). The vibrometer used has the ability to sample up to a maximum frequency of 2.56MHz. Although this gives a Nyquist frequency (i.e. the maximum frequency that can be sampled without aliasing) of 1.28MHz, it is generally good practice to have a sampling frequency ten times that of the measured wave to ensure high fidelity in the reconstructed wave. Therefore only excitation frequencies of 300kHz and below have been considered in these studies.

A drawback of the vibrometry system used however is that at this sampling frequency, the lowest sensitivity range is 200 mm/s. This is not ideal as the amplitude of the measured velocities was of the order of 1 mm/s and thus the measured signal had a low signal to noise ratio. This was overcome by taking multiple measurements (two hundred unless otherwise stated) at each scan point and averaging the signals.

Measurements from the vibrometer were captured using the Polytec PSV 9.0 acquisition software. The acquisition of the vibrometer was triggered using a rising threshold of 15% from the 10v reference signal from the WaveGen. This ensured that the acquisition was triggered by the reference waveform and not by any noise. A 10% pre-trigger was set on the acquisition to ensure that the start of the wave was captured. Nominally, (unless otherwise stated) a low-pass frequency filter was applied to the acquisition channels at 50kHz above the excitation frequency to filter out high frequency noise.

Results were analysed using the Polytec PSV 9.0 presentation software. This enabled the extraction of waveforms whilst also generating a visual representation of wave propagation.

### 3.3.1. Retroreflective glass micro-beads

The backscatter of light to the vibrometer head, and hence the signal received, is dependent on the surface finish and colour of the component under investigation. To improve the
backscattering of the light to the vibrometer head, components were coated with a layer of retroreflective micro-beads which have a diameter of the order of 10μm.

Initial investigations were conducted to assess a number of different mounting methods. Grease was found to reduce the backscatter of light and hence the performance of the retroreflective micro-beads. Contact adhesive also had a negative influence on the performance of the beads. Spray adhesive was found to achieve the best results in applying a one-bead thick layer to the surface of a component. It appeared that this method gave the best backscatter and hence a high signal level with minimal influence on the wave being measured.

The recommendation from the Polytec for the mounting of beads is the use of steam which adheres the beads to the surface through the capillary action. This method was trialled however it was difficult to achieve consistent results over a large area. Additionally, the adhesion of the beads to the surface was weak meaning that beads were susceptible to falling off when specimens were being moved.

3.4. Acoustic Emission

This subsection outlines the techniques and equipment used for the study of acoustic emission.

3.4.1. Acoustic Emission data acquisition and storage

Two AE acquisition systems were used in these studies. Both were manufactured by MGL specifically for the acquisition of AE signals.

The PCI-2 system uses bespoke PCI-2 boards each of which provides two low-noise channels for the acquisition of AE signals. Though four boards were mounted in parallel (offering up to eight channels), no more than four channels were used at once throughout these studies. Each channel can be used to conduct full waveform acquisition and feature extraction. The PCI-2 features an 18 bit analogue-to-digital converter with a 40MHz sample rate. This gives the system a high-speed and high-resolution acquisition ability. The system also offers a wide bandwidth of 1Khz to 3MHz as well as programmable hardware filters. Though not used in these studies, the PCI-2 system also has the ability to continuously record raw signals (referred to as ‘wavestreaming’) [190].

The express-8 system is essentially an updated version of the PCI-2 system, offering much the same capability in a much smaller package, with the ability to simultaneously acquire on eight
channels. There is a small compromise in the system specification for the smaller unit however. The express-8 offers 16 bit analogue-to-digital conversion and a reduced sampling rate of 10MHz but still maintains the ability to record and store waveforms [191]. For the AE signals recorded in these studies, this reduction in system specification is not detrimental.

Both AE systems use MGL AEWin software for setup, acquisition and post-test analysis. The software enables many test parameters to be set such as the values for pre-triggers, sample rates, sample lengths and filter settings. This gives the ability to fully tailor the acquisition of AE signals to the test that is being conducted. Regarding post-test analysis, the software offers the ability to easily replay AE tests and view their waveforms and energy content whilst also enabling on-the-fly source location using the time-of-arrival location method. Waveforms can easily be extracted in common plain-text formats for post processing.

3.4.2. Hsu-Neilson source

The Hsu-Neilson (H-N) source was first developed by Hsu et al. [192] as a method of calibrating AE sensors bonded to a structure. It was found that breaking pencil leads on the surface of a component induced an elastic wave that was representative of an AE signal. This method was developed to produce a repeatable signal for which a standard was written [193]. The standard states that a 0.5mm or 0.3mm diameter, 2H grade lead must be used. To ensure repeatability of the source, the lead must be 2mm to 3mm in length and broken at an angle of 30°. In order to make the breaking of pencil leads readily repeatable, a Hsu-Neilson shoe was developed as shown in Figure 22.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>GT (+/- 0.05 mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3 mm</td>
<td>0.84 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.92 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 22. Dimensions and operation of an H-N shoe (recreated from [193])**
The cost effectiveness and repeatability of H-N sources achieved has resulted in these being widely used in industry to represent AE events. In recent years they have been used in studies where it has been beneficial to map components’ AE responses [32, 89, 194].

3.5. Ultrasonic inspection (C-Scans)

In order to characterise damage, a traditional ultrasonic NDT method known as a C-scan was conducted as part of these studies. The apparatus used for this was a MIDAS NDT ultrasonic C-scanner with a 10MHz transducer probe. The specimen under investigation is placed in a water tank which acts as a couplant for the transducer. The transducer is driven on rails which enable it to move in both the x and y-directions to inspect the entire specimen. It is excited with an alternating electrical current which induces an ultrasonic wave in the water towards the specimen. When the wave comes into contact with the specimen, some of the energy is reflected with the remainder transmitting through the specimen before making contact with a glass block where it is reflected back towards the transmitter. To receive the reflected signal, the transducer is electronically switched to act as a receiver. This is known as a ‘pitch-catch’ method.

A parameter of the received wave is then calculated (usually peak amplitude) which is then stored which corresponds to an x/y location. The transducer is then moved to the next location where the process is repeated.

Once complete, a false-colour image plot for the entire specimen is produced. Differences in peak amplitude denote changes in the structure and can be used to identify the location and shape of damage on a structure.

3.6. Dispersion curve calculation

Theoretical dispersion curves were calculated for particular metallic test specimens to aid understanding. This is particularly useful when discussing the interaction of different frequencies (and hence their wavelengths) with differing sizes of damage. Dispersion curves were calculated using the MGL AEWin software. This software has an integrated tool box for the calculation of dispersion curves for isotropic materials where material thickness, shear wave velocity and pressure wave velocity are specified.

3.7. Local Interaction Simulation Approach (LISA)

Two versions of the LISA software package cuLISA3D developed by Packo et al. [139] were used throughout these studies. The first version used was a pre-release version of v0.8.4 of the software which was acquired from Packo. The second version used was the full-release version
of v0.8.4 (published by MONIT SHM) which featured minor upgrades to the management of the GPUs and hence a slightly better convergence performance than the pre-release version. There was no difference in the results obtained from the two versions.

cuLISA3D is a software package that is based on LISA (the reader is referred to the user manual published by AGH University, Poland for full details of the theory and programming [195]). The software take full advantage of the parallel processing power of nVidia CUDA architecture on modern GPUs for rapid solving and convergence of Lamb wave simulations. The software uses a MATLAB interface enabling a reasonably high degree of user-friendliness.

The parameters of the model are defined in a text file (or a tree of linked text files) which defines the parameters of the model. These parameters include the Cartesian co-ordinates for each cube, materials and environmental properties, actuator locations and details of the excitation and sensor locations. From a MATLAB script, a series of MATLAB MEX (binary encoded files) are called which take their inputs from the parameters outlined in the text files. These in-turn call a series of dynamic link library (DLL) files which allocate the processing within the GPU.

This software package produces results quickly which have been proven to be consistent with experimental results in published literature [135-137, 139, 196]. LISA has many advantages over other techniques such as FEA and analytical models. These include relatively quick production of results due to the efficient CUDA computation, the user-friendliness of the interface and accuracy in modelling of the boundary reflection and interaction with damage. It is because of these features that cuLISA3D was selected for numerical modelling in these studies presented.

This software package however does have some drawbacks. This commercially available package does not enable the user to define irregular cube sizes (i.e. cuboids – the reader is referred to the work of Sundarararman et al. [135]) or finer or coarser cube sizes for different areas of the model (a global cube size is defined by the user) and anisotropic materials cannot be modelled (pressure and shear wave velocity are not defined with respect to propagation direction). This means that composite materials cannot be modelled using this package (though a degree of heterogeneity can be achieved by allocating different material properties to adjacent cubes – the reader is referred to the work of Delsanto et al [132]).

Another drawback of this particular package is that because the GPU architecture is used, this requires the on-board graphics card random access memory (RAM) to be used which is typically an order of magnitude less than the RAM of the computer. This can result in larger
models not being able to be computed as all of cube co-ordinates need to be pre-loaded on to the GPU RAM. Hence, it would be beneficial to have variable cube size to reduce the number of co-ordinates required.

The software package also includes a ‘cube viewer’. This enables the user to view all of the cubes in the model which is particularly useful for ensuring that the model is correct and that the correct material properties have been allocated to the correct areas of the model. It is also possible to use the cube viewer function to ‘dump’ the values for each cube at a particular time-step to give a visual representation of the wave propagation. By dumping data at sequential time-steps it is possible to animate the propagating wave. However, this does slow down the performance of the software.

3.8. Summary

This chapter has presented the experimental and numerical techniques used throughout this thesis. The techniques, methods and equipment presented here are common to these studies. Where possible, the best practices have been followed as stated within the published literature. However, some studies presented, such as those which use laser vibrometry, have required best practices to be developed.
4. Lamb Wave Interaction with Adhesively Bonded Stiffeners and Disbonds Using 3D Vibrometry

4.1. Introduction

Aircraft structures are typically constructed from thin load bearing skins with stiffeners attached to provide the structure with the required amount of rigidity [39]. There are two predominant methods of attaching the stiffeners to the skin; mechanical fasteners such as rivets, or bonding with an adhesive. Traditionally, mechanical fasteners have been used in the primary structure of the aircraft (i.e., the structure in which failure would be catastrophic) because of their ability to transfer loads between components with predictable performance. However mechanical fasteners create high stress concentrations which can lead to crack initiation [197, 198].

A significant contribution to mass reduction can be achieved by using adhesive bonding techniques in place of these traditional mechanical fastening methods. Bonding techniques have increased strength to mass ratios whilst having improved structural performance and more resistance to fatigue loading than mechanically fastened joints [199-201]. Adhesively bonded metallic joints have been used in the secondary structure of aircraft for the past fifty years [202]. Adhesively bonding stiffeners is also less labour intensive and more cost effective than using mechanical fasteners as it does not require repetitive drilling operations [203]. Adhesive bonding is particularly suited to composite structures where the use of mechanical fasteners presents additional difficulties. Due to the hardness, high tensile strengths and abrasive nature of some composites, drilling can cause rapid deterioration of the drill bits [204] resulting in high machining costs and thus skilled operatives are required to carry out the operation. Drilling can also cause damage to the composite such as interlaminar crack propagation, micro cracking, fibre breakage, fibre pull-out, matrix cracking, thermal damage and delaminations. The presence of the hole also forms a reduction in the strength of the material due to the fibres no longer being continuous.

Despite the mass saving, cost reduction and manufacturing benefits of adhesively bonded joints [203] there is a reluctance from aircraft design engineers to use them in the aircraft’s primary structure due to a poor understanding of their failure mechanisms and lack of engineering confidence in their use [205], particularly in the hostile environments that the bond will experience (i.e. varying temperatures, water ingress and high levels of humidity) [206, 207]. From the experience of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) 53% of defects detected in aircraft structures such as the F-111 were found to be bond failures [201]. In the case of the Boeing 737, Aloha flight 243, adhesive bond failure resulted in catastrophic failure.
of the fuselage [4]. Many cases of adhesive bond failure have been found to be the result of improper application of the adhesive or insufficient surface preparation [208] i.e., human error in the manufacture of the joint. In addition, there is little understanding of the in-service degradation of adhesively bonded joints that can be directly attributed to harsh environments that an aircraft experiences [209]. This has led to over engineered, heavy design solutions being created [210], typically using adhesives combined with arrestment fasteners [208].

The uncertainty in the condition of adhesive bonds throughout the aircraft’s in-service life requires monitoring using non-destructive techniques to ensure airworthiness. Traditional non-destructive (NDT) techniques can be used to inspect the structural integrity of bonds on aircraft structures. However with the increasing size of commercial aircraft, the influence of human error and pressures from aircraft operators to reduce maintenance times [20], alternative solutions to traditional NDT techniques have to be found to enable the application of airworthy adhesively bonded stiffeners. If a sensor network could be installed to monitor damage and degradation of the bonded joint an “as required” inspection program could be used.

Adhesive bond defects are often complex, for example kissing bonds, where a bond fails but still retains close contact between the bond faces hence appearing to still be bonded. These are notoriously difficult to detect [211]. To enable complex defects be detected using techniques such as acousto-ultrasonics, sensor networks need a high probability of detection. In the case of acousto-ultrasonics an understanding of Lamb wave interaction with stiffeners and associated defects will enable better sensor network design whilst also driving towards minimizing the weight penalty the sensors add to the overall structure.

This chapter describes a study to investigate Lamb wave interaction with a stiffener and disbonds using 3D scanning laser vibrometry in order to visualise the wave propagation and interaction. Three excitation frequencies were used to investigate the different sensitivities of the different wavelengths to the disbond damage. A windowed root-mean-squared technique was developed to quantify the reflection, attenuation and transmission of Lamb wave energy across the structure, enabling the size and shape of the defect to be visualised. The technique was verified by traditional ultrasonic inspection techniques. This is further supported with an ultrasonic C-scan and a swept sine wave excitation vibrometry study.

A computational study using the software LISA was carried out for comparison with the experimental results. The objective of the simulation was to determine its viability as a tool for simulating wave interaction with disbonds for damage detection sensor network design. This
approach enabled the Lamb wave interaction to be investigated numerically with a view to its potential use as a design tool for the optimisation of sensor locations.

**4.2. Panel manufacture and geometry**

A 3 mm thick 6082-T6 aluminium plate was bonded to a 6082-T6 aluminium unequal angle stiffener to construct a stiffened panel with the dimensions shown in Figure 23. The dimensions of the panel were chosen to reduce the effects of edge reflections. The stiffener was bonded to the plate using commercially available Araldite® 420 (Huntsman) adhesive. The film thickness of the adhesive was regulated using 0.1 mm copper wire gauges to achieve the optimal shear strength [36].

![Figure 23. Dimensions of the stiffened panel (all dimensions in mm).]

A geometrically similar second panel was also manufactured with an induced disbonded region of 25.4 mm length across the width of the stiffener. The disbonded region was induced by installing PTFE tape prior to applying the adhesive. This was then removed once the adhesive had cured.

A commercially available PANCOM Pico-Z transducer was acoustically coupled to the panel using Loctite® Ethyl-2-Cyanoacrylate adhesive. This transducer was selected because of its flat broadband frequency response in the frequency range under investigation and its relatively small face (5 mm), as previous studies have shown that sources that are more representative of a point source produce best results [179]. The transducer was located at the mid-point between the panel edge and the stiffener centreline to reduce the effects of edge reflections.
on the transmitted wave. This also was sufficient distance from the scan area to ensure that the Lamb waves had fully formed by the time that they reached the scan area.

4.3. Experimental Setup

A 10-cycle sine wave was generated by the MGL WaveGen function generator software which was connected to the MGL μdisp/NB-8 hardware. This allowed the transducer to input sufficient energy into the structure. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the excitation signal was 160V. Three frequencies were selected for this experiment; 100 kHz, 250 kHz and 300 kHz. The frequencies investigated primarily excited the two fundamental modes as shown in the calculated dispersion curves for a 3mm aluminium plate in Figure 24.

![Calculated dispersion curves for a 3 mm aluminium plate, (a) Phase Velocity (b) Group Velocity](image)

100 kHz was chosen to investigate the interaction of a longer wavelength with the stiffener and disbonded region. The wavelengths of the \( A_0 \) and \( S_0 \) modes were calculated to be 15 mm and 55 mm respectively. Though this frequency fell outside the operating resonance window of the chosen transducer, the calibration certificate for the transducer showed that it would function at this frequency albeit at a reduced amplitude. Frequencies of 250 kHz and 300 kHz were selected to investigate the interaction of shorter wavelengths. The wavelengths of the \( A_0 \) and \( S_0 \) modes were calculated to be 9 mm and 22 mm respectively for the 250 kHz excitation and 8 mm and 18 mm respectively for the 300 kHz excitation. Frequencies above 300 kHz were not considered due to the constraint of the sampling frequency of the acquisition card in the laser vibrometer used. This was not seen to be an issue as the calculated wavelengths indicated that interaction would be observed considering the size of the disbond. A 10 V peak-to-peak wave was also generated and used as a reference signal for triggering the acquisition of the vibrometer. A repetitive trigger rate of 20 Hz was used as this gave sufficient time for the induced wave energy to fully dissipate before the next measurement was taken.
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A sampling frequency of 2.56 MHz was used for the acquisition by the vibrometer, which gave sufficient resolution for reconstructing the wave. A drawback of the vibrometry system used however was that at this sampling frequency, the lowest sensitivity range is 200 mm/s. This is not ideal as the amplitude of the measured velocities was of the order of 1 mm/s and thus the measured signal had a low signal to noise ratio due to it being within the noise floor. This was overcome by using an averaging technique within the vibrometer software. This involved taking 200 repetitive measurements at each point. The 200 measurements were then averaged resulting in a waveform with improved fidelity as the random noise on the signal reduced to approximately zero. A scan area of 145 mm × 145 mm was measured which comprised of 5329 measurement points. The area was coated with retro-reflective glass beads to improve the level of backscattered light.

4.4. LISA model

A LISA model was designed to simulate the Lamb wave interaction with the stiffener and disbond in the metallic panel, which could be validated with the 3D vibrometry measurements.

4.4.1. Global cube edge length

As previously discussed, a major drawback of the LISA modelling package is that it uses a global cube edge length and hence the smallest component dimension drives the global cube edge length, as opposed to finite element techniques where the mesh can easily be refined in regions of interest whilst adopting a coarser mesh elsewhere. For the panels used in the experimental study, the smallest dimension was the adhesive film thickness of 0.1mm.

Using a 0.1mm global cube edge length generated a very large set of cube geometry data which was not possible to process using the CUDA graphics card due to insufficient memory (2GB). Therefore, the model was simplified to reduce the memory required.

4.4.2. Model setup

The simulation was performed on a PC fitted with an NVIDIA GTX690 CUDA graphics card (2 Kepler GPUs with 256 cores running at 995MHz, 2GB of RAM).

The inner 625mm x 625mm region of the plate stiffened aluminium plate was modelled with an ultrasonic actuator positioned on the edge to reduce the effects of edge reflections; a common ultrasonic modelling technique. The smaller geometry also reduced the computational costs and model processing time.
A global cube edge length of 0.5mm was used for the model. This introduced complexities in the modelling of the much thinner adhesive film. Attempts were made to model the adhesive layer by reducing the global cube edge length to 0.1mm however this was not possible to successfully model due to insufficient RAM on the graphics card used. A model with a 0.5mm adhesive film layer was also produced however the results from this model showed a high level of transmission through the stiffener with limited reflections which were not representative of experimental results. Therefore, the effects of the adhesive film were assumed to be negligible for the purpose of creating a simplistic model. In reality, the adhesive film layer would have an influence on the wave interaction as the density and Young’s modulus of the adhesive is substantially lower than that of the aluminium (approximately 1200kg/m$^3$ and 1.5MPa respectively [212]). Due to the global cube edge length, a stiffener width of 25.4mm could not be modelled. This was rounded to the nearest cube integer of 25.5mm but is not thought to have any significant effect.

In the case of modelling the disbond, a group of cubes 25.5mm x 25.5mm x 0.5mm was removed from the underside of the stiffener to simulate the reduction in stiffness as shown in Figure 25.

![Figure 25. Side elevation of the LISA geometry for (a) the healthy panel and (b) the disbonded panel](image)

A 10-cycle sine wave with a Hanning window was used for the excitation. As with the experimental setup, three frequencies of 100kHz, 250kHz and 300kHz were used for the excitation.

### 4.5 Results

The velocity measurements from the laser vibrometer were integrated using Polytec PSV software to obtain the displacement values. This was carried out to be representative of the signal that a sensor bonded to the structure would measure. The magnitude of each of the displacement components for each excitation frequency is presented in turn. For each set of results a 0μs datum point was taken immediately before the $S_0$ mode reached the
measurement field. In each plot presented. The arrival of the $S_0$ mode was determined by studying the waveforms from the measurement point on the left-hand boundary in-line with transducer. The location of the stiffener is denoted by the dotted lines.

### 4.5.1. 100kHz results

The results from the healthy panel and the panel with the disbonded region are shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 respectively.

![Figure 26. 100 kHz three-component resultant displacement magnitude showing Lamb wave interaction with the healthy stiffened panel.](image-url)
The experimental results from the healthy panel show that the higher wave velocity $S_0$ Lamb mode is relatively unaffected by the presence of the stiffener and is mostly transmitted straight through. The slower wave velocity $A_0$ mode however is greatly affected. At 105µs in Figure 26 the $A_0$ mode interacts with the stiffener resulting in a reduction in amplitude of approximately 50% on the other side, demonstrating that the majority of the wave energy is being either attenuated or reflected by the stiffener rather than transmitted past it.

The results from the LISA model correspond well with the experimental results from the 3D vibrometry. In both sets of results shown in Figure 26, the amplitude of the displacements is seen to significantly decrease as the Lamb wave passes through the stiffener. This can be attributed to the significant localised change in stiffness as well as a proportion of the wave energy being reflected back towards the source.

The experimental results presented in Figure 27 from the panel with the disbond show that in this case the $S_0$ Lamb mode interacts with the disbonded region of the stiffener. This is seen in Figure 27 at 30µs as an area of higher amplitude in the disbonded region. Similarly, a higher level of wave amplitude is observed as the $A_0$ mode also interacts with the disbonded region shown at 75µs. As the $A_0$ mode continues to interact with the disbonded region, transmitted (right of the stiffener) and reflected (left of the stiffener) conical diffraction fringes are observed clearly from 105µs onwards. The behaviour of the Lamb wave outside the disbonded region is similar to that of the healthy panel.

Comparing the experimental results with the model, it is possible to see from the 3D vibrometry that at 30µs the $S_0$ interaction with the disbond produced a significant increase in the amplitude which is not reflected in the results from the LISA model. However from 60µs - 90 µs, the wave interaction with the disbond in both the results from LISA and the 3D vibrometry are very similar and in particular, the $A_0$ interaction with the stiffener shows a similar increase in amplitude when the two displacement plots at 75µs are compared. As the wave continues to interact, there is again a difference between the results from the model and the 3D vibrometry. In the LISA model, there is a fringe pattern of high amplitude on the right hand side of the stiffener as the wave is transmitted through the disbond. The fringe pattern observed on the 3D vibrometry is of lower amplitude with a higher amplitude fringe being observed to the left of the stiffener. Considering only the fringe patterns however it can be seen that there were similarities in the shape of the conical fringes on both sides of the stiffener.
### Figure 27. 100 kHz three-component displacement magnitude showing Lamb wave interaction with the healthy stiffened panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D Vibrometry</th>
<th>LISA</th>
<th>0 µs</th>
<th>15 µs</th>
<th>30 µs</th>
<th>45 µs</th>
<th>60 µs</th>
<th>75 µs</th>
<th>90 µs</th>
<th>105 µs</th>
<th>120 µs</th>
<th>135 µs</th>
<th>150 µs</th>
<th>165 µs</th>
<th>180 µs</th>
<th>195 µs</th>
<th>210 µs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### 4.5.2. 100kHz windowed cross-correlation analysis of experimental data

Example waveforms of the out-of-plane component from the corresponding measurement points in the area of investigation are plotted in Figure 28 for the healthy and disbonded panel respectively from the experimental study. The measurements presented were at the left hand boundary on the centreline denoted by point A in Figure 23. This measurement point lay equidistant between the excitation site and the stiffener.
Figure 28. Waveforms from the left hand boundary of the area of investigation in-line with the disbonded region for each panel—(a) Healthy (b) Disbonded. The dashed lines denote the section of waveforms that was used for time windowing.

From visual comparison, it is evident that there is a significant difference between the two waveforms. The signal measured from the disbonded panel had a higher level of noise than the signal measured from the healthy panel. This is mostly likely due to a difference in the level of backscattered light received. Even by simple visual comparison, the incoming wave is similar. However, by 0.45ms there is a significant change in the waveforms. The healthy panel shows the reflected wave-packet from the stiffener whereas this is not present in the waveform from the disbonded panel as the wave is transmitted through the disbond.

To quantify this difference in the measured waves, a windowed cross-correlation analysis was conducted. Starting at 0.21ms, both waveforms were windowed into respective 100μs time windows and the cross-correlation coefficient was calculated. The windows were transposed by 20μs forward and the cross-correlation coefficient was once again calculated. The cross-correlation coefficients from this analysis are plotted in Figure 29.

The first two time windows show a low value for the cross-correlation coefficient. This is due to random noise mostly being present in these windows. As the wave arrives in the 0.25ms–0.35ms time window, the value of the cross-correlation coefficient significantly increases to 0.93 and continues to increase until it peaks in the 0.31ms–0.41ms time window at 0.97. It is worth noting that in an installed acousto-ultrasonic system, when comparing signals before and after damage for the same structure, the cross-correlation coefficient may be higher than this. However, due to two similar panels being used (particularly with two different sensor couplings) in this experiment and small differences in experimental setup this indicates a good correlation of the two wave forms. If this analysis was conducted on two results sets from the same plate, identical waveforms would be expected to be seen and therefore values of unity across at each time window after the wave arrives.
Figure 29. Moving window cross-correlation coefficient plot.

As the waveforms start to differ due to the reflections, the cross-correlation coefficient starts to reduce significantly. In the 0.47ms–0.57ms time window the cross-correlation coefficient was found to be 0.38 indicating a large difference in the waveforms and hence, the presence of the disbodied region.

This analysis demonstrates that the wave transmitted from the excitation site was comparable on both panels during this experiment. For an installed SHM system this technique demonstrates that reflected waves from the stiffener can be used to identify the presence of disbonds.

4.5.3. 250kHz results

The results from the experimental and LISA studies for the healthy panel and the panel with the disbodied region are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31 respectively.

As with the 100 kHz results, there is a significant reduction in wave amplitude as the $A_0$ mode interacts with the stiffener. As with the results from the 100 kHz excitation, the $S_0$ mode interacts with the disbodied region, illustrated at 30μs in Figure 30 by the increase in wave amplitude. The $S_0$ mode wave energy transmitted through the disbodied region is also shown by a fringe of increased amplitude to the right of the disbodied region. The presence of the stiffener is clearly seen in Figure 30 at 60μs.
The $A_0$ mode is transmitted through the disbonded region with a lower reduction in amplitude than for the bonded regions of the stiffener. This has led to a fringe of high amplitude to the right of the stiffener.

Observing both the experimental and LISA results in Figure 30 it is possible to see that the wave velocity of the 250kHz excitation is greater than that of the 100kHz excitation results presented in Figure 26. This is due to the dispersive phenomena of Lamb Waves. LISA was derived from the fundamental wave equation for particle displacement which can be developed from Green’s approach [138]. It is demonstrated that there is good agreement in terms of the dispersive wave velocity between the LISA model and the experimental results.

The high amplitude fringes that are observed in the LISA model as the incoming wave is guided along the length of the stiffener are present in the 3D vibrometry plots but to a lesser extent, as seen at 75μs and 90μs. This is due to the amplitudes of the waves reflected off the stiffener being of significantly higher amplitude experimentally than those that were observed in the model. However, this wave energy rapidly attenuated producing a good similarity between the model and the experimental results.
Figure 31.250kHz three-component displacement magnitude showing Lamb wave interaction with the disbonded stiffened panel.

The 250kHz LISA disbonded stiffened panel results shown in Figure 31 are qualitatively similar to the 3D vibrometry results. At 30μs the S\textsubscript{0} wave interaction with the disbond is apparent in both sets of results. However, the wave interaction in the LISA model displays significantly smaller amplitudes than those observed in the 3D vibrometry results.

The interaction with the A\textsubscript{0} mode observed from 60μs onward shows great similarity. At 60μs there is high amplitude observed in the disbonded region in both the LISA model and the 3D vibrometry. As time progresses, there are high amplitudes of the Lamb wave displacement transmitted through the disbonded region. In the LISA model there is a more pronounced conical fringe pattern observed that is not as easily identifiable in the 3D vibrometry results.

4.5.4. 300kHz results

The results from the experimental and LISA studies for the healthy panel and the panel with the disbonded region are shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33 respectively. As with the other two excitation frequencies, the presence of the stiffener significantly reduces the amplitude of the A\textsubscript{0} mode as it interacts with it as shown at 60μs in Figure 32.
There is what appears to be a mode conversion in the LISA model as the $A_0$ mode interacts with the stiffener shown by a longer wavelength. This was also present in the 250kHz study but was not clearly observed in the results from the 3D vibrometry. Mode conversion in the presence of stiffeners has been treated theoretically by Reusser [213] which supports these findings.

It is also possible to observe once again similarities in the fringe patterns as the wave is guided along the length of the stiffener at 60μs and 75μs.

![3D Vibrometry LISA 0 μs 15 μs 30 μs 45 μs 60 μs](image)

![3D Vibrometry LISA 75 μs 90 μs 105 μs 120 μs](image)

**Figure 32.** 300 kHz three-component displacement magnitude showing Lamb wave interaction with the healthy stiffened panel.

Again, as with the other two excitation frequencies, the $S_0$ wave transmits through the disbonded region more effectively than through the regions that are adhesively bonded as shown at 30μs in Figure 33.

As found in the 250kHz study, similar wave interaction fringes are observed between the LISA model and the 3D vibrometry. There is a similar interaction fringe with the $S_0$ mode observed at 30μs though the amplitude of the fringe observed in the 3D vibrometry results is significantly higher than those observed in the LISA model.
At 60 μs the $A_0$ mode also interacts with the disbonded region. This interaction results in a transmitted conical fringe pattern to the right hand side of the stiffener as the wave energy transmits through the disbonded region. It is observed from the 3D Vibrometry results however that the wave that is transmitted through the disbonded region appeared to attenuate more than the wave that is observed in the LISA model.

![Figure 33. 300 kHz three-component displacement magnitude showing Lamb wave interaction with the disbonded stiffened panel.](image)

4.5.5. Comparative discussion

When comparing these results sets, particularly the 100 kHz and 250 kHz results, dispersion was observed as the higher frequency waves can be seen to travel further in a shorter space of time. It was also observed in both the results from the LISA model and the 3D vibrometry that the amplitudes of the Lamb waves reduce at a higher rate for the higher excitation frequencies as they move across the area of investigation; therefore demonstrating that the higher frequencies attenuate more.

Comparing the experimental results from the two different panels, the $S_0$ mode is seen to have a greater amplitude in the disbonded panel results. This increase in wave amplitude can be
attributed to a difference in sensor coupling. Despite using the same method to couple the sensor to each panel, it is very difficult to achieve a consistent and repeatable sensor coupling.

The differences seen in the LISA results compared to the 3D vibrometry could be due to several factors. It is important to note that assumption of the adhesive film layer being negligible may have resulted in the differences seen. The adhesive film had different material properties to the aluminium. This would result in a change in acoustic impedance which would influence the wave interaction. The extent to which this is significant requires further study. This may explain the higher reduction of the wave amplitude as the waves were transmitted through the stiffener in the LISA model.

One assumption that was made with the LISA model was that the source was a point source that was mostly acting out-of-plane. In reality however, the transducer was not a true point source as the transducer had a face diameter of 6mm. This would have some influence on the excitation as this is much larger than a point. Also, although the primary excitation would be out-of-plane, due to Poission’s ratio, there would be some in-plane excitation. Another aspect of ‘real’ transducer is that it has a transfer function and although excitation frequencies were specified it may be possible that the frequency of the induced Lamb waves were different.

It was also assumed in the model that the aluminium used was perfectly anisotropic. Although this is a fair assumption, production processes such as rolling direction may have had some influences on the wave velocities. Similarly, it was assumed that the thickness of the plate was 3mm throughout although it may have been possible that their may be small changes in thickness due to the production process.

One significant difference between the three experimental results sets at different frequencies is the transmitted conical fringe patterns produced by the Lamb wave interaction with the disbonded region. The results from the 100 kHz excitation show a reduction in wave amplitude to the right of the disbonded region. This differs greatly to what is observed in the results from the 250 kHz and 300 kHz excitations where an increased amplitude is seen to the right of the disbonded region. It has been suggested that this may be a function of the difference in the resultant wavelengths of the different excitation frequencies [38]. This is due to the shorter wavelengths of the higher frequencies being more sensitive to interacting with damage. In terms of the design of a damage detection system however there is a trade-off between the minimum damage size detectable and the global coverage required due to the greater attenuation of the higher frequency Lamb waves.
It may also be noted that the shape of the reflected conical fringe pattern to the left of the stiffener in the 100kHz excitation experimental results appears to diffract from the entire width of the disbonded region whereas in the other two sets of results the fringe pattern appears to diffract from a much smaller area. It is worth noting that this problem cannot be simply approximated in a similar manner to that of a fluid mechanics problem due to the transmission of the wave through the stiffener and the added complexity of differing wave modes.

During manufacture, PTFE tape was used to induce the disbond. Though every effort was made to achieve a perfect disbond, it was possible that the disbond was not geometrically perfect as modelled in the LISA simulation. This could explain some of the differences in the interaction fringes particularly those observed in the 100kHz study.

The results from the LISA simulation generally exhibited similar wave interaction to the results observed from the 3D vibrometry. There was however a reduction in the quality of the 250kHz and 300kHz plots compared to 100kHz plot. This could be attributed to the spatial resolution of the scan points. The number of scan points was kept consistent throughout the study in order to obtain results that were comparable and to allow the study to be completed in a timely fashion. By increasing the number of scan points, more detailed 3D vibrometry fringe plots could be achieved allowing a better comparison to be made between the experimental and simulated results.

The amplitude of the S\textsubscript{0} mode in the vibrometry results is much greater than that observed in the LISA results. A possible explanation for this is that the excitation used in the LISA model had no in-plane component. This excitation was used to represent the excitation used in the experimental study which was predominantly out-of-plane. However, in reality it is likely that there is a small in-plane component to the excitation due to the Poisson’s ratio of the piezo-ceramic crystal. This would differ from crystal to crystal and therefore to determine how much in-plane component it would be necessary to add to the excitation of the model would be the subject of another study.

The high amplitude of the waves transmitted through the disbond gives an indication that disbonds have a significant effect on wave interaction. The presence of high amplitude waves directly behind the disbond region and the surrounding low amplitude fringes compared to the low amplitude observed in the healthy bonds suggests that wave energy could be used to detect the presence of the damage.
4.6. Windowed RMS Analysis of experimental results

An understanding of the effects of wave interaction is fundamental in designing sensor networks to monitor stiffener disbonds in aerospace structures. It therefore is advantageous to obtain an understanding of the amplitude of the Lamb wave modes as they interact with defects.

It has been demonstrated by Lee and Staszewski that windowing the time signal and calculating a quantitative measure of the wave amplitude can provide a useful insight for sensor positioning [39]. This is particularly important for developing SHM systems with a high probability of detection.

A root mean-squared (RMS) value for a 10 μs time window of the magnitude of the three displacement signals was calculated for each measurement point of the experimental dataset. For each data set three plots of the time windows have been produced which show three stages of the interaction: the $S_0$ mode interacting prior to the $A_0$ mode interacting with the stiffener, the first interaction of the $A_0$ mode and the subsequent transmission and reflection of the $A_0$ mode. Due to dispersion, the higher frequency Lamb waves have higher wave velocities meaning that they interact with the stiffener earlier. Therefore, for each frequency, the three stages of Lamb wave interaction occur at different times, dependant on the wave velocity. 10 μs intervals between each time window plot are not presented for simplicity.

4.6.1. 100kHz RMS plots and discussion

The RMS plots for the healthy and disbonded panels with a 100 kHz excitation are presented in Figure 34. The time window of 10 μs–20 μs shows the wave packet starting to interact with the stiffeners. In this time window, the only mode present is the $S_0$ mode. The healthy panel shows clearly the presence of the stiffener as very little energy is transmitted through the stiffener. The panel with the disbonded region however shows an indication of a defect but it is not as clear or definitive as the later time windows. There is evidence of wave energy “bleeding” into the disbonded region which is initiating a low energy transmitted conical pattern. This is most likely a result of the $S_0$ mode interacting with the defect.

As the wave continues to interact with the stiffener it is apparent for both the healthy panel and the panel with the disbonded region that some of the energy is reflected back from the stiffener towards the source. This is shown in Figure 34 by the “tiger-stripe” interference fringes on the left of the stiffener. In the results from the panel with the disbonded region, this interference pattern is disrupted. This is clearly shown in the 50 μs–60 μs window by the
circular shape of the reflection pattern to the left of the disbonded region. This reflected conical pattern to the left of the disbonded region has higher RMS values than both the neighbouring reflected signal and the reflected signal on the healthy panel. Conversely, as with the plots presented in Figure 26 Figure 27 there is an area of low energy to the right of the disbonded region. This area of low energy is shown by a transmitted conical region of low RMS values as the \( A_0 \) mode interacts with the stiffener. This transmitted conical fringe pattern suggests that at this excitation frequency a greater amount of the Lamb wave energy is reflected back towards the source than is transmitted through the disbonded region. The shape of the defect is also more prominent as the shorter wavelength \( A_0 \) mode interacts.

![Healthy Disbond](image)

**Figure 34.** Windowed root mean-squared (RMS) plots of the three-component displacement magnitude for 100 kHz excitation.

### 4.6.2. 250kHz RMS plots and discussion

The RMS plots for the healthy and disbonded panels with a 250 kHz excitation are presented in Figure 35.

As with the 100 kHz excitation, as time continues the presence of the stiffener in the healthy panel reduces Lamb wave transmission. This demonstrates that significantly more wave energy
is reflected back towards the source and attenuated by the stiffener than is transmitted through it. The 20 μs–30 μs window clearly shows the presence of the disbonded region as the short wavelength of the A₀ mode interacts however, the high RMS values observed in the disbonded region do not coincide with the supposed shape of the disbonded region. Instead only a small percentage of the 25.4 mm length of the disbonded region has a high RMS across the whole width of the stiffener. This is seen in the 40 μs–50 μs window to be the source of the transmitted conical fringe pattern. In this window a transmitted conical fringe pattern of higher Lamb wave energy is seen to be “leaking” through this part of the disbonded region. As a result of this there is a significant decrease in RMS values to the left of the disbonded region demonstrating that at this part of the stiffener more wave energy is being transmitted through the stiffener.

![Figure 35. Windowed RMS plots of the three-component displacement magnitude for 250 kHz excitation.](image)

The difference in amplitudes of the two datasets, as with the results presented in the time domain, can be attributed to a difference in sensor coupling. Despite of this, the results can still be compared qualitatively.
4.6.3. 300kHz RMS plots and discussion

The RMS plots for the healthy and disbonded panel with a 300 kHz excitation are presented in Figure 36. As with the 250 kHz excitation, a small amount of $S_0$ Lamb wave energy is seen to be interacting with the disbonded region in the $0 \mu$s–$10 \mu$s window. This is shown by a small disruption in the low level RMS values in the disbonded region which are not present in the healthy plot. By adjusting the colour scales it may be possible to improve the clarity of this low energy interaction. However, this low level energy lies in the noise floor of the signal and thus the clarity of the rest of the image may be compromised.

![Figure 36. Windowed RMS of the three-component displacement magnitude plots for 300 kHz excitation.](image)

As time progresses again, the influence of the stiffener on the Lamb wave transmission is apparent. In the $20 \mu$s–$30 \mu$s time window, a clear division of energy is again observed as the $A_0$ mode interacts. The plot of the disbonded panel of the RMS values in this time window again shows the Lamb wave clearly interacting with the induced defect in the disbonded region. As with the 250 kHz excitation, the indication does not appear to be as expected as the
values of high RMS are not formed in a square. There is again a line of high RMS values which appear to transmit across the entire width of the stiffener to the bottom of the disbonded region. There is also a smaller region of the high RMS values at the top of the disbonded region.

Studying the 40 µs–50 µs time window, the transmitted conical fringe pattern appears to initiate from the line of high RMS values. This is similar to what was observed with the 250 kHz excitation. A secondary fringe also appears to initiate from the top of the disbonded region. This is can be observed when studying the front of the conical fringes where there are two distinct cones of high RMS values.

As with the 250 kHz excitation, there is a reflected conical fringe of low RMS values to the left of the disbonded region. This indicates that again more Lamb wave energy is being transmitted through the stiffener at this point than is being reflected and attenuated.

### 4.6.4. Comparative discussion

There are distinct differences in the windowed-RMS results from the three excitation frequencies. The longer wavelength of the 100 kHz excitation interacts differently with the defect when compared with the shorter wavelengths of the 250 kHz and 300 kHz excitations. The primary difference is that the 100 kHz Lamb wave does not transmit through the disbonded region like the higher frequency excitations. This is demonstrated by the low RMS values to the right of the disbonded region and the higher values to the left indicating that the wave is reflected instead of being transmitted through the disbonded region.

All three sets of RMS plots indicate that the defect in the disbonded region is not a perfect square as was intended. Results at all three excitation frequencies suggest that there is a discrepancy in the defect allowing the Lamb wave to transmit better through the lower part of the disbonded region. This is seen in the RMS plots for the 100 kHz excitation however it is clearer on the higher frequency plots which also suggest that there are other inconsistencies present in the disbonded region.

There is a difference in the amplitudes between the 100 kHz vibrometry data and the higher frequencies shown by the differing values of the colour bars. This can be attributed to the higher frequencies attenuating more, thus the Lamb wave energy decreases significantly in the higher frequency plots.
4.7. Ultrasonic inspection of the disbonded region

As discussed, on reviewing the vibrometry results it was noted that the conical diffraction fringes were not as expected. From the displacement results, particularly the higher frequency excitation, the transmitted conical fringe appeared to originate from a smaller area at the bottom of the disbonded region. To investigate the condition of the induced disbonded region an ultrasonic C-scan was conducted.

4.7.1. Experimental setup

The panel with the induced disbonded was cut down to 465 mm × 626 mm to enable it to be positioned in the C-scan apparatus while ensuring that the cutting operation would not affect the disbonded region. A 10MHz scanning probe was used for the C-scan. A large enough area of the panel section scanned to ensure that the whole disbonded region was captured.

4.7.2. Results and discussion

The results from the C-scan are plotted in Figure 37. It is apparent that there is something present in the disbonded region which has had an effect on the interaction of the Lamb wave, shown in Figure 37 as a light grey area in the disbond region.

![Figure 37. C-Scan results of the panel with the disbonded region. Note the region with the induced disbond containing what appear to be remnants of PTFE tape.](image)

It was suspected that this defect occurred during the manufacturing process when the intentional disbond was being created. The disbonded region was induced by using PTFE tape.
When the adhesive was cured the PTFE tape was removed however it was possible that some tape was left inside the bond due to the difficulty of removing it. Therefore it is believed that the conical fringe patterns were caused by the Lamb wave interaction with this PTFE tape.

With that stated, it is highly unlikely that a disbond that occurs on an aircraft during its in-service life or its manufacture would be perfectly square and is more likely to be irregular in shape. Therefore, it is fair to state that the disbonded region that has been produced in this study is serendipitously more representative of what is likely to be found on a real aircraft structure.

The C-scan results also show that there is a small discontinuity in the adhesive film thickness of the healthy region of the stiffener. This is shown by a difference in the amplitude of the frequency response. This highlights the issue of the inconsistency of adhesive bonds.

4.7.3. Experimental swept sine wave excitation investigation

The RMS results presented in Figure 34, Figure 35 and Figure 36 demonstrated that the excitation frequency of a Lamb wave has a significant influence on its interaction with defects due to the difference in its wavelength. An additional experiment was undertaken using a swept sine wave excitation to further investigate the Lamb wave interaction.

4.7.4. Experimental setup

The NPL conical transducer was acoustically coupled in line with the disbonded region at a distance of 312.5 mm from the midpoint. The same excitation hardware was used for this investigation as previously. A swept sine wave ranging from 100 kHz to 500 kHz over a 200 μs duration was used for the excitation signal. This time window allowed the entire frequency sweep to be excited whilst reducing the effect of reflections.

The same vibrometry setup was used for this investigation although the area of investigation was changed to 250 mm × 90 mm with 5805 velocity measurement points. This not only improved the spatial resolution required for the higher frequency waves but also allowed the focus to be solely on the wave interaction with the disbonded region.

A sample of duration of 800 μs was used for this investigation as it allowed the whole transmitted wave to be captured at all measurement points while minimising the recording of edge reflections.
4.7.5. Results and discussion

The RMS value of each of the 5805 velocity measurement points was calculated and plotted as shown in Figure 38. Though measurements were taken for all three planes, the out-of-plane measurements most clearly show the interaction (most likely due to the source primarily exciting out-of-plane modes).

![Figure 38](image)

Figure 38. 100 kHz–500 kHz swept sine wave excitation out-of-plane RMS plot with an outline of the C-Scan overlaid. Note the reduction in wave energy surrounding the PTFE tape region causing an amplitude reduction in the wave transmitted through the disbonded region.

It is apparent that the presence of the stiffener has a significant effect on the amplitude of the Lamb wave. On the left side of the stiffener, RMS amplitudes in excess of 60 μm/s were observed. As the Lamb wave is transmitted through the stiffener the RMS amplitude reduces to less than 15 μm/s; an approximate decrease of 75%.

As observed with the time domain results, a conical transmitted diffraction fringe is present to the right of the disbonded region. This is seen in Figure 38 as a region of higher amplitude (light blue).

As with the time domain results, particularly at 90 μs in Figure 33 the transmitted conical fringe pattern originates from the lower part of the disbonded region. This is particularly highlighted in Figure 38 where in the disbonded region the areas of highest amplitude (yellows) are observed in the lower part of the disbonded region.

When the results from the C-scan are superimposed onto this RMS plot it is evident that the region suspected of being remnants of PTFE tape has a significant influence on the propagation of the wave as the amplitude significantly reduces in this region.

As with the 300 kHz plots in Figure 36, areas of high RMS values are observed at the top and the bottom of the disbonded region. When comparing this to the results of the C-Scan it is
evident that no or very little PTFE tape (or other obstruction) is present across the width of the stiffener in these areas.

4.8. Discussion

It is apparent that the induced Lamb waves in both the experimental and LISA studies all interacted with the disbonded region of the stiffener. There was a quantifiable difference in the Lamb wave interaction for panels containing a disbond when compared with the results for the healthy panel. This demonstrates that by using a statistical measure of the difference of the received Lamb wave such as the cross-correlation technique it would be possible to use an acousto-ultrasonic system to routinely inspect the condition of bonded stiffeners. By combining this technique with a statistical measure of the received energy, such as calculating the RMS value as demonstrated in this study, the location and characterisation of the damage could also be potentially assessed as well as its severity.

The results presented also demonstrate that the excitation frequency of an ultrasonic system is an important consideration for inspecting adhesively bonded stiffeners for disbonds. The 100 kHz excitation did not transmit through the disbonded region in the experimental study (though it was observed to do so in the LISA study) whereas the higher frequencies did. For damage detection systems, particularly those which are triggered on an amplitude threshold, this is particularly significant to fully ensure a high probability of detection.

A common observation that was made throughout all three frequency studies was the conical fringe pattern observed from the wave interaction with the disbond compared to the wave interaction with the healthy stiffener. By gaining a better understanding of this type of fringe pattern it may be possible to design a sensor network that could not only detect the damage but also locate and quantify the size of the defect.

This study only considered a bond which had areas where the disbond spanned the whole width of the stiffener. In the case of real aircraft structure, this may not be the case. It would be beneficial to also be able to detect this type of disbond. The experimental results from the 100 kHz excitation suggest that this could be possible by considering the response of the reflected signal. Therefore an acousto-ultrasonic system capable of pulsing and receiving at different frequencies would be beneficial. Conversely, the LISA results suggest that where a disbond spans the width of a stiffener, the lack of a reflected signal in a ‘pitch-catch’ setup could be used to evaluate the condition of the adhesive bond.

All three excitation frequencies used in this study demonstrated that a low amount of the induced Lamb wave energy was transmitted through the healthy stiffener in both the
experimental and LISA results. This is clearly a consideration for acousto-ultrasonic SHM systems but should also be considered important for passive SHM systems such as AE. AE induced Lamb wave propagation will be affected by the presence of adhesively bonded stiffeners on a structure. AE events occurring on one side of a stiffener may not be detected by sensors on the other side due to the decrease in Lamb wave amplitude. In addition to this, signals reflected from the stiffener may be interpreted incorrectly leading to added complications when locating and characterising damage using passive techniques. Therefore, the geometry of a structure is an important consideration for the design of a passive AE sensor network.

The results from the RMS plots demonstrate that laser vibrometry is not only a powerful tool in increasing understanding of Lamb wave interaction but can also be used to indicate the size and shape of a defect. The RMS plots serve as a useful aid in considering optimal sensor locations for an active sensor network by highlighting areas of high Lamb wave energy.

The transmission of the $S_0$ mode through the disbonded region in the experimental results seems mostly unaffected by the presence of the PTFE tape regardless of excitation frequency. The $S_0$ mode is mostly constructed of in-plane components which gives reason to suggest that in-plane modes maybe less influenced by the presence of kissing bonds. Further investigation using in-plane excitation would be beneficial in increasing our understanding of in-plane Lamb wave interaction with stiffeners.

LISA has been shown to be a useful tool for performing studies investigating wave interaction with defects for sensor network design. LISA’s ability to run on the CUDA parallel computing architecture has the advantage over traditional FEA methods of being able to run multiple simulations in a relatively short space of time. This enables the exciting prospect of being able to model many different damage scenarios which could serve as an input to a sensor network optimisation tool.

The use of LISA also has cost and time advantages over experimental methods such as 3D vibrometry. Experimental methods require damage to be induced into structures in order for wave interaction studies to be performed. This typically requires the manufacture of many test specimens. However, it is important to validate models with experimental testing. It would be possible, with careful consideration given to experimental design, to perform a series of tests that would validate LISA’s modelling of wave propagation and interaction with damage. It would then be possible to have a high confidence level in the validity of the model’s results when simulating wave interaction with other damage scenarios.
The commercially available LISA software package does have drawbacks particularly regarding the modelling of composite materials at present. However, there have been studies conducted that have shown significant advances in adapting LISA to the modelling of composite materials [19] The ability to model composite materials will be of substantial benefit in the design of sensor networks for damage detection in advanced aerospace materials.

4.9. Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated how 3D scanning laser vibrometry and LISA can be used to conduct a thorough investigation of Lamb wave interaction with adhesively bonded stiffeners and adhesive disbonds. Novelty can be found in the work from investigating Lamb wave interaction with stiffeners and disbonds visually where many previous studies use point measurements. In addition, both in-plane and out-of-plane components have considered in this investigation. The work presented has demonstrated that the way in which Lamb waves interact with disbonds is dependent on their excitation frequencies. It can be concluded that there is a good similarity of wave interaction between the 3D vibrometry and LISA model. This study has demonstrated that LISA is a very powerful tool in the simulation of wave interaction with stiffeners and disbonds and is representative of experimental observations.

It has been demonstrated that LISA is capable of modelling the wave interaction of both the \( S_0 \) and the \( A_0 \) modes which are the most common Lamb wave modes used in structural health monitoring of plate-like structures.

Analysis performed on the experimental results using a novel windowed RMS technique has revealed areas of high and low Lamb wave energy. This has revealed that, dependent on excitation frequency, conical fringes with high levels of Lamb wave energy can be found to be either reflected or transmitted through an adhesive disbond.

RMS plots are also beneficial in revealing optimal structural areas for locating sensors to ensure a high probability of damage detection using Lamb waves. These plots demonstrate the complexity of sensor network design and show that considerations such as amplitude threshold are important for use in active sensing systems.

The C-scan inspection revealed the suspected presence of PTFE tape within the disbonded region of the experimental investigation which had a significant influence on the interaction of the induced Lamb wave. By inducing a frequency swept Lamb wave and plotting the RMS of the velocity measurements taken using the 3D scanning vibrometer, it was possible to clearly observe the Lamb wave interaction. This revealed the shape of the PTFE tape which correlated well with the results from the C-scan. This novel aspect highlights the usefulness of non-
contact full field Lamb wave measurement and visualisation for identifying flaws and defects within adhesive layers which mount stiffeners. This also provides an indication of regions on the structure for sensor placement which will maximise the probability of damage detection.

This study has only considered the wave interaction when the actuator is in line with disbond. In reality, this may not be the case. Therefore, it would be beneficial to investigate the effect of the actuator being at different angles and distances relative to the disbond. Other considerations could also be taken into account, including defect size, in order to work towards achieving an optimisation platform for sensor network design. By using the 3D scanning laser vibrometer as a validation tool, it is possible to validate computational models of a Lamb wave interaction. Therefore it would be of significant benefit to be able to model several damage scenarios which would then allow a platform for sensor location optimisation to be produced. The potential of modelling tools such as LISA to provide information for the design of damage detection sensor networks has been clearly demonstrated.

The work presented has shown that acousto-ultrasonically induced Lamb waves are a suitable method for the in-service monitoring of adhesively bonded structures for SHM applications. Careful consideration must be taken however when planning sensor location due to the complexity of the interaction with adhesive disbonds, in particular disbonds with irregular shapes.
5. Optimising an acousto-ultrasonic sensor network using genetic algorithms with 3D scanning laser vibrometry and local interaction simulation approach data

5.1. Introduction

The design of an AU sensor network is an important consideration for ensuring a high probability of damage detection. If damage occurs outside the path of the pulsing-receiving sensors then damage may go undetected and hence the structural integrity will be significantly compromised. Conversely, installing many sensors on the structure to ensure full coverage will result in additional weight penalties, power demands and computational requirements. Therefore an optimisation methodology is required to ensure a high probability of detecting damage whilst minimising the number of sensors on the structure.

In this chapter an experimental investigation into the effect of AU sensor location for the monitoring of an adhesively bonded stiffener with and without a disbond is presented. The results of an optimisation study based on the use of a genetic algorithm (GA) are then presented with consideration of both the out-of-plane and in-plane components of the Lamb waves. With a view to developing a network design technique to be used as part of the component design process, a computational study representative of the experimental investigation conducted using a local interaction simulation approach (LISA) is discussed. The results from this optimisation using the modelled data are then presented and explored, drawing comparisons between the experimental and computational investigations. Finally a series of recommendations are made on how the methodology presented could be used for the concurrent design of a structure and sensor network.

5.2. Experimental setup

An experimental investigation was conducted using 3D scanning laser vibrometry to investigate optimal acousto-ultrasonic sensor locations for detecting disbonds in an adhesively bonded stiffener using the stiffened same panels used in Section 4.2, one with a disbond and one without.

The excitation and vibrometer setup used in this study was the same as used previously (see Section 4.3). The entire area of investigation was coated with retroreflective glass beads to ensure high levels of backscattered light and hence improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

During testing each panel was laid on ‘bubble wrap’ packaging material to acoustically uncouple it from the floor. A series of markers were laid within the laboratory and on the
panels to ensure that each panel was positioned in the same position relative to the laser heads. A low pass front end filter was applied to the measurements with the filter frequency set at 20kHz above the excitation frequency to filter out high frequency noise.

5.2.1. Geometry of the area of investigation

An area of investigation was designated on the face with the stiffener as shown in Figure 39. In the central square region of 625mm x 625mm 825 measurement points were located within as shown in Figure 40. Five excitation sites were used all located along the left hand boundary of the investigation area. Due to constraints on the availability of transducers, a single transducer was used. This required the transducer to be removed and re-coupled at each excitation location. For each excitation site and frequency, the transducer was excited and measurements were taken at each of the 825 measurement points. By having multiple excitation sites the effectiveness of the transducer-disbond path could be investigated; in effect simulating different disbond positions relative to a single transducer site. The distance from the left-hand boundary to the stiffener was selected to reduce the effects of edge reflections on the transmitted wave. This was also a sufficient distance from the measurement to ensure that that the Lamb waves had fully formed [37].

![Figure 39. Dimensions of the Stiffened panel, excitations sites and scan area (all dimensions in mm)](image-url)
Figure 40. Layout of the area of investigation

No measurement points were positioned within a 25mm wide region on either side of the stiffener. This was due to the positioning of the laser heads which resulted in the stiffener casting a ‘shadow’ where it was impossible for all three lasers to align. There were also no measurement points positioned within a 78mm wide region to the right of the excitation sites as shown in Figure 39. This was in order to save acquisition time as preliminary tests had demonstrated insignificant findings in this region.

As with the previous study, a PANCOM Pico-Z transducer was acoustically coupled to the panel using Loctite® Ethyl-2-Cyanoacrylate adhesive. This transducer was selected because of its flat, broadband response in the frequency range under investigation and its relatively small face; making it more representative of a point source.

5.3. Signal processing

In order to determine the presence of damage, and hence develop a metric to establish the optimal sensor positions, the signals measured by the vibrometer were post-processed using a comparative technique details of which are discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1. Integration

The laser vibrometer measures the velocity of the wave whereas sensors bonded to the structure typically measure the displacement of the wave. In order to make this optimisation study more representative of the input received by a sensor bonded to the structure; velocity signals were integrated to obtain displacement signals. The displacement signals were then used for the optimisation study.
5.3.2. Cross correlation

The cross-correlation technique has been proven to be a successful statistical method for determining the differences between two waveforms quantitatively. Because of this, it is well suited to identifying the presence of damage in an AU system [106]. Typically a value of unity for the cross-correlation coefficient indicates that the received wave is identical to that of a baseline (i.e. when the structure is in an undamaged state) and hence there is no damage present. A value less than unity identifies that the waves are different and thus the presence of damage is detected.

By calculating the cross-correlation coefficient for the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave for each measurement pair (with and without the induced disbonded region) it was possible to produce five data sets (one for each excitation site) with an assigned cross-correlation coefficient for each measurement point. A plot of the cross-correlation values of the 100kHz excitation for excitation site three is presented in Figure 41 to demonstrate areas of high and low cross-correlation coefficient. The out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave was initially considered as it is the principle component being excited by the bonded transducer. In addition, it is typical that bonded receiving sensors on a structure are primarily responsive to the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave.

Figure 41. Cross-correlation coefficient plot for excitation site three (100kHz excitation). The location of the excitation is denoted by the blue circle

5.3.3. Three component cross correlation

Although the out-of-plane component of the wave was of primary interest, the 3D scanning laser vibrometer has the ability to measure the x, y and z components of the wave at each measurement point and therefore in-plane components could also be considered. In order to enable the optimiser to consider all three components, the vector sum of the cross-correlation
of all three wave components was also calculated and divided by \( \sqrt{3} \) to make the results comparable with the out of plane results.

### 5.3.4. Time window

The datasets (with and without the induced disbonded region) were originally correlated for the entire sample length of the measurements (1.6ms). This however produced low cross-correlation coefficient values at all of the measurement points due to reflections and refraction patterns caused by the disbond which had a significant influence on the edge reflections which were also measured within the entire sample length. To improve the correlation between the two data sets, a 200\( \mu \)s time window was used for the cross-correlation, reducing the edge reflection effects. To determine the start of the 200\( \mu \)s time window a threshold crossing method was used. The threshold value was set at 40% of the maximum amplitude value in the first 700\( \mu \)s of the entire sample length for each respective measurement point of the healthy data set. This ensured that the first wave received triggered the acquisition while also ensuring that the presence of noise did not exceed the threshold. A pre-trigger value was determined by a series of trial-and-error in order to ensure that the start of the wave was captured. Through this process a value of 14% was found to be suitable and was applied to the point at which the wave crossed the threshold to determine the start of the 200\( \mu \)s window as demonstrated in Figure 42.

![Figure 42. Example waveform to demonstrate how the time window was determined.](image)

### 5.4. Optimisation

From cross-correlation dataset for each excitation site it was now possible to form a methodology for the optimisation of the sensor locations.

One of the biggest issues with any optimisation problem, is defining the fitness (also known as a cost function, or objective function) to interrogate. It is fundamentally important to consider
the design of the objective function to be optimised. In this case the fitness function needed to indicate the ability of a sensor placed at a particular location to detect damage from a range of sources.

5.4.1. Fitness function

Each sensing location had five cross-correlation coefficient values (one for each excitation site). A fitness function needed to be devised that produced the best solution regardless of excitation site. If this was not considered a low cross-correlation for one excitation site may skew the fitness despite the other four cross-correlation values being high. This is demonstrated in Figure 43 where a sensor with a high deviation and cross-correlation for across the excitation sites is regarded as poor (red). Statistical measures such as averaging were considered but could result in skewing the fitness of the sensor network. Therefore the measure of spread needed to be assessed as well as the effectiveness.

![Figure 43. Demonstration of different sensor network solutions](image)

This was achieved by assessing the spread of the five values calculating the standard deviation which was used to measure the spread of cross-correlation coefficient between the excitation sites and assessing the overall effectiveness by calculating the square-root of the mean of the squares which assessed the values of the cross-correlation coefficients. As the values for both the standard deviation and the square-root of the mean of the squares were of similar magnitude, they had similar weighting for calculating the fitness. In the case of a one sensor network it was therefore possible to calculate the fitness of that sensor by using the fitness function shown in Equation (28).
\[ \text{Fitness} = 1 - \left( \sigma + \frac{1}{5} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{5} x_i^2} \right) \]  

(28)

Where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation and \( x \) is the cross-correlation coefficient.

In order to allow for sensor networks with multiple sensors a ‘pseudo-sensor’ was created. This was achieved by selecting the lowest cross-correlation values from the sensors in a proposed network for each excitation site and then combining them to create a ‘pseudo-sensor’. This pseudo-sensor was then used to calculate the fitness for that particular sensor network. This is demonstrated in the case of a two sensor network in Table 1.

**Table 1. Cross-Correlation coefficient for a two sensor network**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excitation Sites</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor A</td>
<td>0.8087</td>
<td>0.6007</td>
<td>0.7355</td>
<td>0.6502</td>
<td>0.8791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor B</td>
<td>0.6412</td>
<td>0.9576</td>
<td>0.6435</td>
<td>0.8222</td>
<td>0.5681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo Sensor</td>
<td>0.6412</td>
<td>0.6007</td>
<td>0.6435</td>
<td>0.6502</td>
<td>0.5681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To avoid redundant sensors (i.e. sensors that do not contribute any cross-correlation values to the pseudo sensor due to them being higher than those for the other sensors for all excitation sites), a check was put in place to ensure that all sensors in the network were used. If the solution was found to have redundant sensors, an artificially low fitness was assigned to that sensor network to ensure it would not be identified by the optimisation algorithm.

**5.4.2. Optimisation problem**

The number of possible sensor network combinations increases with the number of sensors by a multiple of the respective binomial coefficient. In this study, the number of possible sensor locations was 825, arranged in a regular square grid within the areas of investigation shown in Figure 40. Layout of the area of investigation.

The massive computational expense of evaluating the effectiveness of every possible solution as the number of sensors in the network increases ruled out simple techniques such as an exhaustive search leading to the selection of an evolutionary algorithm based technique which is well suited to this type of problem. A list of the maximum number of sensor combinations is
shown in Table 2 for networks of up to 5 sensors. This demonstrates the reason for choosing a GA, which does not exhaustively sample the search space.

Table 2. The number of sensor network combinations for a given number of sensors in the network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sensors in network, $N_s$</th>
<th>Number of possible sensor network combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>339900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>93245900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.92 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3.15 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.3. Genetic algorithm configuration

For this study, the genetic algorithm used binary encoding. This involved each candidate sensor location being assigned a numerical value (i.e. locations 1-825) which was described by a binary string (a ‘gene’). The number of sensors in the network defined how many genes made up the full binary string (‘chromosome’). Each chromosome described one candidate sensor network within the population of solutions. These chromosomes were used by the algorithm for mating and mutation.

As the total number of measurement points was 825, a 10 digit binary string was required for each gene. As 825 is not the maximum 10 digit binary number it was possible for the GA to create a solution outside of this constraint. To resolve this, artificially high cross-correlation penalties were assigned to binary values representing locations greater than 825 hence giving solutions containing these genes poor fitness thereby ensuring that they were discarded by the GA. However, it is worth noting that this could be deemed inefficient as the size of the search space is larger than required. The initial population used was 40 times the number of sensors in the network, $N_s$. This ensured that a suitable amount of the population was considered whilst not having a detrimental effect on the optimiser’s performance, and was based on prior experience. The size of the initial population was increased as the size of the search space increased in order to ensure sufficient sampling of the search space.

The selection method used for mating the chromosomes was a simple pairing technique where the best two solutions in the population were selected for mating, and then the next best two until the whole mating pool had been paired up. A randomly assigned cross-over point at chromosome level was used for each mating pair. This gave the algorithm a good ability to
carry forward the best attributes of the solution without continuously producing poor solutions which can be a drawback of fixed point cross-over schemes.

An allele mutation was adopted for this GA as it allowed the algorithm to explore the search space preventing it from converging on a local maxima. A uniform probability of mutation of 0.1 was used for this problem as it had been found to yield good results in a previous, preliminary study in exploring the search space while allowing the algorithm to converge on a result [214]. The fittest 10% of solutions were made immune from allele mutation which prevented good solutions being mutated into poorer solutions, and hence being discarded.

As with all genetic algorithms, convergence can prove to be an issue as it is not always clear that the optimal solution has been reached. This is a drawback of GAs as every possible solution is not exhaustively considered. In this study, a solution was deemed to be optimal when the maximum fitness had not been improved upon for 2000 generations. This approach has previously been found to be successful by Clarke and Miles [148].

To ensure consistency in the results of the GA, each GA was run five times. In most cases, identical solutions were converged upon. However, for the larger search spaces, a few different solutions were found. These solutions had marginally worse fitness than the fittest solutions. In these cases, typically all sensors from the fittest solution were used bar one which was either found to be in a location next to the fittest solution or in a location that was a mirror image around the central horizontal axis. Convergence of the GA on the optimal solution was also confirmed on the low search space problems using an exhaustive search.

5.5. Optimisation results from experimental data

5.5.1. Out-of-plane Lamb wave component

The optimal calculated fitness for the out-of-plane component of the wave as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency is presented in Figure 44.
Figure 44. Calculated fitness for each number of sensors in a sensor network at the three excitation frequencies for the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave

It is apparent that as the excitation frequency increases, there is a significant increase in fitness. This demonstrates the greater sensitivity of the higher frequency to the damage due to the shorter wavelengths involved. It is evident from the wavelengths calculated for the previous study (section 4.3) that as the frequency increases the wavelengths of both modes reduce. At 300kHz, the wavelength of the $S_0$ mode is of a similar size to that of the $A_0$ mode of the 100kHz excitation. Therefore at the higher frequencies, the interaction with the disbonds has a more significant effect for both modes. This is supported by the findings reported by NASA[215] and is the visual representations of the previous study (section 4.5). However as the excitation frequency increases, the signal is more susceptible to noise due to the material’s microstructure scattering the wave [215]. The presence of random noise would reduce the cross-correlation coefficient though not to the extent of the results presented here. It is worth noting that the attenuation of the wave increases with excitation frequency resulting in a greater reduction of amplitude as the wave propagates. Thus, signals that are measured further from the source can be said to have a lower signal-to-noise ratio. This is an important consideration for the design of sensor networks.

The results from this experimental study also demonstrate that fitness increases as the number of sensors in the sensor network increases, indicating that an increased number of sensors produces a network with a better ability to detect damage as would be expected.

The fitness of the 100kHz excitation sensor network increases by over 100% as the size of the sensor network increases from one sensor to two. There is a constant increase in fitness as the number of sensors in the network increases from two sensors to four where the maximum fitness is achieved. With the addition of a fifth sensor there is a small reduction in fitness. This
is due to the optimiser being forced to use five independent sensors which does not achieve any significant improvement on the four sensor network.

The results from the 250kHz excitation demonstrate a large increase in fitness over that of the 100kHz excitation. The 250kHz excitation one-sensor sensor network shows an increase in fitness to more than double that of the 100kHz excitation one-sensor sensor network. As the size of the sensor network grows from one sensor to three a significant increase in fitness is observed. Increasing the size of the sensor network beyond three sensors however shows an insignificant improvement in fitness.

The 300kHz excitation demonstrates the best fitness of all three excitation frequencies. There is a minor increase in fitness between the single-sensor network and the two-sensor network however as more sensors are added to the network there are significant performance gains in terms of fitness.

5.5.2. Sensor location results

The locations for each optimal sensor network are presented in Figure 45. The locations of each excitation location, (denoted by the black dots on the left-hand side) the stiffener (denoted by the dashed line) and disbonded region (denoted by the thick black square) are included for completeness.

The optimal location for the sensor in the one-sensor network is to the right of the stiffener either above or below the disbond for each excitation frequency. From the results of the previous study (Section 4.5), it can be seen that the Lamb wave interaction with the disbonded region produces a diffraction pattern which results in low cross-correlation coefficients above and below the disbonded region as demonstrated in Figure 41.

The optimal locations for the two-sensor network are in line with the disbonded region. One of the sensors for the 100kHz excitation is positioned in the lower right-hand corner of the area of investigation. It is possible that again this is a function of the resultant diffraction pattern. This is also observed to a lesser extent with the location of one of the sensors for the 250kHz excitation. Interestingly, one of the sensors for the 300kHz excitation is positioned to the left-hand side of the disbond at the edge of the stiffener. This is most likely to be due to the differences in reflected signal from the disbonded region.
Figure 45. Optimised sensor locations based on the out-of-plane component for all three excitation frequencies
There is a much wider spread in the distribution of sensors with the optimal locations for the three-sensor sensor networks. The 100kHz excitation results show a distribution of the three sensors along the length of the stiffener. This is logical as it would account for the different angles of the excitation site to the disbonded region.

Similarly, the sensor locations for the 250kHz excitation see a distribution of sensors along the length of the stiffener. However, two of the sensors are located to the lower right-hand side of the stiffener with the third located to the upper left-hand side. This is likely to have been the result of the presence of a reflection fringe caused by the presence of the disbond (demonstrated in the cross-correlation coefficient plot in Figure 41). This demonstrates that damage detection can be achieved on the same side of the stiffener as the Lamb wave excitation.

The locations for the 300kHz excitation prove to be more unconventional, clustered together in the lower right-hand quadrant of candidate sensing locations. This is most likely to be the result of reduced cross-correlation coefficients caused by the diffraction fringes as the Lamb waves interacted with the disbonded region.

The sensor location results for the four-sensor sensor network gives a distribution of sensors that again span the length of the stiffener. The 100kHz excitation locates two sensors in the upper right-hand quadrant, one in the centre and one in the lower far right-hand corner (this location appears to be a strong sensing location for this frequency). Though only demonstrated by one excitation site in Figure 41, it is evident that these sensor locations are areas of low cross-correlation coefficient due to the presence of the disbond. The 250kHz shows a similar distribution with two sensors above and below the disbonded region on the right hand side. As with the 100kHz excitation, one sensor is located in the lower right hand corner of the candidate sensor locations and one sensor is found located above the disbonded region to the left of the stiffener.

The 300kHz excitation results have a near uniform distribution of sensors in terms of their vertical positioning. As with the other two excitation frequencies, a sensor is located in the lower right-hand corner of the area of investigation. It is evident that this particular region of sensor locations is strong for detecting damage in this scenario. Two sensors are located on the right hand side of the stiffener above the disbonded region. However the fourth sensor in the network is located on the left of the disbonded region; once again demonstrating the detection capability of sensing locations on the excitation side of the stiffener.
The five-sensor network results mostly in distributing the sensors on the right hand side of the stiffener. The 100kHz excitation distributes three sensors in a triangular array mimicking the diffraction pattern presented in the previous study (section 4.5). An additional sensor is located below this with the fifth sensor located on the left-hand side of the stiffener. This location is in the same region as the sensor location for the three and four-sensor sensor networks for the 250kHz excitation. This again indicates that this is a strong region for sensing.

The 250kHz excitation positions three sensors in a triangular array however, unlike the results for 100kHz, the triangle is rotated so that two of the sensors are closest to the stiffener with the third is to the right. The other two sensors are located along the diagonal with one above the disbond region close to the stiffener and one located in the lower right corner; albeit in a different location than used in previous sensor networks.

The location results for 300kHz positions two sensors on the right hand side of the stiffener in the lower corner. This once again demonstrates the heightened sensitivity in this area. This area may be of heightened sensitivity due to the imperfect nature of the disbond discussed in Section 4.7. Two sensors are located above the disbonded region on the right hand side of the stiffener with the fifth sensor being located centrally on the left-hand side of the stiffener.

It is worth stating that a high level of confidence was obtained from the results of the GA by running it multiple times. Each time that the GA was run, the algorithm consistently converged on the same results. In addition, the results for the single-sensor network were also double checked using an exhaustive search which was suitable due to the small sample size.

5.5.3. Three component magnitude of the Lamb wave

When the three components of the wave were considered, the optimal fitness values calculated from the three component magnitudes were divided by $\sqrt{3}$ to normalise them and make them comparable to the out-of-plane results.

The optimal calculated fitness values for the three component magnitude as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency are presented in Figure 46.

As with the results where only the out-of-plane component of the wave was considered, an increase in excitation frequency significantly improves the fitness for each sensor network size. As previously stated, this is most likely to be a function of the smaller wavelength of the higher frequency excitation being more sensitive to the damage.
Figure 46. Calculated fitness for each number of sensors in a sensor network at the three excitation frequencies for the three component magnitudes of the Lamb waves

When considering the results at 100kHz as before there is an evident trend that as more sensors are added to the sensor network, the fitness improves as would be expected. As the size of the sensor network is increased from one sensor to two sensors there is an increase in fitness of around 64%. As the size of the sensor network increases from two to five sensors there is a constant, linear increase in fitness. However, the increase in fitness between two and five sensors is less than that between one and two indicating a good performance from the two sensor network. It is likely that if the size of the sensor network was further increased, at some size there would be no significant increase in fitness as additional sensors deliver ever diminishing improvements in performance.

With the 250kHz excitation there is a 9% increase in fitness as the size of the sensor network is increased from one sensor to two sensors. The fitness of the single sensor solution is further improved upon with a fitness increase of 16% as the network size increases to three sensors. The rate of the increase in fitness is reduced as the sensor network grows larger than three sensors. The highest fitness is achieved by a network size of five sensors with an increase in fitness of 23% over the one sensor network.

The fitness increase observed for the 300kHz excitation shows that the rate of increase reduces as the sensor network grows. Increasing the size of the sensor network from one sensor to two sensors sees an increase in fitness of 15%. This increase in fitness is improved by the three sensor network which gives an increase of 21% over the one sensor network. The maximum fitness is achieved by the five sensor network with an increase in fitness of 25% over that of the one sensor network. However it is worth noting that the performance gains to be achieved by a sensor network of this size over say a three sensor network are not significant.
5.5.4. Sensor location results

The locations for each optimal sensor network for the three component magnitude are presented in Figure 47. The locations of each excitation location, (denoted by the black dots on the left-hand side), the stiffener (denoted by the dashed line), and disbonded region (denoted by the thick black square) are included for completeness.

The optimal placement for the one-sensor network places all sensors regardless of excitation frequency below the disbond on the right-hand side of the stiffener. This corresponds well with the diffraction pattern observed in the previous study (Section 4.5) and the cross correlation pattern seen in Figure 41. This location was also shown to be a particularly strong sensing location in the out-of-plane optimisation results for the one-sensor network shown in Figure 45.

When a second sensor is considered in the network, the placement of the sensors changes depending on excitation frequency. The placement for the 100kHz excitation puts sensors above and below the disbond region. Again, it is possible to explain this with the diffraction interaction previously observed. These placements differ somewhat to those observed for the out-of-plane results though a similarity could be drawn in the sense that both sensor placements were placed along a line of low cross-correlation coefficient leading out from the disbonded region.

The 250kHz excitation for the two-sensor network, places one sensor in-line with the disbonded region to the left of the stiffener and one sensor below the disbonded region on the right of the stiffener. The placement of the sensor on the right of the stiffener agrees well with the placement of sensors for the one-sensor network and also is in agreement with the out-of-plane placement. This indicates that this region is a particularly strong region for sensor placement. The placement of the sensor to the left of the stiffener however was not consistent with placement of the sensor when only the out-of-plane component was considered with a 250kHz excitation although it was consistent with the 300kHz excitation. This highlights a difference in the reflected waveform and hence a reduction of the cross-correlation coefficient. This may also be due to the fact that when the three components of the wave are considered the $S_0$ mode will have had a more significant influence on the cross-correlation coefficient.
Figure 47. Optimised sensor locations based on the three component magnitude for all three excitation frequencies
The placement of the two-sensor network for the 300kHz excitation puts both sensors at the top and bottom of the panel on the right of the stiffener. This is inconsistent with what was observed when only the out-of-plane component was considered which suggests that the in-plane components of the wave experience a high degree of scattering when interacting with the disbonded region.

The placement of sensors for the three-sensor network for the 100kHz excitation repeats the locations from the two-sensor network whilst adding an additional location on the left of the stiffener below the disbonded region to improve sensitivity to damage. This sensor location is consistent with the reflected diffraction patterns previously observed. However, the placement of these sensors is different to the placement of the sensors when only the out-of-plane components are considered. This is most likely due to the influence of the in-plane components of the wave.

With the 250kHz excitation, two sensors are placed to the right of the sensor below the disbond region further demonstrating the high-level of sensitivity to the damage in this region. The third sensor is retained from the two-sensor network and placed in-line with the disbond to the left of the stiffener. Similarly to the 100kHz excitation, the three sensor network for the 300kHz excitation retains the two sensors from the two sensor network whilst adding an additional sensor to the right of the stiffener, below the disbonded region further reinforcing the high level of sensitivity to the damage in this region.

With the placement of sensors for a four-sensor network the 100kHz excitation retains one sensor to the right of the stiffener, below the disbonded region in a location retained from the two-sensor and three-sensor networks. Two sensors are placed above the disbonded region to the right of the stiffener which again infers the placement of a sensor along a transmitted diffraction pattern. The fourth sensor in the network is placed to the left of the stiffener, below the disbonded region. This demonstrates that the reflection of the Lamb waves (or indeed, the lack of reflection) has a significant influence on the cross-correlation coefficient. Some similarity can be seen with placement of the sensors when only the out-of-plane component is considered as sensors are placed both above and below the disbonded region to the right of the stiffener. However, no sensors are placed to the left of the stiffener for the 100kHz excitation.

Considering the 250kHz excitation, three of the four sensors in the four-sensor network are placed together to the right of the stiffener below the disbonded region. The fourth sensor is placed on the left of the stiffener above the disbonded region. The placement of this sensor is consistent with the placement when only the out-of-plane component is considered. However,
the other three sensors are more logically distributed along the length of the stiffener on the right-hand side.

The placement of the four-sensor network for the 300kHz excitation could be regarded as more logical. Two of the three sensors are retained from the three sensor network at the top and bottom of the panel to the right of the stiffener. A third sensor is placed just below the disbonded region to the right of the stiffener with the fourth being placed in a similar location to the left of the stiffener. This is very consistent with placement of sensors when only the out-of-plane component is considered albeit a mirror image (if a line of symmetry was placed horizontally across the centre of the disbonded region).

The placement of the sensors for the 100kHz excitation for the five-sensor network positions four of the sensors along the right hand boundary with two of the sensors placed close together just above the disbonded region. The fifth sensor is placed on the left hand boundary below the disbonded region. This gives similar positioning for three of the five sensors to that found when only the out-of-plane component is considered.

When a 250kHz excitation, four of the five sensors in the network are positioned to the right of the stiffener below the disbonded region with the fifth sensor being placed on the left hand boundary in line with the disbonded region. The 300kHz excitation places three of the five sensors in similar locations to the 250kHz excitations to the right of the stiffener. The other two sensors are also placed on the left of the stiffener in similar locations to those determined using the 100kHz and 250kHz excitations. The placement of these sensors is much more grouped when compared to the results where only the out-of-plane component is considered.

A common observation when comparing the out-of-plane results with the three component magnitude results, more sensors are placed on the left of the stiffener. This indicates that the interaction of the $S_0$ mode which has a large in-plane component reflected by the disbond causes a significant reduction in cross-correlation coefficient of the in-plane components in this area.

The results also indicate an area of high sensitivity to the damage in the lower, right hand quadrant of the area of investigation. Arguably, this area of sensitivity was identified in the out-of-plane results however, the consideration of the in-plane results demonstrate that the in-plane components of the Lamb waves are also significantly influenced (more so than can be observed in section 4.5) by the presence of the disbonded region. As a result, this region experiences a significant reduction in cross-correlation coefficient.
5.6. Discussion

From both the out-of-plane and three-component magnitude results presented, it is evident that increasing the excitation frequency significantly improves the performance of the sensor network. The best performance is achieved by the 300kHz excitation. Due to experimental constraints excitation frequencies above 300kHz were not considered and therefore it is not possible to state whether increasing the excitation frequency further would improve the performance. It is evident that there are significant performance gains in using a 250kHz excitation frequency rather than 100kHz however the increase in performance from 250kHz to 300kHz is less significant (but then so is the jump in frequency and hence the change in $A_0$ and $S_0$ mode wavelengths).

Although the higher excitation frequencies show performance gains, the attenuation performance of the chosen Lamb wave frequency is an important consideration. As the excitation frequency increases, the attenuation of the wave also increases. In this study a relatively small area of investigation was considered which ensured that attenuation effects did not significantly influence the results. Expanding the area of investigation may prove to favour the lower excitation frequencies due to the larger area over which the waves can propagate, however lower frequencies may be more susceptible to noise from other sources and less effective at detecting smaller defects.

In the case of a damage detection system installed on an aircraft, excitation frequency is an important consideration in terms of computational overheads. Increasing the excitation frequency requires a higher sampling rate from the system and hence increases data transfer and processing overheads. Though these considerations fall outside the scope of this study, they are important when implementing a damage detection system; particularly for a self-powered system.

Another consideration for the selection of excitation frequency is the size of the defect that is required to be detected by the system. Though any defect on an aircraft can be a cause for concern, it may be acceptable for less critical areas of the structure to have a small level of damage present during in-service operation – known as a damage tolerant structure. This may reduce the requirements of the installed SHM system thus adding an extra objective to the optimiser. However, designing aircraft structures with a level of damage tolerance typically requires additional material, adding mass to the structure. Therefore, when designing an SHM system and an aircraft structure concurrently, considerations have to be made for optimising acceptable damage tolerance and the minimum detectable defect size.
Comparing the two results sets it is apparent that consideration of the in-plane components of the wave improves the performance of the sensor network. The 100kHz excitation saw a maximum fitness increase when the in-plane components of the wave were considered of 72% on the one sensor network over that of the out-of-plane component alone. Lower fitness increases were observed with the higher frequency excitations. Fitness increases of 8% and 11% for the 250kHz and 300kHz excitations respectively were seen for the five-sensor networks.

Although there are significant performance gains to be achieved by considering the in-plane wave components it is actually difficult to achieve this from a single sensor in practice, as sensors usually primarily detect either in or out of plane motion, but rarely both (although, it is theoretically impossible for a Lamb mode to be solely in or out-of-plane due to Poisson’s ratio effects). However the results presented do demonstrate that network performance could be improved by sensing the in-plane and out-of-plane components at the same locations. This may be an important consideration to take into account for the design of a sensor network where it may be advantageous to reduce the number of sensors whilst maintaining the same level of damage detection capability for reasons such as reducing the mass from cabling. In addition, this study has only considered the damage scenario of a disbond. In service aircraft are prone to a range of damage events such as fatigue, impacts and corrosion. Therefore it may also be beneficial to consider the type of damage likely to be present in the monitored area of the aircraft and to select an appropriate sensing methodology to detect that damage. For example; it may be possible that in-plane components of Lamb waves are more sensitive to particular damage scenarios than out-of-plane components of the wave.

Studying both sets of results it is clear that there are sensor network sizes beyond which increasing the number of sensors does not lead to significant increases in fitness. In the case of the out-of-plane component this is four, three and two sensors for 100kHz, 250kHz and 300kHz excitations respectively. Although a one sensor network did detect the presence of the disbond, improved sensitivity was observed by adding additional sensors. It could therefore be recommended that a three sensor network may prove to yield sufficient detection capability regardless of excitation frequency, for this particular example.

When using all three components of the magnitude, adding more sensors to the network for the 100kHz excitation continuously increases the fitness (although the biggest increase is observed when the network size increased from a one sensor network to a two sensor network). Whilst this is also true for the 250kHz and 300kHz excitations, minimal fitness increases were observed with sensor networks larger than three.
For this study the size of the time-window sample used in calculating the cross-correlation coefficient was kept constant in order to reduce the effects of reflections whilst still having a suitably long time window to calculate a useful cross-correlation coefficient. However, it may be beneficial to tailor the size of the time window to the frequency in order to further reduce any effects of reflections. For this however, locations of features on the structure would need also to be considered which could be achieved using some form of mapping technique.

The start of the time window was determined by using a simple thresholding technique. Other techniques such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC) have been proven to exhibit better performance in determining the arrival of a wave [216]. Adopting this technique for determining the start of the time window may have an influence on the cross-correlation coefficient calculated for each candidate sensor location.

5.7. LISA optimisation study

The experimental study described above has only considered one disbond scenario (although different excitation site-disbond paths and angles were considered by having multiple excitation sites). On real aircraft structures however it is possible for a disbonded region to vary in both shape and size. The shape and size of the disbonded region will influence how the Lamb wave interacts with it and therefore how the sensors are placed. To carry out such extensive experimental programmes for each scenario would be both time consuming and costly as in reality many different materials, complex geometries and loading scenarios would need to be considered, therefore it would be advantageous from a design perspective to have a simulation tool which would enable sensor network designers to model different damage scenarios in order to determine the optimal locations in which to place their sensors on the structure. Therefore the remainder of this chapter focuses on modelling the damage scenario investigated in the experimental study with a view to developing a suitable design tool using LISA.

5.7.1. Model setup

In order to reduce computational overheads, only the area of investigation (outlined in Figure 40) was modelled. The excitation sites were modelled on the left-hand boundary which reduced the effects of edge reflection. The same excitation frequencies were used in the model as in the experimental study.

To ensure continuity of the sensor locations from the experimental vibrometry study, the co-ordinates of the sensor locations were exported from the vibrometry software. These were
then rounded to the nearest 0.5mm and assigned to the corresponding cube on the model. The sensing locations were modelled as points representing the point measurements in the laser vibrometer study. In the case of an installed sensor this would not be the case as the face of the sensor covers an area. This varies for different sensors and was not considered in this study.

A sampling frequency of 20MHz was used for the model as this had been shown to produce representative results in the previous study (Section 4.4.2). To be consistent with the experimental study, a sample length of a 1.6ms was recorded at each sensor location. As with the laser vibrometry data, the x, y and z components of the Lamb wave were recorded.

The plate and the stiffener were both given the properties of 6062-T6 aluminium alloy (density = 2710kg/m³, longitudinal velocity = 6.32 x 10⁶ mm/s, transverse velocity = 3.04 x 10⁶ mm/s). Due to the global cube edge length being 0.5mm, the adhesive layer was not modelled. Instead the interface between the stiffener and plate was modelled as a continuous structure as previously (Section 4.4.1).

5.7.2. Modelling the disbond region

As previously demonstrated, the disbond used in the experimental study was not ‘perfect’ (section 4.4.1). As a result, three approaches were taken to modelling the disbond;

- The disbond was modelled as a missing section (as previously modelled in section 4.4) to approximate the reduction in stiffness
- Using the data from the C-scan (section 4.7) the shape and size of the residue material in the disbonded region was modelled approximately using cubes and given the material properties of aluminium 6062-T6
- The same as above but the residue material in the disbonded region being given the properties of PTFE as it was believed that the shape of the residue material in the disbonded region was the result of PTFE tape inside of the bond.

It is worth noting that as a global cube edge length of 0.5mm was used again, the dimensions of the disbond were rounded to 25.5mm x 25.5mm. This did however mean that the disbond was 0.5mm thick instead of >0.1mm as it was in the experimental study. The PTFE shaped disbond model is presented with the results in from the C-scan (for details see section 4.7) in Figure 48.
Figure 48. (a) C-scan of the disbonded region (b) LISA model PTFE shaped approach. Stiffener (yellow), PTFE (Blue).

5.8. Optimisation results from modelled data

5.8.1. Out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave

The results for all three approaches of modelling the disbond for both the out-of-plane component and the three-component magnitudes are presented.

5.8.2. Missing Section Disbond

The optimal calculated fitness based on the out-of-plane component of the wave as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency is presented in Figure 49 for the missing section disbond.

As with the experimental results, the excitation frequency has a significant influence on the maximum fitness. However, unlike in the experimental setup the excitation which results in the highest fitness for the one and two sensor networks is the 250kHz excitation and not the 300kHz.

In addition to this there is not as significant an increase in fitness between the 100kHz excitation sensor networks and the higher frequency excitation sensor networks as was found in the experimental results.
Figure 49. Fitness against the optimal network configurations for a given number of sensors using the out-of-plane data from the LISA model (missing section disbond)

With all three frequencies it was demonstrated that the poorest performance is achieved from a single sensor network as expected. The best performance with the 100kHz excitation was observed with a four sensor network with a small reduction in fitness as the sensor network grew to five sensors as observed in the experimental study. This can be explained by having a particular strong sensing position in the four sensor network that had low cross-correlation for more than one excitation site. When a five sensor network is considered, the GA is forced to use five individual sensors which do not have cross-correlations as low as the strong sensing location used in the four sensor network. As such, forcing the algorithm to adhere to these conditions can produce results which are poorer than can be achieved with a smaller network. There was also a similar rate of increase of fitness observed between two and four sensor networks to that of the experimental study, albeit at a lower overall fitness.

The 250kHz and 300kHz results achieved their best performance with a five sensor network which differs greatly from what was observed in the experimental study. The performance of the 250kHz excitation networks saw a significant increase in fitness as the size of the network grew from one sensor to two sensors. The rate of the fitness increase reduced as the network grew from two to three and reduced again as the network grew from three to four sensors. However as the network grew from four sensors to five the fitness increased dramatically indicating a significant improvement in performance.

The 300kHz excitation showed an almost linear increase in fitness as the size of the network grew from one sensor to three sensors at which point the 300kHz excitation out-performed the 250kHz excitation. The network size increase from three sensors to five again caused an almost linear increase in fitness but a reduced rate.
5.8.3. Residue material in the disbonded region modelled as Aluminium

The optimal calculated fitness for the out-of-plane component as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency is presented in Figure 50 for the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as aluminium.

Though there is a relationship between excitation frequency and fitness, when the disbonds are modelled using this approach the influence of the excitation frequency is less significant. Unlike the results for the missing section disbonds and the experimental results, the excitation frequency with the best fitness is not 300kHz but 250kHz. This is most likely to be due to the 250kHz Lamb wave having a short enough wavelength to significantly interact with the damage while not being as attenuative as the 300kHz wave.

It is evident that the fitness achieved by this approach to modelling the disbonds achieved a much lower respective fitness than that found in the experimental results and in the missing section approach. It could be inferred that this is due to the smaller effective disbonds and hence the sensor network needs an increased level of sensitivity to achieve a more suitable fitness.

![Figure 50](image)

**Figure 50.** Fitness against the optimal network configurations for a given number of sensors using the out-of-plane data from the LISA model (the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as aluminium.)

As the sensor network size increased, the fitness improved which was in agreement with the results for the missing section disbonds. A small reduction in fitness was observed with the five sensor network which suggests that the four sensor network offered the best performance. As previously discussed this is due to the GA being forced to select five individual sensors.
The fitness characteristic demonstrated by this method of modelling the disbond did not improve upon the performance of the missing section disbond and was not consistent with that observed in the experimental study.

5.8.4. Residue material in the disbonded region modelled as PTFE.

The optimal calculated fitness for the out-of-plane component of-the-wave as the sensor network size increased for each excitation frequency is presented in Figure 51 for the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as PTFE.

![Figure 51](image)

**Figure 51.** Fitness against the optimal network configurations for a given number of sensors using the out-of-plane data from the LISA model (the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as PTFE.)

As with the experimental results and the results from the missing section disbond, nominally an improvement in fitness was observed as the excitation frequency was increased. Additionally, as the size of the sensor network increased, performance gains were achieved. It is worth noting that there were no cases of performance decrease as the size of the sensor network increased.

The best performance achieved with a one-sensor network was with a 250kHz excitation though there was a minimal decrease in fitness when a 300kHz excitation was used. A clear performance increase was observed when using the higher frequency excitations over the 100kHz as the size of the sensor network grew to two. This trend continued as the sensor network size grew to three and four sensors. For these sensor network sizes, the 300kHz
excitation demonstrated the best performance with a more significant performance gain over the two other excitation frequencies.

An unusual effect on performance was observed as the size of the sensor network grew to five sensors. The five-sensor network demonstrated a similar performance regardless of excitation frequency. A significant improvement in performance was achieved by the 100kHz excitation. This performance was not experienced by the five sensor networks of the experimental nor the missing section disbond model.

A better performance was observed with the PTFE shaped disbond than the aluminium shaped disbond with better fitness values achieved; more consistent with those observed in the experimental results. However, the overall performance of this approach to modelling the disbond was still substantially lower than the experimental results.

5.8.5. Three component magnitude of the Lamb Wave

The optimal calculated fitness for the three component magnitude as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency for the missing section disbond is presented in Figure 52.

![Fitness against the optimal network configurations for a given number of sensors using the three component magnitude data from the LISA model (missing section disbond)](image)

As with the out-of-plane results, the higher frequency excitations out-performed the 100kHz excitation. The results from the 100kHz excitation showed a near linear, gradual increase in fitness of 150% for a four sensor network over a one sensor network. Increasing the size of the network to five sensors saw a further increase in fitness of only 29% compared to the four
sensor network. The near linearity of these results does not aid in suggesting an optimal sensor network size.

The 250kHz and 300kHz excitations showed similar increases in fitness as the size of the sensor network grew. From one sensor to three sensors there was a progressive increase in fitness for both excitation frequencies. However sensor networks larger than three sensors showed minimal increase in fitness. This reduced rate of increases in fitness demonstrates that there are minimal performance gains to be achieved with sensor networks greater than three sensors; thus suggesting that a three sensor network is optimal when considering the three component magnitude.

5.8.6. Residue material in the disbonded region modelled as Aluminium

The optimal calculated fitness for the three component magnitude as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency for the aluminium shaped disbond is presented in Figure 53.

![Fitness graph](image)

**Figure 53.** Fitness against the optimal network configurations for a given number of sensors using the three component magnitude data from the LISA model (the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as aluminium.)

As with the results from the out-of-plane aluminium shaped disbond, the performance from the three-component magnitude was substantially lower than the performance observed in the results of the experimental study and the missing section disbond model.

Consistent trends for the 250kHz and 300kHz excitation were observed with an increase in performance as the size of the sensor network grew. However, this cannot be said to be true of the 100kHz excitation. For sensor networks larger than three sensors, marginal gains in
performance were observed. With the higher frequency excitations, minimal performance gains were observed between 250kHz and 300kHz.

5.8.7. Residue material in the disbonded region modelled as PTFE

The optimal calculated fitness for the three component magnitude as the sensor network size increases for each excitation frequency in Figure 54 for the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as PTFE.

![Figure 54. Fitness against the optimal network configurations for a given number of sensors using the three component magnitude data from the LISA model (the residue material in the disbonded region modelled as PTFE.)](image)

As with the experimental results, an increase in performance was observed as the excitation frequency was increased. In addition, performance gains were also achieved as the size of the sensor network was increased.

Marginal increases in performance were observed between the three different excitation frequencies with the one-sensor network although the best performing excitation frequency was 300kHz. This is consistent with the missing section disbond.

As the sensor network size increased, significant performance gains were observed by the higher excitation i.e. frequencies over the 100kHz excitation. The three-sensor and four-sensor networks demonstrated that there were marginal differences in performance between the 250kHz and 300kHz excitations. This was not found to be the case in the experimental results.

The rate at which the fitness increases as the size of the sensor network increases is marginal with the 100kHz excitation. In addition, the performance gains are almost linear which does not aid in suggesting a suitable sensor network size. With the 250kHz and 300kHz excitations,
there are minimal increases in fitness between the three-sensor and five-sensor networks. This suggests that a three sensor network size is suitable.

The results of the PTFE shaped disbond demonstrated were found to be more consistent with the results observed with the missing section disbond approach because the elastic modulus is significantly lower than that of Aluminium. However, it is worth noting that the performance was still significantly lower than what was observed in the experimental studies and not as representative of the experimental study as the missing section disbond.

5.9. Discussion on different disbond modelling approaches

Assessing the performance of the three modelling approaches, it is evident that none of the approaches resulted in producing sensor networks that had similar performance characteristics to those observed in the experimental results.

The least successful of the approaches was the aluminium shaped disbond. This technique produced networks with low performance which were not consistent with the experimental results in terms of trends. This is most likely due to the effective size of the disbond being significantly reduced. Although a reduction in the disbonded region was observed in the result from the C-scan (Section 4.7) the residue was likely to be PTFE tape not aluminium and of a smaller thickness which would affect the stiffness of the structure. As a result the reduction in cross-correlation coefficient being less significant as well as only affecting a smaller number of sensing locations.

Similar performances were observed with both the missing section disbond and the PTFE shaped disbond approach. This is due to the similarity in the reductions in structural stiffness exhibited by both models. However, it could be argued that a better performance was exhibited by the missing section disbond particularly when only the out-of-plane component was considered. Therefore the missing section disbond was chosen for further investigation.

5.10. Experimental and optimal location results

The sensor locations for the out-of-plane component of the Lamb waves for the missing section modelling approach are presented in this section.

5.10.1. Missing section disbond

Regardless of the differences between the fitness results from the experimental and computational studies, it is important to compare the optimal locations that have been produced by each study. To achieve this, the optimised sensor locations for the out-of-plane
component for 100kHz, 250kzh and 300kHz excitations are presented in Figure 55, Figure 56 and Figure 57 respectively.

With the one-sensor network for the 100kHz excitation, the sensor is placed in different locations. However some similarities can be drawn. Both the experimental data and the model placed the sensors slightly above and below the disbonds region. Again, the positioning is consistent with diffraction patterns previously observed and diffraction patterns of cross-correlation shown in Figure 41.

As the size of the sensor network size increases to two sensors there is more commonality between the two datasets. Sensors from both the experimental and LISA model place a sensor in-line with the disbonds region on the right of the stiffener. The distance from the stiffener is also similar for the placement of both of these sensors. The second sensor was however placed in two different places. The sensor positioned based on the experimental data was placed at the bottom right hand corner of the area of investigation which has been shown to be a strong sensing location. However, the second sensor was placed to the left side of the stiffener above the disbonds region.

The three-sensor network showed the modelled solution to distribute the sensors almost uniformly along the length of the stiffener at a similar distance from the stiffener. The placement of the sensor based on the experimental results similarly positioned the three sensors along the length of the stiffener. However, two of three sensors were placed much closer to the stiffener than for the modelled locations. In particular one of the sensors was positioned very close to the stiffener as previously discussed.

The placement of the sensors in the four-sensor network showed good agreement between the solutions derived from the experimental and modelled data. Interestingly, the experimental data placed a sensor in the lower right corner of the area of investigation where a sensor was also placed next based on the modelled data. This therefore indicated a good agreement. Similarly, both data sets placed a sensor reasonably in-line with the disbonds at a similar distance; again showing a good agreement between the two datasets. A third sensor was also placed on the right of the stiffener above the disbonds region. Though there was a larger discrepancy between the placement of this sensor based on the two datasets, the area in which they are placed is highlighted as being a strong sensing region.
Figure 55. Optimised sensor locations based on the out-of-plane component for the 100kHz excitation. The locations from the LISA model are denoted by ‘m100kHz’.
A difference in sensing location was shown with the placement of the fourth sensor. The sensor placed based on the experimental data was placed in the same position as in the three-sensor network; demonstrating that the location was a strong sensing location. The sensor positioned based on the modelled data however was placed to the right of the stiffener, in-line with the disbonded region. This is perhaps a more intuitive placement of the sensor however the differences between the modelled and experimental disbonded regions may be the reasoning for this difference in sensor placement.

When considering the five-sensor network, the placement of the sensors based on the experimental data and the modelled data correlates well. Both datasets place a sensor in the bottom right hand corner of the area of investigation. Similarly, sensors are also placed by both datasets to the right of the stiffer below the disbonded region. A high level of consistency in the placement of sensors is achieved by the third sensor where both datasets placed a sensor in-line with the disbonded region using candidate locations next to each other. Similarly, both datasets placed a sensor on the left of the stiffener above the disbonded region. These sensor placements were next to each other, again demonstrating a high level of agreement between the two data sets.

A small difference in sensor placement was observed with the placement of the fifth sensor. The fifth sensor was placed on the top boundary to the right of the stiffener based on the modelled data. However, the fifth sensor was not placed as high up in the area of investigation and at a further distance away from the stiffener. Nevertheless, the placement of the two sensors is within the same quadrant of the area of investigation.

The sensor placements for the 250kHz excitation are presented in Figure 56. When a one-sensor network is considered, the placement of the sensors based on the data from the laser vibrometry and the LISA model is to the right of the stiffener below the disbond. Although there is a difference in the placement of the sensors this may be justified by the differences between the physical disbond and the model. Nevertheless, the fact that both datasets place the sensors within the same region is promising.
Figure 56. Optimised sensor locations based on the out-of-plane component for the 250kHz excitation. The locations from the LISA model are denoted by ‘m250kHz’.
When a two sensor-network is considered the placement of the sensors based on the two datasets differs somewhat. The first sensor for both datasets is placed to the right of the stiffener, below the disbond. However the position of the sensor based on physical data is above the sensor placed based on the LISA model. Both sensors appear to be placed on a line of the diffraction pattern as observed previously. The placement of the second sensor for both datasets is in-line with the disbonded region to the right of the stiffener. The second sensor placed based on the LISA model however is close to the stiffener whereas the sensor placed based on the experimental data is further from it. Though a difference in actual placement location, it was previously shown in Figure 55 for the 100kHz that this region has a high level of sensitivity for a two-sensor network.

The placement of the sensors for a three-sensor network shows some similarity between the two datasets. The first sensor is positioned to the left of the stiffener above the disbonded region for both datasets. Although there is a small difference in the placement of the sensors they are both located in the same region demonstrating good correlation between the experimental and model results.

When the placements of the second and third sensors are considered there are some differences. The modelled data places both sensors to the right of the stiffener; one sensor just above the disbonded region and one below. The experimental data however places the both sensors below the disbond and at a position further away from the stiffener on the right-hand side. Similarities can be drawn when considering the vertical spacing of the sensors based on their respective datasets.

When the size of the sensor-network grows to four sensors, the placement of the first sensor to the left of the stiffener is retained for both datasets from the three-sensor network. This highlights the suitability of these locations regardless of the dataset considered. The placement of the remaining three sensors is on the right of the stiffener for both datasets. The sensors based on the modelled data are placed in a triangular array below the disbonded region. One of the sensors placed based on the experimental data is located below the disbonded region close to the stiffener which is also close to one of the locations found using the modelled data. The third sensor location is placed on the right-hand boundary and is retained from the three-sensor network. Drawing a line between this location and the disbonded region it is worth noting that the placement of one of the sensors based on the modelled data lies on this line indicating that this is likely to be a line of diffraction. At first glance, the fourth sensor based on the experimental data appears not to correlate with the sensor location found using the modelled data. However, when the problem is considered as a
symmetrical problem with a line of symmetry drawn horizontally through the centre of the disbonded region, it is apparent that the two placements are practically symmetrical solutions of one another.

Considering a five-sensor network, there is a good level of correlation between the experimental data and the modelled data. The first sensor is placed to the right of the stiffener below the disbonded region for both datasets. The placement of each of these sensors from their respective dataset has a similar diagonal spacing to the disbonded region as observed previously in the three and four-sensor networks. However, it should be noted that although the placement of this sensor based on the modelled data was retained from the four-sensor network, a new solution is found for the placement based on the experimental data.

The placement of the second sensor indicates an optimal location close to the stiffener on its right-hand side for both datasets. The modelled data places the sensor in-line with the disbonded region whereas the experimental data places the sensor below the disbonded region.

There is a high level of correlation between the experimental and modelled datasets with the placement of the third sensor. Both sensors are placed above the disbonded region to the right of the stiffener close to the right-hand boundary. Both placements based on the respective datasets derive solutions which are on the same diagonal. This is also diagonally in-line with the disbonded region. With all of the placements of the first three sensors it could be argued that they align with a diffraction pattern similar to that presented in Figure 41.

The placement of the fourth sensor is above the disbond and to the right of the stiffener. The placement of the sensor based on the experimental data is closer to the stiffener whereas the sensor positioned based on the modelled data is further from the stiffener. Even so, this region is highlighted as a region with a suitable degree of sensitivity especially as the fifth sensor based on the experimental data is also placed within this vicinity. The placement of the fifth sensor based on the modelled data is in a similar location albeit on the left of the stiffener. Although these sensors are placed on opposing sides of the stiffener, they are at a sufficient vertical distance from the disbond which means that the reduction in cross-correlation coefficient is likely to be the result of the waves being guided along the length of the stiffener as previously observed (section 4.5).

The placement of sensors for the 300kHz excitation for both the modelled and experimental datasets is presented in Figure 57. Considering the one sensor network, there is a difference in the location of the sensor. As previously demonstrated in Figure 45, sensors from the
experimental study were placed either above or below the disbonded region. The optimal location for both the experimental and modelled data positioned the sensor below the disbonded region although the modelled solution was positioned closer to the disbonded region. As previously discussed, the Lamb wave interacting with the disbonded region results in a diffraction pattern. Drawing a line between the two solutions and the disbonded region it is clear that both of these solutions have been placed along the path of a diffraction pattern (as presented in Figure 41) and therefore a region of significant difference in waveform.

The two sensor network showed similarity between the experimental and modelled data for the placement of one of the sensors in the network. Both datasets positioned a sensor directly to right of the disbonded region. However, there was a significant difference in the placement of the second sensor. The results from the experimental data placed the second sensor to the left of stiffener, in line with the disbonded region. The modelled data positioned the second sensor above the disbonded region on the right of the stiffener. The reasoning for this is most likely to be due to the modelling of the disbonded region not capturing the reality of the disbond used in the experiment.

When studying the three sensor network at first it appears that there is a significant difference in the placement of the sensors. However, when the problem is viewed as a symmetrical problem with a line of symmetry at y = 312.5mm (the centreline running horizontally through the centre of the disbonded region) it becomes apparent that similar solutions have been produced by both the experimental and computational studies. The experimental study positions three sensors below the disbonded region in a triangular array. The modelled solution positions three sensors above the disbonded region in in a triangular array, though the network was more sparsely distributed compared to that of the experimental solution. Like that of the two sensor network this can be attributed to the modelling of the disbonded region. The disbonded region in the experimental study not being as ‘perfect’ as it was modelled in the LISA would have a significant influence on the Lamb wave interaction; thus influencing the diffraction pattern and the sensor positioning.
Figure 57. Optimised sensor locations based on the out-of-plane component for the 300kHz excitation. The locations from the LISA model are denoted by ‘m300kHz’.
There is good agreement for the location of three of the sensors in the four sensor network. The modelled data positioned three of the sensors above the disbonded region. Of those placed using the experimental data only two sensors were located in close proximity to the modelled solutions with the third sensor being positioned below the disbonded region. However if, as with like the three sensor network, the problem is treated as symmetrical, this third sensor is positioned in a similar location to that of the modelled solutions. Like the solution generated for the two sensor network, there is a difference with the placement of the fourth sensor. The experimental solution positions the sensor to the left and below the disbonded region whilst the modelled solution positions the sensor to the right and above the disbonded region. The positioning of the sensor based on the experimental data most likely results from the reflected diffraction pattern caused by the Lamb wave interaction with the disbonded region.

Again the five sensor network sees both similarities and differences in the positioning of the sensors. Two sensors are positioned by both the modelled and experimental solutions below the disbonded region at the right-hand edge of the area of investigation. For one of the sensor locations, both datasets select the same location. A third sensor is positioned above the disbonded region by both datasets however these solutions are much more sparsely spaced than those of the first two sensor locations. The fourth sensor was placed above the disbonded region for the experimental data. However, the modelled data positioned the fourth sensor in line with the disbond. The biggest difference in sensor location was with the fifth sensor. The experimental solution positioned the sensor to the left of the stiffener below the disbonded region whilst the modelled solution positioned the sensor to the right of the stiffener. This indicates a difference in the model to that of the experiment.

Only the results for the out-of-plane components for the three excitation frequencies have been presented as the out-of-plane component has been the main focus of this study. Although there are some differences in the placements of the sensors, overall there is a general agreement between the experimental and modelled solutions with sensors being placed at similar locations on the structure.

5.11. Comparative discussion

It is apparent that whilst there are differences in the solutions derived from the experimental study and the computational study, there are many plausible reasons for these differences.

The adhesive layer being omitted from the model would have an influence on the Lamb wave interaction with the stiffener due to the difference in acoustic impedance and hence this is an
influencing factor on the results. It is difficult to quantify the influence of including the adhesive layer on the model results. Comparing the placements of the sensors, there is a general agreement with the majority of the locations. By modelling the adhesive layer, the location of the sensors may become more representative of the experimental solutions.

The biggest contributing factor to the difference in results is most likely the method used to model the disbonded region. As mentioned, the adhesive layer was not modelled and as a result the disbonded region was approximated by removing cubes in the disbonded region hence generating a reduction in stiffness. In addition, the reduction of stiffness modelled removed a section of 0.5mm thickness whereas in the experimental study this was approximately 0.1mm thick. This is likely to have had considerable effect.

The results from the ultrasonic C-scan found that there appeared to be a small amount of PTFE tape left inside the disbonded region which would have significantly influenced the Lamb wave interaction meaning that the disbonded region was more representative of a real ‘imperfect’ disbond rather than the ‘perfect’ artificial disbond that it was intended to create. Improved LISA models were created in an attempt to be more representative using the shape of the defect from the C-scan results. However due to the geometry of the imperfect disbond it was not possible to model it with sufficient fidelity using a 0.5mm cube edge length. This was demonstrated by being unable to improve upon the fitness results from the missing section disbond approach. The cause of this is mostly associated with a deficiency in computational hardware. Improving the hardware should allow for a more representative model to be created through reducing the global cube edge length. However, a similar level of fidelity maybe achieved if different cube edge lengths could be applied to different areas of the model. This is achievable within the software however reducing the global cube edge length increases the number of cubes in the model and thus the amount of on-board GPU memory required.

The sensor location solutions from the LISA model used a simple point source actuation composed entirely from an out-of-plane component as the input. In the experimental study however a transducer was used at the excitation sites which had a face larger than that of a point. Due to Poisson’s ratio, although the excitation would have mainly been out-of-plane there would have been an additional in-plane component. To determine the magnitude of this in-plane excitation, a separate study would need to be conducted.

In addition, the transducer was excited using an electrical signal which was set to the required frequency. Due to the transducer having a transfer function as it converts the electrical signal to motion it is possible for the frequency and the envelope of the wave to change resulting in a
different wave being excited to the one specified. Both of these factors would have had an influence on the positioning of the sensors particularly when all three wave components were considered.

The experimental study saw fitness values that were substantially higher than those calculated from the LISA data. There are a number of possible reasons for this. The fitness is calculated from the values of the cross-correlation coefficients. This means that the metric by which the two waveforms are being compared is sensitive to noise. With the experimental data, despite taking the average of two hundred measurements and improving the signal quality by coating the surface there was still some noise present on the received signal. The data from the LISA model did not have any noise which may have contributed to lower fitness being calculated from the modelled data.

The cross-correlation coefficient proved to be successful as a statistical method for determining the presence of damage as well as being relatively computationally efficient. However, other statistical methods, such as the Mahalanobis distance which has been used previously by Sheppard *et al.* [217] for determining the presence of damage on aerospace structures using Lamb waves, may offer gains in performance. This maybe an improvement in computational efficiency or offering a higher sensitivity to damage detection.

The setup of the experimental study required two panels to be manufactured. This resulted in a new transducer coupling for each excitation site on each panel. Though the coupling technique used had shown in previous studies to produce repeatable results [184], and each coupling was tested prior to use, a consistent coupling cannot be guaranteed. Small inconsistencies in coupling the transducer such as not being perpendicular to the surface of the panel or inconsistencies in the surface preparation may have resulted in reduced repeatability of the signal.

An additional source of error from using two separate panels is the inconsistency of the measurement points. Though every effort was made during the experimental study to ensure that representative points were measured on each panel, it is possible that there was a small amount of error in the location of the measurement points. This would in-turn lead to differences in the waveforms being measured and hence increase the calculated fitness. A method of reducing this would be to conduct the test on one panel and induce a delamination on the panel by subjecting it to some form of mechanical loading. The vibrometry measurements could then be taken in-situ. However this also has other risks such as inducing additional unwanted damage to the panel. In addition, a longer test period with more testing
machinery is required. The study presented here however demonstrates a methodology that could be used for such a study.

This study has considered only the positioning of sensors for the detection of damage. Though it would be possible to locate the damage to a region of the structure by looking at the change in waveform of a particular pulse-receive path it would not definitively locate the damage and further NDT processes would be required. Applying a location technique to the optimisation scenario may influence the positioning of the sensors and thus a different sensor network may need to be designed to accommodate this.

This study considered eight hundred and twenty five candidate sensor locations with five excitation locations. Through the use of candidate locations, the solution has to be discrete (i.e. only the candidate sensor locations can be selected). This can result in sensor network solutions being created being sub-optimal although it is feasible to have a large set of candidate locations but this is less than ideal. Therefore, statistical interpolative methods could be employed to project the fitness of a sensor location between the candidate sensor locations. This would produce cross-correlation values for each region on the panel in a similar fashion to interpolation employed in Figure 41. In addition, through the use of LISA multiple excitation locations could be considered and similar interpolative methods could be applied to optimise the excitation location.

Though this study considered three excitation frequencies it may be beneficial to optimise the sensor locations regardless of excitation frequency especially as different excitation frequencies produced different sensor network solutions. This would produce sensor networks that were capable of detecting the presence of damage regardless of excitation frequency offering the ability to ‘tune’ the network’s operation in order to be able to detect different defect sizes. A multi-objective function could be used to achieve this and to optimise the placement of sensors and the excitation frequency used.

The application of LISA has shown great potential for the design of sensor networks. The ease of use, quick setup and fast computation make it suitable for running models that cover a wide range of scenarios. The adoption of such a strategy to the design and optimisation of active sensor networks would enable designers to consider a wide range of damage types and defect sizes which would not be possible to feasibly achieve experimentally. This approach would also enable the design of sensor networks concurrent with the design of the structure and would be particularly useful for the design and development of sensor networks on complex structures.
5.12. Conclusion

This study has demonstrated a methodology for optimising an active sensor network for monitoring the structural integrity of adhesively bonded stiffeners for aerospace applications. The methodology presented was applied to two datasets; one experimental and one computationally modelled.

Ultrasonic Lamb waves were excited at three different frequencies from five excitation sites on two stiffened panels; one panel with no defects and one with an intentional disbonded region. The response at 825 candidate sensing locations was measured using a 3D scanning laser vibrometer enabling both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the wave to be measured.

A cross-correlation coefficient was calculated for each candidate sensing location for the out-of-plane component of the lamb wave and used as a metric for comparing the received waveforms. A statistical technique was applied to create a fitness surface which was then interrogated using a genetic algorithm to produce optimal sensor locations for different sensor network sizes.

It was found that the excitation frequency had a significant influence on the placement of the sensors and also the performance of the sensor network with higher frequencies offering the best performance. The benefits and drawbacks of using higher excitation frequencies were discussed for use in an in-service damage detection system.

All three components of the Lamb wave were considered using a three component cross-correlation coefficient magnitude technique. It was found that it was possible to achieve performance gains by considering all three components of the wave. The complications of measuring all three components on a real sensor network were discussed.

The experimental setup was simulated using a LISA model. The data was used to locate the optimal sensor locations on the structure using the same optimisation technique. It was found that the sensor networks generated were not as effective as the experimental study. Factors such as noise and the constraints of the model were discussed as potential reasons for this result.

The optimal locations for the all excitation frequencies and sites based on the out-of-plane component of the wave were presented for both the experimental and computational datasets. There were many similarities in locations on the structure where sensors were placed. It was found that the presence of PTFE tape remaining in the disbonded region on the
experimental setup may have influenced some of the sensor positioning results. It was concluded that this was the most probable cause for some of the differences in sensor locations for the two datasets. The drawback of not being able to model the adhesive layer was also discussed.

The use of LISA as a design tool was demonstrated, showing great potential for modelling Lamb wave interaction with several different damage scenarios. The potential to treat problems such as the one presented as a symmetrical problem which may be useful for improving the computational efficiency should be considered. This would have many benefits to the design of aerostructures and SHM sensor networks as well and enable a more thorough optimisation study to be conducted.

The results suggested that a three sensor network would be suitable for successfully detecting damage for the structure and damage scenario presented whilst delivering an acceptable level of sensitivity. Other considerations in the design of an active SHM system still required to be considered include power and mass constraints. Therefore this optimisation methodology should not be considered a design solution but more of a design tool for assessing sensor network performance.

This study has presented an in-depth investigation into the optimisation of sensor locations based on experimental and computationally modelled data. It has been demonstrated that genetic algorithms have the ability to produce optimal solutions efficiently and the ability to model damage scenarios has many benefits for optimal sensor network design.
6. Damage detection in a composite wind turbine blade using 3D scanning laser vibrometry

6.1. Introduction

Impact damage is regarded as one of the most prominent sources of damage to aircraft and can occur both in-flight and whilst on the ground. Impact damage can be caused by a number of sources. The primary source of impact damage, according to a study at the University of California at San Diego, is impacts on the ground from ground service equipment (GSE) [218]. This includes refuelling vehicles, air stairs, baggage trolleys and cargo loaders. This type of impact can typically result in high amounts of damage due to the large mass of GSEs. As such, impact damage caused by GSEs has been historically the largest source of impact damage and this is expected to continue to be the case [219].

Another source of impact damage is foreign object damage (FOD) at airports which can cause catastrophic damage to aircraft. It is predicated that the extent of FOD costs the aerospace industry around $4 billion a year [220]. Though this value considers damage to other components of the aircraft (such as FOD to engines and landing gear), FOD in the case of impact damage is a major source of damage to aircraft structures. An example of this impact damage is presented in Figure 58 which shows damage caused by a lost access panel impacting the fuselage of an Airbus A330. The presence of the damage is not immediately apparent from the outside resulting in the extent of the damage not being realised until an internal inspection is conducted.

![Figure 58. FOD caused by a lost access panel to an Airbus A330. Not that the extent of the damage is not apparent when viewed from the outside (reproduced from Kim [221]).](image)

Sources of damage from impacts can also be the result of what are classed as ‘high velocity impacts’. These impacts are usually in excess of 1000J of energy and occur when the aircraft is in flight and hence, the aircraft’s relative speed to the object increases the impact energy. Commonly this type of damage is the result of hail impacts although it can also be attributed to
impact with other bodies such as birds (or projectiles in the case of military aircraft). This type of impact can cause significant structural damage.

Alternatively impacts can be defined as ‘low velocity impacts’. This source of damage can be caused by hail (while the aircraft is stationary), insect impact and small stones while the aircraft is in operation. Damage can also occur while the aircraft is in maintenance. The common example of this is a tool being dropped onto the structure by a maintenance technician. The result of such impacts is usually barely visible impact damage (BVID). As the name suggests, the damage is not instantly identifiable by visual inspection alone.

Although impact damage threatens the structural integrity of metallic structures, it poses a more significant threat to composite structures [222]. When an impact occurs in a composite material it can result in the cracking of the brittle matrix while the fibres remain intact. This results in a delamination. In more severe cases, as demonstrated in Figure 58, the instantaneous bending load can result in matrix cracking and fibre breakages on the opposing side of the structure leaving the structure to appear visibly intact from the outside. If undetected, this damage can result in catastrophic failure of the structure.

One example of this catastrophic failure due to undetected impact damage is the case of the Delta II rocket explosion in 1997 which is presented by Gunn [223]. The Delta II rocket was used in this instance for the launch of a GPS satellite. After 12.5 seconds of flight, the graphite-epoxy rocket motor failed causing in excess of $22 million in damage and the loss of a $40 million satellite as well as creating numerous safety and environmental issues. On studying the photographic and video footage of the launch it was concluded by the air accident investigation board that the failure of the pressure vessel was consistent with a crack resulting from impact damage that occurred sometime after the proof pressure test had been conducted. However, the root cause of the impact damage was never discovered.

Composite wind turbine blades experience similar damage cases to that of aerospace structures. As such, conducting Lamb wave damage interaction studies on wind turbine blades can be beneficial for developing optimal sensor networks on composite aerospace components. Using the information from wind turbines which currently have sensor networks, a study was conducted on composite wind turbine blades. This showed that 51% of blade damage was attributed to manufacturing defects whereas 49% of damage was as a result of in-service operation. Of all damage events, 16% are attributed to foreign object damage while the turbine blade is in-service (with lightning strikes (20%) and the tips deflecting causing them to hit the tower (13%) making up the rest of the 49%)[123]. In optimum wind conditions, large wind turbine blade tips can move through the air at relative speeds of up to 320 km/h (200
mph) making impacts from even small objects significant. Damage to both the leading edge and blade surface (from rain, hail, ice, sand, salt, UV rays and insects) is detrimental to aerodynamic efficiency and as a result power generation is compromised. Serious structural damage can also be caused by lightning and bird strikes. A detailed discussion of turbine blade damage is presented in a study conducted at Risø National Laboratory.

Small impacts can create BVID which, if allowed to grow under aerodynamic loading, could necessitate significant repair works or result in catastrophic failure of the blade structure. The level of damage which can be seen easily depends on many factors such as the colour of the structure, illumination and angle of viewing although it has been suggested that BVID usually lies within the range of 0.25 - 0.5 mm deep however it has also been stated that BVID lies within the range of 1.27mm – 2.54mm deep. Non-destructive testing (NDT) methods are therefore needed to detect this damage, with the process often requiring blade removal. Maintaining the structural performance of the blades is therefore vital to the turbine’s efficiency. Like aircraft structural components, wind turbine blades are also subjected to aerodynamic loading making them a suitable component as the subject for this investigation.

This chapter presents the results of an experimental study into the interaction of Lamb waves with impact damage on a composite wind turbine blade using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. Visualisations of both the out-of-plane and in-plane components, and the magnitude of all three components of the Lamb wave interaction with impact on a real structure are presented. Results showing Lamb wave interaction along with post-processing of the vibrometry data using RMS baseline subtraction techniques are presented and discussed. Novelty is found within this study with the consideration of both Lamb wave components (particularly the in-plane) and the visual and signal processing methods used to present the interaction with the impact damage. This advances understanding of the interaction of the different fundamental Lamb modes as well as highlighting areas suitable for the placement of sensors for an acousto-ultrasonic system. The results are further compared to surface profilometry and white light interferometry measurements of the impact site. The extent of the impact damage is considered to be ‘barely visible’. The surface measurements are shown to correlate with the interaction of the Lamb waves shown in the laser vibrometry results, demonstrating the sensitivity of Lamb wave-based SHM systems to detect impact damage.

6.2. Experimental study

A commercial 1.8m composite wind turbine blade constructed from a short glass fibre chopped strand mat with a black epoxy matrix was used for this study, as shown in Figure 59.
The placement of the fibres was random and hence the direction of the fibre placement was inhomogeneous (N.B. this is not in reference to the material properties being inhomogeneous). The structure of the blade was hollow, made from two 3mm thick matched halves bonded together.

Figure 59. Composite wind turbine blade used throughout the experiments, demonstrating the location of the area of investigation.

An area of investigation of dimensions 50mm x 120mm was located on the low pressure face 1.17m from the root of the blade as shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60. Dimensions of the area of investigation and location of the impact

6.2.1. Lamb wave excitation and 3D scanning laser vibrometer setup

A commercially available PANCOM Pico-Z transducer (200kHz – 500kHz) was acoustically coupled to the blade using Loctite® Ethyl-Z-Cyanoacrylate, at a distance of 115mm from the impact site. This was sufficient distance to ensure that the Lamb waves had fully formed before interacting with the impact damage [37].

Three transducer excitation frequencies 100kHz, 200kHz and 300kHz were selected to investigate the sensitivity of different wavelengths to the presence of impact damage. Although 100kHz lies outside of the published operating resonance of the transducer it has been shown to produce useful results in previous studies [126, 214, 230]. Due to the maximum
sampling frequency of the vibrometer being 2.56MHz, frequencies above 300kHz were not considered due to insufficient temporal resolution.

A 150V, 5-cycle sine burst was generated by the MGL software and hardware previously used (section 4.3) with the same repetitive rates and reference signals. A Polytec PSV-500-3D-M Scanning Vibrometer was once again used for this study. The area of investigation, which was coated with retroreflective glass beads, comprised of 2514 measurement points which gave sufficient spatial resolution for wave reconstruction. The vibrometer parameters were as previously used (section 4.3).

A purpose built steel stanchion was used to support the turbine blade while the laser vibrometry measurements were taken. This allowed the blade to be removed for impacting and replaced in the same position relative to the laser heads.

6.3. Impact damage

The blade was secured at its base to a steel stanchion and supported on both sides of the area of investigation. The blade was impacted using a 20mm radius impactor with an impact energy of 10 J in an INSTRON dynatup 9250HV impact test machine. The impact caused BVID on the surface as shown in Figure 61. The impact was representative of a hail stone impact.

![Figure 61. BVID on the turbine blade after being impacted. The retro-reflective beads have been removed around the impact site for clarity.](image)

6.4. Laser vibrometry results and discussion

For each set of results, a 0μs datum point was taken at the point when the S₀ mode reached the measurement field. A selection of images are presented which illustrate the propagation of the Lamb waves through the area of investigation. For consistency, the time windows for each excitation frequency have been kept the same. As wave velocity increases with frequency due to dispersion, fewer images are presented for the higher frequency excitations. For each set of post-impact measurements, the white dashed line denotes the impact site.
6.4.1. 100kHz Results

The results of the resultant magnitudes (the magnitude calculated from the three components measured by the vibrometer) from the pre and post impact scans are shown in Figure 62.
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Figure 62. Resultant magnitudes from of the 100kHz excitation vibrometry scan of the blade pre and post-impact

Studying the pre-impact results, it is apparent that the $S_0$ mode propagates away from the source and appears either not to reflect off the edges of the turbine blade or has dissipated by that point, or by the time any reflections have reached the area of investigation.
The A\textsubscript{0} mode however appears to be significantly disrupted as it propagates through the area of investigation. There are two possible explanations for this. The first is that the edge reflections interact with the propagating wave. However it is also likely that the scattering of the A\textsubscript{0} mode observed is the result of the fibre distribution in the material. The random distribution of the fibres results in an inhomogeneous microstructure [231]. This could be causing scattering of the Lamb waves resulting in a high level of noise in the propagating wave [232]. This is observed from 90\(\mu\)s onwards.

Comparing the two sets of results pre and post impacts, the S\textsubscript{0} mode appears to be mostly unaffected by the presence of the impact damage. This concurs with the findings of Grigg et al.[126]. The A\textsubscript{0} Lamb mode does appear however to be affected by the presence of the impact damage. This can be seen in the results at 90\(\mu\)s - 120\(\mu\)s although it is not very clear when the resultant magnitude is plotted.

As the A\textsubscript{0} Lamb mode is mostly out-of-plane, this component was isolated and plotted separately for clarity as shown in Figure 63. It is evident that the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave interacts with the damage causing a disruption in the wave front. This suggests that the unintelligibility of the interaction of the A\textsubscript{0} mode with the damage in the resultant magnitude plots in Figure 62 is mostly caused by noise from the in-plane components.

![Figure 63. 100kHz excitation out-of-plane component highlighting the Lamb wave interaction with the impact damage](image-url)
6.4.2. 200kHz Results

The resultant magnitudes from the pre and post impact scans for the 200kHz excitation are shown in Figure 64.

Comparing these results to those from the 100kHz excitation there is an increase in the amplitude of the measured Lamb wave. This can be attributed to 200kHz being inside the transducer’s operating resonance.
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Figure 64. Resultant magnitude results of the 200kHz excitation vibrometry scan of the blade pre and post-impact

As with the results from the 100kHz excitation, the $S_0$ mode appears to be unaffected by the presence of the impact damage in the resultant magnitude results. Comparing the $S_0$ propagation in both the pre and post impact results at 45µs it is not possible to distinguish the presence of damage by visual observation alone especially as there appears to be no disruption in the wave front to the right of the impact damage as observed with the $A_0$ mode in Figure 63.

The effects of attenuation and dispersion of higher frequency waves, coupled with high levels of noise, results in a highly disrupted, low amplitude $A_0$ wave front by the time the mode reaches the impact site as shown at 90µs. As with the 100kHz results, this makes it difficult to
determine whether the Lamb wave has interacted with the damage through means of visual observation alone.

To verify the Lamb wave interaction, the out-of-plane component was again isolated and plotted separately as shown in Figure 65.

![Figure 65. 200kHz excitation out-of-plane component highlighting the Lamb wave interaction with the impact damage](image)

The results at 45µs in Figure 65 show that there is possibly some interaction with the $S_0$ mode with the post-impact results indicating a significantly lower amplitude than the pre-impact results due to the presence of the impact damage. This can be justified by the shorter wavelength of the 200kHz excitation $S_0$ mode compared to that of the 100kHz excitation. However, there appears to be no disruption of the wave front to the right of the impact site which also suggests that there is limited interaction with the impact damage. It is therefore not possible to conclusively determine the presence of the damage using the $S_0$ mode from the 200kHz excitation by visual observation alone.

It is difficult to determine from these results whether the $A_0$ mode is influenced by the presence of the damage as demonstrated at 90µs. It is apparent there is a difference in the results and it could be argued that the reduction in amplitude in the post-impact results was due to the presence of the damage. However, due to the high levels of disturbance in the wavefront this is also by no means conclusive.

### 6.4.3. 300kHz results

The resultant magnitudes for the pre and post impact 300kHz excitation are shown Figure 66.

The increased wave velocity due to dispersion is apparent when compared to the results of the 100kHz excitation. As with the two other excitation frequencies, the $S_0$ mode in the resultant
magnitude results appears to be mostly unaffected by the impact damage. However, by the time the \( S_0 \) mode interacts with the impact damage, the amplitude has significantly reduced.

The increased attenuation of the higher frequency excitation is apparent in this results set. The \( A_0 \) mode is measured in the area of investigation with a peak amplitude of 1mm/s. At 45µs the amplitude of the wave has significantly decreased. This decrease in amplitude with the added effects of edge reflections and scattering due to the microstructure makes it almost impossible to determine Lamb wave interaction just from studying the resultant magnitude time-domain results alone. In turn, adjusting the colour scale to study the low amplitude Lamb wave activity does not help to clarify the results.
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**Figure 66. Resultant magnitude results of the 300kHz excitation vibrometry scan of the blade pre and post-impact**

As with the results from the previous two excitation frequencies, the out-of-plane mode was isolated and is presented in Figure 67.

**Figure 67. 300kHz excitation out-of-plane component highlighting the Lamb wave interaction with the impact damage**

As with the 200kHz excitation, the \( S_0 \) mode interacts with the damage as shown at 60µs in Figure 67. This is shown in the post-impact results by a fringe of low amplitude to the right of...
the impact damage. However, as was also the case with the 200kHz excitation, due to the high levels of disturbance in the wave it is not possible to determine whether the \( A_0 \) mode interacts with the damage.

The clarity of the wave propagation may be improved upon by increasing the number of scan points, hence increasing the spatial resolution for the higher frequency excitations. However, for comparability between excitation frequencies and due to constraints on acquisition time this was not changed during this study.

### 6.5. Root-mean squared baseline subtraction

From the time domain results presented in the previous sections, it is apparent that the \( A_0 \) Lamb mode does interact with the damage although it is difficult to identify the presence of damage on the structure without carefully examining the results. It would therefore be advantageous to identify the presence of the BVID and quantify it using comparative post processing methods. A computationally inexpensive post-processing technique is baseline subtraction. Subtracting the waveforms of the out-of-plane component of the post-impact dataset from the waveforms of out-of-plane component from the pre-impact dataset identifies the region on the scan area where there is a significant change. By calculating the root-mean squared (RMS) velocity values for the resulting subtracted waveforms for each measurement point over the whole measurement period, the region of significant change in the waveform, and hence the location of the damage can be identified. The RMS baseline subtraction analysis for the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave is presented in Figure 68. Only the out-of-plane component has been considered as it was shown to significantly interact with the damage. The impact site is denoted by the dashed circle.

For each excitation frequency the impact site is seen to be clearly identified using this technique although the peak RMS values for the 100kHz excitation are greater than those for the 200kHz and 300kHz excitations because of the lower attenuation of the lower frequency. The RMS values for the area of the plate outside the impact site are not zero (demonstrated by the threshold set on the lower end of the colour bar) because of small differences in experimental setup between the pre and post impact vibrometry scans resulting in a small phase difference which when subtracted results in low amplitude signals being produced. In addition to this, low amplitude reflections result due to Lamb wave interaction with the damage and hence cause an additional change in signal.

The size of the area influenced by the defect appears to vary depending on excitation frequency. Using the Polytec PSV software, it was possible to measure the size of the area of
peak RMS. From taking four measurements across the peak (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) for each excitation frequency the average length of the area affected by the presence of the damage was found to be 12.6mm, 7.8mm and 14.9mm, for the 100kHz, 200kHz and 300kHz results respectively. Surprisingly the average length of the area affected by the presence of the damage while reducing between 100kHz and 200kHz increases from the 200kHz excitation results to the 300kHz excitation results whereas it was expected that a reduction in wavelength should increase be more sensitivity to the impact damage. This cause of this may be the result of the smaller wavelength of the 300kHz excitation having higher fidelity and hence interacting with damage smaller aspects of the damage.

![Figure 68. RMS baseline subtraction analysis of the out-of-plane component of the Lamb modes](image)

### 6.6. Out-of-plane cross-correlation

Calculating the cross-correlation coefficient of two waveforms has previously been used in acousto-ultrasonic studies as method of quantitatively comparing two waveforms [106]. A value of unity for the cross-correlation coefficient indicates no change in the waveforms. By
comparing the measured signals pre and post-impact an indication may be obtained of where the wave has interacted with the damage. Results from a cross-correlation analysis for the out-of-plane component of the Lamb wave are presented in Figure 69. The impact site is denoted by the dashed line.

![Figure 69. Out-of-plane cross-correlation coefficient results](image)

It is evident that the Lamb wave interaction with the impact damage significantly alters the waveform when compared to the pre-impact waveforms.

The results from the 100kHz excitation show that there is little change in the waveform in-front (left hand side of Figure 69) of the impact damage. There is however a significant, localised reduction in correlation downstream (right) of the impact damage. There is an increased area of lower correlation behind the impact damage in the results from the 200kHz excitation. In addition to this, there is also a minor reduction in correlation in front of the impact damage. The 300kHz results show a further increase in the area of lower correlation behind the impact damage when compared to the 200kHz results as well as reduced correlation in front.

The increased area of lower correlation demonstrates that higher frequency Lamb waves are more sensitive to interaction with damage due to their smaller wavelength. At the higher
frequencies there is also a reduction in correlation in front of the impact damage. This is most likely to be due to reflections from the damage.

Previous studies that have used the cross-correlation technique have shown less difference in signals quantified by a smaller reduction in cross-correlation coefficient [126, 233]. It is worth noting however that previous studies used sensors physically coupled to the structure that have a mass-dampening effect as well as a transfer function. In addition to this, cross-correlation coefficients have not been previously calculated at the impact site.

### 6.7. In-plane cross-correlation

Considering the in-plane components of the wave it is also possible to conduct a cross-correlation analysis to investigate how the in-plane components are affected by the presence of the impact damage. This is achieved by calculating the respective cross-correlation coefficients for both of the in-plane components. The resultant magnitude of the two cross-correlation coefficients is then calculated. The theoretical maximum for the cross-correlation is therefore $\sqrt{2}$ to normalise them. In order to make the results comparable to the out-of-plane results, the cross-correlation coefficients are divided through by $\sqrt{2}$. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 70. The dashed line denotes the impact site.

It is apparent in these results that the propagation of the in-plane component of the Lamb wave is affected by the presence of the impact damage. The 100kHz results clearly indicate a difference in the two Lamb wave signals at the site of the impact damage. Comparing this with the out-of-plane results it is evident that there is less reduction in cross-correlation coefficient in this region.

Unlike for the out-of-plane results, there is a significant reduction in the in-plane cross-correlation coefficient over a much larger region of the area of investigation. This can be justified by considering the scattering of the in plane modes due to the microstructure. It was demonstrated earlier by comparing the resultant magnitude plots with the out-of-plane plots for the 100kHz excitation that a significant level of noise could be attributed to the in-plane components due to the random placement of the chopped fibres. In fibre composite materials the in-plane Lamb wave components are influenced by the fibre direction[126] therefore inhomogeneity of the fibre directions will have a more significant influence on the noise in the in-plane components than the out-of-plane.

The results from the 200kHz excitation identify a region of reduced cross-correlation coefficient surrounding the impact site. This region is larger than for the 100kHz excitation and is similar to that observed in the out-of-plane results. This can be attributed to the shorter
wavelength of the higher frequency excitation. Like the 100kHz excitation, there is a region of reduced cross-correlation coefficient upstream of the impact site. This suggests that the in-plane component of the Lamb wave is partially reflected by the presence of the impact damage which is not detected by examining the time-domain plots alone.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 70. In-plane cross-correlation coefficient results**

The results from the 300kHz excitation show a large region of the area of investigation where there is a significant reduction in the cross-correlation coefficient. As for the 200kHz excitation, there is a larger area of reduced cross-correlation coefficient to the left of the impact site than is that observed for the out-of-plane results. This would suggest that more of the in-plane components were reflected by the presence of the impact damage than the out-of-plane components.

It is worth noting that this analysis does not indicate that the $S_0$ mode interacts with the damage as the whole signal length is considered. Though the $A_0$ is mostly out-of-plane due to Poisson’s ratio, it will have a small in-plane component which may be causing the reduction in correlation. It is also possible that interaction with the impact damage has caused a mode conversion resulting in the $A_0$ mode being converted into an $S_0$ mode, and hence a reduction in in-plane correlation. The results from this analysis however do demonstrate that it is possible to detect Lamb wave interaction with impact damage using in-plane methods of sensing.
6.8. Three-component magnitude cross-correlation

Considering all three components of the Lamb wave, it was possible to perform a ‘three-component’ cross-correlation analysis. As with the in-plane analysis, the resultant magnitude of the cross-correlation coefficients are calculated and divided through by √3 to make the results comparable. The results of the three-component cross correlation analysis are presented in Figure 71. The dashed line denotes the impact site.

![Figure 71. Three component cross-correlation coefficient results](image)

The results from the three-component magnitude plots demonstrates that there is conformity between the in-plane and out-of-plane components as it is demonstrated that the reduction in cross-correlation coefficient surrounds the impact site.

The plots highlight the regions within the area of investigation where the waveform has been disrupted by the presence of the impact damage. This is significant for planning sensor placements to maximise the probability of damage detection. Though the higher frequency excitations are in general shown to be more interactive with the damage, Lamb wave attenuation would also have to be included. Thus, a trade-off between probability of detection and size of sensor network would be needed for the design of a sensor network.
6.9. Moving window cross-correlation

The cross-correlation plots presented in Figure 69, Figure 70 and Figure 71 consider the entire sample length of each measurement point when calculating the cross-correlation coefficients. Although this has been shown to highlight regions where the Lamb wave interacts with the damage as well as highlighting areas suitable for sensor placement, windowing the time domain signal may further improve the visualisation. By windowing the signal a higher level of sensitivity to the damage may also be achieved as effects such as edge reflections and scattering due to the microstructure will have less of an influence on the cross-correlation coefficient.

To calculate the windowed cross-correlation coefficients, the time signals for each excitation frequency for each measurement point of the vibrometry scans were considered. These signals were windowed using 15μs windows which were cross-correlated with their respective pre and post impact datasets. The length of the time window gave a sufficient period of time for the advancements of the wave front to be observed while also giving sufficient length of waveform to enable the cross-correlation analysis to be conducted. The same 0μs datum point was used as the time domain plots. In addition, two 15μs time window plots prior to this point were also plotted. Only the out-of-plane component of the wave was considered to demonstrate the technique.

6.9.1. 100kHz Results

The results for the 100kHz moving window cross-correlation coefficient plots are presented in Figure 72. In the -30μs - -15μs time window, the entire plot shows a low cross-correlation coefficient. This is due to no regular signal having arrived within the area of investigation by this point. Hence, only low amplitude random noise is present which results in low cross-correlation coefficients. This was also observed on the study on the stiffened panel (see section 4.5.1).

As the time progresses to the -15μs - 0μs an increased region of cross-correlation coefficient is observed on the left boundary of the area of investigation. This is the arrival of the first, very low amplitude S₀ wave. The amplitude of this was so low that it was not visible in the time domain plots and hence it was omitted. However, this low amplitude wave is regular and consistent within the two datasets. This regularity results in a region of high cross-correlation coefficient and demonstrates the ability of the cross-correlation technique in identifying statistical similarity even with low amplitude waves.
Figure 72. 100kHz out-of-plane moving window cross-correlation coefficient plots (the impact site is denoted by the white dashed line)

The 0μs - 15μs window shows the $S_0$ mode being sensed within the area of investigation and in the 15μs - 30μs time window, the interaction of $S_0$ becomes apparent. Within this window
there is a significant disruption in the wave front of increased cross-correlation coefficient which can be attributed to the presence of the damage. However it is also worth noting that, as previously discussed, the $S_0$ mode is more prone to noise due to scattering of the Lamb wave within the microstructure. This is further exacerbated as the $S_0$ mode is comprised of in-plane wave components and therefore the out-of-plane amplitude of the $S_0$ mode is low. Because of this, and the sensitivity range of the vibrometer used, the $S_0$ mode is has a much lower signal-to-noise ratio (as it is closer to the noise floor). This is demonstrated by the spots of low cross-correlation coefficient on the plots of these two time windows which is particularly prominent at the front of the region of increased cross-correlation coefficient in the 0μs - 15μs time window.

The arrival of the $A_0$ mode is also apparent in the 0μs - 15μs time window. This is shown by a region of increased cross-correlation coefficient (dark red) to the left of the plot. This is also consistent with the time domain plot in Figure 62. The increased values of cross-correlation coefficient can be attributed to the $A_0$ mode being comprised of out-of-plane wave components and hence less affected by background noise.

In the 30μs - 45μs and 45μs - 60μs time windows a prominent region of low cross-correlation coefficient is observed at the impact site. This indicates that the $S_0$ mode of the 100kHz wave does interact with the impact damage. It could also be inferred that the spots of low cross-correlation coefficients surrounding the impact site in these plots may be a result of the wave interaction with the impact damage. However, as this is at a significant distance from the source, the wave here is subject to the effects of scattering and attenuation (hence, a reduction in amplitude leading to a lower signal-to-noise ratio). As such, this is by no means conclusive.

The 60μs - 75μs time window shows the instance just before the $A_0$ mode interacts with the impact damage. In this time window, low cross-correlation coefficients are observed in the region of the impact site with spots of low cross-correlation to the right of the site. The low cross-correlation coefficient to the left of the site is not present in this time window unlike in the previous window. This is likely to be due to the attenuation of the $S_0$ mode that was causing the low cross-correlation as well as the arrival of the more dominant, higher amplitude, out-of-plane $A_0$ mode.

The 75μs - 90μs, 90μs – 105μs and 105μs - 120μs time windows show the reduction in cross-correlation coefficient as a result of the Lamb wave interaction with the impact damage. In these plots it is evident that only the region directly behind the impact damage is affected with minimal areas of reduced cross-correlation coefficient elsewhere. This demonstrates that the
location of sensors for detecting this type of damage in an AU system is an important consideration. This correlates well with the out-of-plane time domain plots presented in Figure 63 that show a significant difference in the propagation of the wave behind the impact site. Interestingly, there are no areas of reduced cross-correlation elsewhere within the plot that can be attributed to reflections from the damage. This indicates that the majority of the Lamb wave energy is transmitted through the impact site rather than being reflected.

As demonstrated by the time domain plots in Figure 62 the amplitude of the Lamb waves from 120μs onwards significantly reduces and a high amount of reflection and scattering of the waves is observed. This is also observed in the moving windowed cross-correlation plots from 120μs onwards. The 120μs - 135μs plot shows a region of reduced cross-correlation coefficient around the impact site although the area of reduced correlation behind this site that was observed in the previous three plots is less prominent.

From 150μs onwards, the patterns of cross-correlation coefficient become less organised and the location of the damage is less apparent. When this is compared with the time domain plots in Figure 62, it is evident that the Lamb waves have attenuated and thus the amplitudes of the waves are significantly lower. It is not possible to fully state whether the presence of damage caused these areas of reduced cross-correlation coefficient or whether they can be attributed to other causes such as scattering or random noise which has more of an influence due to the lower signal-to-noise ratio as a result of the reduced amplitude.

1.1.1. 200kHz results

The 200kHz moving window cross-correlation coefficient plots are presented in Figure 73. As with the 100kHz results, the same 0μs datum point has been used as for the time domain plots and the two time windows prior the 0μs datum have been included for completeness.

As for the 100kHz results, the -30μs - -15μs time window shows a low correlation due to only random noise being present. In addition the arrival of the low amplitude S₀ mode is also plotted in the -15μs - 0μs time window.

Interaction of the S₀ mode is observed in the 15μs - 30μs time window plot. It is apparent that the front of the region of increased cross-correlation coefficient is disrupted by the presence of the damage especially when it is compared with the front plotted in the 0μs - 15μs time window which appears to less disrupted. When studying the time domain plots in Figure 64, this interaction is not easily identifiable by visual comparison alone.
Figure 73. 200kHz out-of-plane moving window cross-correlation coefficient plots (the impact site is denoted by the white dashed line)

Considering the 30μs - 45μs time window, the reduction in the cross-correlation coefficient at the impact site is not as significant as the reduction in cross-correlation coefficient observed in the respective time window in the 100kHz results. This supports the visual comparison presented in Figure 65 that there is some interaction with the $S_0$ mode although it is not significant. However, the 45μs - 60μs plot shows a more significant reduction in cross-correlation coefficient at the impact site. When this is compared with the time domain plots in Figure 64 it is apparent that this is $S_0$ mode interaction as the $A_0$ is just about to arrive at the impact site by this point. However unlike the $A_0$ mode interaction presented in the 100kHz moving window cross-correlation plots shown in Figure 72, there is no reduction in cross-correlation coefficient to the right of the impact site although this is consistent with the 100kHz $S_0$ mode. It can therefore be stated that the $S_0$ mode is affected at the site of damage this but does not affect transmission of the wave.

The interaction with the $A_0$ mode is observed from the 60μs - 75μs time window onwards. In this time window, a significant reduction in cross-correlation coefficient is observed at the
impact site clearly indicating that this mode interacts with the damage surrounding the impact site with are regions of low cross-correlation coefficient. This is most likely to be the result of scattering of the Lamb wave which is interacting with the propagating Lamb wave caused by the presence of the impact damage. This was not as prominent in the 100kHz moving window cross-correlation results. It is likely that the reason for this is due to the shorter wavelength of the 200kHz excitation.

During the 75μs - 90μs time window the reduction in cross-correlation coefficient is observed to the right of the impact site, in a similar way to the 100kHz results. However, the size of the region of low cross-correlation coefficient is far greater than that for the 100kHz results due to the shorter wavelength of the 200kHz excitation being more sensitive to the damage. There is also no region of low cross correlation coefficient to the left of the impact site indicating that the Lamb wave is transmitted and not reflected by its interaction with the damage. Comparing with the same respective time windows in the time domain results in Figure 66 it is evident that it is again difficult to identify this interaction by visual means alone.

A similar region of reduced cross-correlation coefficient is observed in the 90μs - 105μs window to that window of the 75μs - 90μs window with a region of reduced cross correlation coefficient to the right of the impact site. Areas with a less significant reduction in the cross-correlation coefficient are observed to the left of the impact site (yellow). This becomes more significant in the 105μs - 120μs time window. It cannot be clearly assessed whether this reduction is due to scattering from the impact damage or as a result of random noise having more influence on the low amplitude signals. Comparing these plots with the time domain plots in Figure 64 it can be inferred that the cause of this reduction in cross-correlation coefficient is likely to be the result of the scattering of the low amplitude waves which is also inhibited by the reduced signal-to-noise ratio.

6.9.2. 300kHz results

The 300kHz moving window cross-correlation coefficient plots are presented in Figure 74. As with the two previous result sets, the same 0μs datum point has been used as the time domain plots and the two time windows prior to the 0μs datum have been plotted for completeness. As observed in the 100kHz and 200kHz results the -30μs - -15μs show low cross-correlation coefficients due to random noise. An increase in coefficient is observed as the low amplitude S0 mode enters into the area of investigation in the -15μs - 0μs time window. Likewise, a similar propagation is observed in the 0μs - 15μs time window.
Initial interaction of the $S_0$ mode with the impact damage is observed in the 15μs - 30μs window. A significant reduction in the front of the cross-correlation coefficient is observed at the impact site indicating the location of the damage. Some small spots of reduced cross-correlation coefficient are observed to the left of the area of investigation. Examining the respective time domain plots in Figure 67 it can be seen by visual comparison that there are some subtle differences in the time-domain waveforms plotted which is made clear by the cross-correlation plots.

![Cross-correlation plots](image)

**Figure 74.** 300kHz out-of-plane moving window cross-correlation coefficient plots (the impact site is denoted by the white dashed line)

This reduction in the cross-correlation coefficient at the left of the area of investigation is also observed in the 30μs - 45μs time window with sporadic areas of reduced cross-correlation coefficient are also observed in the 45μs - 60μs time window. This can be attributed to two main phenomena of the Lamb wave. The higher frequency Lamb wave is more attenuative therefore the signal-to-noise ratio of the wave reduces at a more rapid rate (in the case where the noise floor is constant). The $S_0$ mode is considered in these time windows which is more prone to scattering due to the microstructure. This is intensified at higher frequencies where the wavelength is reduced and hence is more sensitive to the inhomogeneity of the microstructure.
Interaction with the \( A_0 \) mode is observed from 60μs - 75μs window onwards. The dominance of the \( A_0 \) mode is demonstrated by the significant reduction in the cross-correlation coefficient at the impact site. When comparing this time windowed cross-correlation plot with the respective time domain plots in Figure 66 it is evident that at this time the amplitude of the Lamb wave has decreased substantially and the affects previously discussed are influential. This is represented in the 60μs - 75μs and 75μs - 90μs cross correlation plots by the area of low cross-correlation coefficient to the left of the impact site. Nevertheless, in the 75μs - 90μs plot the most significant reduction in cross-correlation coefficient results from the presence of the impact damage. Like the other two excitation frequencies, a reduction in the coefficient is observed in the wake of the impact damage. However, for the 300kHz Lamb wave this is a much larger region. This is due to the shorter wavelength which is consistent with the cross-correlation coefficient plot for the entire sample length presented in Figure 69.

6.10. Damage measurement

To quantify the damage, a section of the turbine blade surrounding the impact site was removed to enable high precision measurements of the damage to be made. On removal of the section a crack was discovered on the internal face of the blade surface which ran lengthwise along the blade as shown in Figure 75. The length of this crack exceeded the dimensions of the section removed.

![Figure 75. Resulting crack on the internal face of the turbine blade.](image)

6.10.1. Outer surface measurement

To measure the BVID on the external face of the removed section, a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf 2 surface profilometer with a 2μm-radius stylus was used. A three-dimensional measurement was taken of a 12mm x 12mm area, with a 0.05mm y-axis spacing, a 3μm x-axis spacing and a 16nm z-axis resolution which provided sufficient measurement resolution while enabling the measurement to be conducted in a timely fashion. This allowed a 3D representation of the
impact site to be produced. By extracting a 2D profile across the widest part of the impact site, the BVID was found to have depth of 40µm and an average length of 7.5mm as shown in Figure 76.

![Figure 76. Surface profile of the BVID showing the length and maximum depth of the indentation created.](image)

The depth of the impact damage on the outer face was significantly lower than 0.25mm which had been previously suggested as a quantifiable level for BVID. When inspecting the removed section it was only possible to see the damage at certain angles of viewing in well-lit conditions.

Comparing the measurement of the length of the impact site with the dimension determined from the 200kHz RMS baseline subtraction technique, there was only a 7% difference between the two demonstrating that this Lamb wave analysis technique has potential for indicating the scale of BVID. Indeed, all three excitation frequencies identified dimensions of the region of significant difference in waveform which are of similar magnitude to the damage measured.

The 3D measurement of the impacted area is presented in Figure 77.

The 3D measurement shows a clear indentation caused by the impact damage. Though the maximum depth of the indent was found to be 40µm, the 3D measurement shows that only an approximately circular area of around 2mm diameter of the indentation is of this depth. This measurement however does confirm that there was no additional damage caused by the impact on the outer surface of the blade.
6.10.2. Inner surface measurement

Due to the surface profilometer being a contact measurement method it was not possible to use it to measure the inner face, which had a significantly higher level of damage rendering it unsuitable for stylus-based measurement. Precision measurements were made using a Polytec confocal-type white light interferometer.

A 15mm x 15mm area was measured with a 0.88μm x and y-axis resolution and a 50nm z-axis resolution. This resolution was again suitable for measuring the damage while also completing the measurement in a timely fashion. This allowed a 3D representation of the crack to be produced using a non-contact method.

The results from the white light interferometry are presented in Figure 78.
These results show that the impact resulted in displacing material by approximately 0.9mm along the length of the crack indicated by the colour bar in Figure 78 and is photographed in Figure 75. This is significant damage which would affect the structural performance of an operational wind turbine blade.

Comparing the scale and location of the crack with the results from the 300kHz baseline subtraction it is possible to see that the larger area of increased RMS value was due to the presence of the crack, although this observation is by no means conclusive. As the crack ran in the same direction as the propagating wave, it would have had little effect on the wave. It is possible however that shorter wavelength of the 300kHz excitation did interact with the damage.

6.11. Discussion and conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated how 3D scanning laser vibrometry can be used to conduct a thorough investigation of acousto-ultrasonic induced Lamb wave interaction with impact damage on a composite turbine blade. The results from the 3D laser vibrometry clearly showed that the 100kHz excitation S\textsubscript{0} Lamb mode had minimal interaction with the impact however the higher excitation S\textsubscript{0} Lamb modes were more interactive due to the shorter wavelengths. The A\textsubscript{0} Lamb mode was found to interact at all frequencies with the impact damage, which is supported by previous studies. A high level of noise was observed particularly when the in-plane components were considered. This was caused by the inhomogeneity in the placement of the short chopped fibres and highlighted the challenge of monitoring structures reinforced with such fibres.

The dispersive phenomenon of Lamb wave modes was observed in the vibrometer results by the increased wave velocity of the higher frequency excitations.

An RMS baseline subtraction technique was applied to the out-of-plane component of the Lamb waves at the three excitation frequencies. This successfully produced a visual location and an estimate of the size of defect. When compared to the precise surface profilometer measurements the size of the defect was found to be within 7% of this. It is worth noting however that a threshold has to be set in order to reduce the effects of the low amplitude signals. This technique demonstrates the potential for using scanning laser vibrometry for routine inspection of structures.

A comparison of the pre-impact and post-impact measured signals was made by calculating the cross-correlation coefficient for each measurement point, allowing a visual indication of the region where the impact damage had influenced the Lamb wave. The out-of-plane
The cross-correlation coefficients for the in-plane components were considered with a cross-correlation coefficient being calculated for both individual in-plane components and their combined magnitude plotted. This showed an increased region of reduced correlation highlighting that it would be possible to use in-plane sensors to measure the interaction of the Lamb modes with impact damage. This would be particularly beneficial for integrated sensors. Noise on the in-plane components was attributed to scattering due to the inhomogeneity of the short chopped fibre material, which was supported by the reduction of cross-correlation coefficient over the entire area of investigation. The magnitude of the cross-correlation coefficients of all three Lamb wave components was then considered for completeness. This gave a full visual representation of the Lamb wave interaction with the impact damage.

A moving window cross-correlation technique was also applied to all excitation frequency datasets for the out-of-plane component. This gave a visual representation of how the cross-correlation coefficients at the different measurement points varied over time. It was found across all of the datasets that the presence of random noise resulted in low cross-correlation coefficients when no Lamb waves were present within the area of investigation. The moving window cross-correlation analysis also identified that a low amplitude $S_0$ mode was present as part of the out-of-plane component within the area of investigation prior to the 0μs datum points designated for the time domain plots. This demonstrates the sensitivity of the cross-correlation technique.

By using the moving window technique it was possible to isolate the different Lamb wave modes to investigate how they interacted with the impact damage. It was found that the presence of the impact damage affects the $S_0$ mode as was indicated by the full sample length cross-correlation plots. However, it appeared that the presence of the impact damage did not influence the cross-correlation coefficient in the wake. This therefore indicates that the $S_0$ mode alone would not be suitable for identifying the presence of impact damage on this type of structure with sensors mounted elsewhere on the structure as far as out-of-plane sensing is considered.

It was found however that the $A_0$ mode interacted with the impact damage which resulted in a more significant reduction in cross-correlation coefficient than the $S_0$ mode. It was also found that the region to the right (the wake) of the impact damage experienced a reduction in cross-correlation coefficient. This size of this region increased as the excitation frequency increased demonstrating the effect of shorter wavelengths sensitivity to damage. It appeared that
minimal, if any, Lamb wave was reflected by the presence of the impact damage indicated by a region of relatively high cross-correlation coefficients to the left of it. This differs somewhat to the observations of the Lamb wave interaction with adhesive disbonds (see section 4.5). This therefore suggests a ‘pitch-echo’ method of Lamb wave sensing cannot be used for detecting this type of damage. This is an important realisation for the design of sensor networks.

The influence of noise was also observed in the moving window cross-correlation plots particularly for the higher frequencies. Although two pre-impact scans were not performed and therefore the influence of noise cannot be fully quantified, it is an important consideration for the design of sensor networks to prevent type I errors occurring. A recommendation to achieve this would be to base the detection of the Lamb wave using a thresholding technique and to only consider a small time window of the $A_0$ Lamb mode.

The results from the cross-correlation analyses demonstrated that higher frequencies were more sensitive than lower frequencies to impact damage, shown by significantly larger areas of low correlation. This is in agreement with previous studies [215]. Although it would be advantageous to use higher excitation frequencies for acousto-ultrasonic SHM systems, considerations of signal attenuation have to be made as has been shown in the laser vibrometry results. Therefore, any acousto-ultrasonic sensor network design should consider the placement of sensors with respect to the attenuation of the signal and the excitation frequency with respect to the minimum defect size.

The results of the cross-correlation analysis have highlighted that in a monitored area of a structure there are areas that show minimal reduction in cross-correlation coefficient and therefore would be unlikely to detect the damage in an acousto-ultrasonic system. Therefore, there is potential for using cross-correlation analysis on laser vibrometry to support the optimisation of sensor locations.

A section of the turbine blade surrounding the impact site was removed. On removal, a crack was discovered on the internal face of the blade. Precise measurements of the damage were made on both sides of the section using surface profilometry and white light interferometry. The measured damage correlated well with the results of the laser vibrometer study and the baseline subtraction RMS analysis, particularly for the 200kHz excitation where the size of the impact was found to be within 7%.

This study has presented an in-depth investigation into Lamb wave interaction with impact damage in composites for SHM applications. It has shown that even relatively low-energy impacts can result in BVID which can cause significant damage in areas which cannot be easily
inspected. It has been shown that acousto-ultrasonically induced Lamb waves have great potential for monitoring the structural integrity of wind turbine blades in-service although careful consideration must be made when considering the excitation frequency due to the complexity of the Lamb wave interaction particularly in complex composite materials.
7. Virtual Delta-T mapping for improved effectiveness of acoustic emission location in aerospace structures

7.1. Introduction

The Delta-T technique developed by Baxter et al. [32] has been shown to provide improved AE source location in complex structures as the training technique accounts for the presence of features in the structure. The training technique was further improved by Pearson et al. [90] who used an AIC picker for a more accurate determination of the time of arrival of the wave (a full explanation of the technique is given in section 2.6.3). This technique has proven to produce good source location for lab based studies. However, the significant time and human input required to train the sensor network has made the Delta-T technique not viable for in-service use on large aircraft structures due to the time required to train the sensor network.

There have been numerous studies conducted to simulate AE mechanisms and their propagation using finite element analysis [127]. Examples of such work include the studies conducted by Sause and Horn [128, 129] into accurately modelling the Lamb waves excited in an AE event. Though advancing the understanding of AE characteristics, there appears not to be any published works where numerical methods have been employed to train experimental AE sensor networks for AE source location.

Techniques similar to this however are being developed for the global monitoring of aircraft structures using vibrational techniques such as those currently being developed under the VIBRATION project [234]. The goal of such research is to produce accurate modal vibration models for training and optimising real-life sensor networks though at the time of writing there are limited published works [235].

This study focuses on developing a method using LISA for the training of AE sensor networks. The objective of this is to deliver a methodology that reduces the time and man-power required to train the sensor networks whilst maintaining a high level of AE source location accuracy.

7.2. Linear location investigation

To investigate this methodology, the proposed techniques were first applied to locating damage along a line between two sensors. This was a cost and time-effective approach for testing the initial ideas. This also minimised the risk of error associated with a more complex investigation. A 3mm 6062-T6 Aluminium plate of dimensions 350mm x 350mm was used for this investigation. Details of the plate are shown in Figure 79.
7.2.1. Experimental training

Two experimental approaches were taken for the training of the sensor network. A traditional delta-t approach and a novel inverse delta-t approach. The inverse approach uses the sensors as actuators with the signal measured at the nodes of the grids. The same transmission path was used as in the traditional delta-t technique though in the opposite direction.

7.2.2. Experimental delta-t training technique

Two commercially available MGL Nano 30 sensors (operating frequency 125kHz - 750kHz) were acoustically coupled using silicone RTV (Loctite 595) along the central axis of the plate, 100mm from the centre as shown in Figure 79. The couplant was allowed to cure for a minimum of twenty four hours. Nine nodes of a linear Delta-T grid were drawn on to the plate with a spacing of 20mm.

Five H-N sources were created at each node on the Delta-T grid to ensure sufficient information was recorded to determine the arrival time of the Lamb wave.

7.2.3. Experimental inverse delta-t training technique

The Nano 30 sensors were individually excited with a 150v peak-to-peak, 200kHz Hanning windowed 5-cycle sinusoidal signal using a MGL μDISP signal generator.
A Polytec PSV-500-3D-M scanning laser vibrometer was used to measure the Lamb wave signals at the nodes on the linear grid. The same setup was used as had been used in previous studies (section 4.3) and the plate was also coated with retro reflective glass spheres to improve the back scatter of light. Two sets of measurements were taken, one for each sensor excitation.

7.2.4. Modelled training

For the simulated training technique, both the traditional and inverse Delta-T techniques were investigated. A LISA model of the aluminium plate was created in the LISA environment with a global cube edge length of 0.5mm as used in the previous investigations (see Sections 4.4 and 5.7). A sample frequency of 20MHz was used as it had proven to yield suitable results in a previous study [230]. All three components of the displacement were recorded for each modelled sensor location. A sample length of 1.6ms was recorded for each measurement. As the ‘sensed’ signal in the model is noiseless it is not possible to use the AIC picking method on the raw signal as it causes the picker to tend to infinity. To enable the AIC picker function, a low-level Gaussian noise was added to the signal.

7.2.5. Modelled delta-t training technique

Accurately modelling H-N sources is complex and worthy of a stand-alone study. Therefore, for this investigation the H-N sources at each node were replaced by a Hanning windowed five-cycle 200kHz sinusoidal signal. The sources were modelled as point sources at the nodes on the Delta-T grid and the sensors were modelled simply as point receivers. A total of nine simulations were run; one for each nodal location.

7.2.6. Modelled inverse delta-t training technique

The sources were modelled as point sources at the locations of the Nano 30 sensors and the receivers were located at the nodal locations on the grid. Only two simulations were required to be created for this technique; one for each Nano 30 sensor. Thus, the computational simulation time was reduced by using this method when compared with that of the traditional delta-t approach.

7.2.7. Experimental AE sources

Five damage locations were randomly distributed at 15mm, 38mm, 93mm, 123mm and 151mm from the left hand sensor (in Figure 79) within the grid. The locations were determined
by using a random number generator. Representative AE damage sources were artificially created by using H-N sources and recorded at the sensor locations using the same experimental setup as used for training. These artificial damage signals were used as a location benchmark for comparing the simulated training technique with the experimental training technique.

### 7.3. Results and discussion

The location error results for each artificial damage locations are presented in Figure 80 for the different techniques. The location error for the location of the artificial damage has been calculated for the out-plane component of the wave as this is the component primarily measured by the sensor. As the LISA model and laser vibrometer produced three channels of data for the X, Y and Z components of the wave each channel was used to locate the damage. An average of the locations based on all three wave components is presented to demonstrate the influence of in-plane modes.

It is worth noting that, from wave theory, an acceptable error margin is the diameter of one sensor [32]. In the case of a Nano 30 sensor the diameter is 8mm therefore any error less than this is acceptable. The results obtained show that both the experimental and simulated technique yielded results that were within the margin of error.

It is evident from the results presented in Figure 80 that there is a wide spread of Euclidean distance error for both techniques. For the experimental technique the lowest error of 0.27mm was observed for the artificial AE source at location one with highest source of error of 2.49mm observed at location four. This gave a difference in error of 2.22mm.

![Figure 80. The Euclidian Error Distance for the location of the H-N sources using the experimental and modelled techniques](image-url)
A source of error is the human error in locating the H-N sources. Creating an H-N source involves breaking a 0.5mm pencil lead at each node on the delta-t grid. This is subject to error in accurately locating the pencil lead at the centre of the node. In addition, the H-N sources that were used in this study as locations of artificial damage are also subject to the same error. Although there is no evidence to quantify this error, it is suspected that it is approximately +/- 2mm (the thickness of an ink line drawn on a structure).

Considering the results from the simulated investigation, the lowest source of error of 0.04mm and 1.20mm were observed at location two for the out-of-plane component and the three component average, respectively. The highest source of error of 5.58mm was observed at location five for the out-of-plane component and location one (4.51mm) for the three component average. This gives a difference 5.54mm for the out-of-plane component and 3.31mm for the three component average.

The high values from the experimental inverse Delta-T technique could be explained by the quality of the training data. At the sampling frequency used to measure the training data the minimum sensitivity achievable is 200mm/s which is two orders of magnitudes higher than that of the signal measured. As in previous studies the, 200 measurements were taken at every measurement points and averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Nine locations were measured for this technique. Due to measuring in this sensitivity range, when the backscattered light is low (as in the case of an area that has an insufficient coating of glass beads) the signal-to-noise ratio dramatically reduces. As a result it would be possible for the AIC picker to incorrectly determine the time of arrival of the wave and therefore calculate the incorrect Delta-T value. A solution for this would be to refine the measurement grid, identify any outlying values and fit an appropriate curve to the dataset that can be interrogated for location. This would increase the time required for data capture and processing however both of these processes are autonomous and therefore this would still have advantages over the traditional Delta-T technique.

Even when considering the highest values for the location error, the average location errors for the experimental Delta-T technique using a laser vibrometer were found to be 6.6mm and 7.8mm for the out-of-plane and three component average respectively.

Assessing the modelled data presented, all of the location errors fell below the 8mm acceptable limit. When considering the locations calculated using only the out-of-plane component of the modelled data it is evident that there is no difference in the location error for the Delta-T and the inverse Delta-T. When considering the in-plane components, there is a marginal difference in the location error. One significant result is that for artificial damage
location 2 where the modelled data saw a location error less than that of the experimental Delta-T. When only the out-of-plane component was considered a location error of less than 0.1mm was achieved. On average however there were marginal differences between the location errors for the respective modelled Delta-T and inverse Delta-T. The modelled Delta-T and inverse Delta-T techniques saw an average location error across the five artificial damage locations of 3.4mm and 3.2mm for the out-of-plane and three component average, respectively.

When comparing the experimental technique with the simulation technique, it is evident that for four of the five AE source locations the experimental technique produced a significantly lower Euclidian error distance. This can primarily be attributed to the signal used to train the sensor network. The experimental training used H-N sources which were also used to represent the AE emitted during a damage event. Though there would be small differences in the waveforms produced between H-N sources, it has been proven that the source is repeatable [192, 193]. As the source is akin to that of a step input, a wide range of frequencies are excited. Due to the dispersive nature of Lamb waves, the higher frequencies will travel faster and therefore arrive at the sensors first (a dispersion curve for this plate is presented in section 4.2). This will inherently result in a more accurate location than that of the single frequency of 200kHz used for training in the simulated results.

Though the Euclidian error distance of the simulated results fell below that of the acceptable 8mm margin of error the size of the linear distance was small enough for the dispersive characteristics to not significantly influence the time of arrival at the sensors. It could be hypothesised that if this investigation were to be carried out on a larger plate with a greater distance between the sensors where there is a large difference in the wave velocity of the high frequency Lamb waves excited by the H-N source and the 200kHz sine wave excitation, the Euclidian distance error would be significantly larger. To reduce the Euclidian distance error, a source more representative to that of an H-N source would have to be modelled.

The lowest error for four of the five locations was from the traditional experimental Delta-T technique. The highest error case calculated using this technique was 2.5mm for artificial damage location four. Across the five damage locations the average location error was found to be 1.4mm. The good performance of this technique can be attributed in part to the input. An H-N source was used to train the sensor network and for the artificial damage. Therefore, the same frequency content and hence dispersive characteristics were observed. The distance between the sensors was 200mm which is a relatively small distance. In this short distance, the
effects of frequency dispersion would have likely not have had such as significant influence on the Delta-T calculation than if the sensors had been spaced further apart.

7.4. Planar location investigation

The performance of the LISA models for locating the artificial damage in the linear location investigation demonstrated promising results. The LISA modelling technique showed great potential especially when considering desk based studies for design and development of aircraft components and sensor networks. A second investigation was conducted to assess the viability of using a LISA model to locate damage on a plane on a component of complex geometry using the delta-t technique.

7.4.1. Experimental delta-t training

A complex geometry fatigue specimen first used by Baxter [65] for the testing of the Delta-T technique was manufactured from 2024-T3 aluminium as shown in Figure 81. The dimensions of the plate are presented in Figure 82.

Figure 81. Aluminium fatigue specimen of complex geometry

The dimensions of the specimen were 370mm x 200mm x 3.18mm. The central 162mm section was considered only for investigation allowing the rest of the plate to be used for clamping into the load machine.

A grid with 10mm spacing was drawn on to the structure. To form an experimental comparison, a traditional Delta-T dataset was first created using H-N sources captured using the same setup as the linear location experiment.
Figure 82. Dimensions of the complex geometry plate (all dimensions in mm)

Four Nano 30 sensors were acoustically coupled to the plate using silicone RTV (Loctite 595) at the corners of the area of investigation. The coordinates of the sensor locations are given in Table 3 relative to the dimensions of the plate.

Table 3. Locations of the sensors relative to the plate dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Number</th>
<th>x-coordinate (mm)</th>
<th>y-coordinate (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4.2. Modelled delta-t training

As with the linear location study, cuLISA3D was used for modelling the complex geometry plate as shown in Figure 83. For consistency, the same model parameters were used as for the linear location model. To approximate the geometry of the holes from cubes, a midpoint circle algorithm was used; an arithmetic technique commonly used for approximating circles on pixel displays. Holes which were present on the complex geometry plate which were present for the mounting of the plate into the load machine were omitted from the model for simplicity as they fell outside of the monitored area.

![Complex Geometry plate modelled in cuLISA3D](image)

Figure 83. Complex Geometry plate modelled in cuLISA3D

As with the linear location a Hanning windowed five-cycle 200kHz sinusoidal signal was excited at respective locations to those of the nodes on the Delta-T grid used in the experimental study. The simulation was performed for each nodal location. Sensing locations were also sited to correspond to those used in the experimental setup up.

7.4.3. Experimental Acoustic Emission Sources

To test the performance of the two sensor network training techniques, two sets of AE data were produced. As with the linear investigation, H-N sources were used for the initial test which was followed by a tension-tension fatigue test in order to trial the AE source location techniques under a real loading condition.
7.4.4. H-N sources

Six H-N sources were recorded using the same setup and method as used in the linear investigation. A selection of the locations of the H-N sources were purposely off-grid to fully test the interpolative ability of the two datasets. The details of the locations relative to (0, 0) on the delta-t grid are presented in Table 4.

**Table 4. Locations of the H-N sources used for testing the training data (coordinates are respective to (0, 0) on the delta-t grid)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H-N source number</th>
<th>x-coordinate (mm)</th>
<th>y-coordinate (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4.5. Tension-tension fatigue test

The specimen was cyclically loaded in tension-tension between 0.25kN and 24kN at a rate of 2Hz in a hydraulic load machine by Pearson [90]. The load was not completely removed to reduce any AE activity as a result of slack in the system. The distribution of the load was achieved by using 5mm steel clamping plates and a 20mm pin attachment (this was omitted from the model as mentioned). The AE data was continuously recorded throughout the experiment to monitor the plate for damage. A threshold trigger was used to record the transient AE signals.

7.5. Acoustic Emission source location results and discussion

The results for both the location of the H-N sources and the resulting AE from the fatigue test using the two location techniques is presented. The widely used time-of-arrival (TOA) AE location method is also presented for location of the AE resulting from the fatigue test for comparison.

7.5.1. H-N source location

The Euclidian error distances for the H-N source locations using the two different techniques are presented in Figure 84.
The results presented show no locations for H-N sources one and six for the delta-t grid trained with the LISA data. This can be attributed in-part to the H-N sources being located at the edge of the holes. As previously discussed, the holes in the LISA model were approximated using the midpoint circle algorithm. This leaves the edges of the holes not being perfectly round unlike the holes on the plate in the experimental study. As a result, the wave propagation at the edge of the holes can be affected, influencing the delta-t location.

It is evident that other than H-N source 4, a greater error was observed when using the modelled training data for locating the sources. However, it should also be noted that the margin of error of sensor face diameter (8mm) was only exceeded when locating H-N source five using the modelled training set. This was only exceeded by approximately 5.5mm.

![Figure 84](image)

**Figure 84. The Euclidian Error Distance for the location of the H-N sources using the experimental and simulated techniques**

A representation of the actual H-N source locations and the error in location using the two techniques is presented in Figure 85. This plot clearly shows that the H-N sources were located at the edges of the holes which could be regarded as locations where sources of damage are likely to occur as well as being areas which are traditionally difficult to monitor.

H-N source number one which is located in the top left of the plot shows a high degree of accuracy for location using the experimental training however no location was achieved when using the modelled training. This is also true of H-N source number six (lower right of the plot). Because of this, it is not possible to make a comparison of the error of the two techniques at these locations. It can be stated that the Euclidean error distance is less than 2mm for both of these locations located with the experimentally trained delta-t which can be said to be within
the margin of error associated with the experimental training method and indeed less than the 8mm sensor face diameter.

H-N sources two and three are located on the upper half of the specimen on either side of the 20mm central hole. H-N source two sits on the edge of the 20mm hole. The experimental training located the H-N source slightly to the right of the actual position with a Euclidean error distance of around 3mm as shown in Figure 84. This is an accurate location of the damage and within the margin of error. The location of the H-N source using the modelled training locates the source above and to the left of the actual location with a Euclidean error of approximately 8mm. This error is larger than the error achieved when using the experimental training however it still remains within the margin of error.

![Figure 85. Error location plots for the H-N sources located using the two techniques. The numbers denote the H-N source number.](image)

A similar level of error is exhibited by the locations of H-N source three. The experimental training locates H-N source three to the left of the actual location with a Euclidean error distance of just over 2mm. However, the modelled training locates the H-N source above and to the left of the actual location with a Euclidean error distance of approximately 8mm. This is similar to the error experienced with the location of H-N source two.
A high level of accuracy is achieved with the location of H-N source four with a Euclidean error distance for both locations techniques being less than 3mm. Interestingly, both techniques located the source to the left of the actual location.

A higher level of error is observed for H-N source five which is located to the right of the lower 20mm hole on the plot in Figure 85. Both techniques located the H-N source above and to the right of the actual location which in reality lay within the hole and therefore was not possible. This occurs because the delta-t algorithm does not identify the presence of features of the structure when it interpolates between the training locations therefore enabling AE to be located outside the physical constraints of the structure. This is a drawback to the technique. The Euclidean error for the experimental training and the modelled training was approximately 7mm and 13.5mm respectively. This error was the highest error observed for all of the H-N source locations. As shown in Figure 84, for three of the four sources successfully located using the two techniques the location error was greater when locating using the modelled training data. Therefore, it is justified that as there was a high level of error when locating the H-N source using the experimental training data that the error when locating using the modelled training data would be even higher.

Despite these errors, including those that fall outside the constraint of the structure, this is still a useful result as the technique locates the H-N sources very close to their actual locations. In the case of this occurring on an in-service structure, these results would still lead to the location of the defects which could be further localised using conventional NDT techniques, thus reducing the time needed to locate the damage.

7.6. Fatigue test Acoustic Emission locations

7.6.1. Acoustic Emission Events

The complex geometry aluminium plate was routinely inspected during the cyclic loading. At 76,000 cycles no damage was visible. However by 96,000 cycles (when the test was stopped) the presence of fatigue damage was visible as shown in Figure 86 (a). At 88,000 cycles, the total amount of AE events detected was below 100 events however this significantly rose to approximately 15,000 AE events by 96,000 cycles indicating the onset of damage.

The AE events detected during the fatigue test were recorded and the location of the AE source was located using the TOA location method as well as both the experimental and modelled delta-t training datasets which are presented in Figure 86 (b), (c) and (d).
respectively. Each event was spatially binned into a 5mm x 5mm bin for clarity in presentation of results.

Figure 86. (a) Visual fatigue damage on the specimen, (b) TOA method of location, (c) Delta-T location trained with experimental data, (d) Delta-T location trained with modelled data

By studying the results of the TOA spatial binning it is apparent that AE events were located in regions all over the complex geometry aluminium plate. From these results it could be argued that there are three areas of relatively high AE at the top of the investigation area with two 5mm x 5mm bins locating approximately sixty events. Although this binning of AE events is relatively high compared with the other bins in this results plot it is worth noting that in this test around 15,000 AE events were recorded and therefore sixty events is reasonably insignificant. A few other bins saw around twenty-five AE events located with them but again this is still insignificant.

In terms of detection, it could be stated that damage from these results had occurred within the plate especially when correlated with the significant rise in AE activity after 88,000 cycles which would infer that the AE activity is not associated to background noise or rubbing at the
attachment points. However, with the sporadic distribution of the AE events located with the TOA method it would be difficult to determine where on the plate the damage occurred and without the fatigue cycle-number of AE events data it would be easy to fail to determine the presence of damage. It should also be noted that although there were bins with relatively high numbers of AE events located, this did not correspond with damage observed visually.

From initial observations it is instantly apparent that the delta-t with experimentally trained data shows an improvement in performance over the TOA location method. Considering the distribution of the location of AE events, the experimentally trained delta-t method mostly groups the AE events into bins surrounding the top two 50.8mm holes which is a vast improvement on the sporadic distribution of AE event locations achieved with the TOA method. This instantly gives a much clearer indication of the presence of damage on the plate as well as its location which is likely to be contained within a 60mm x 100mm region of the plate.

When considering the number of AE events located within specific 5mm x 5mm bins the increase in location performance over the TOA method is demonstrated. Comparing the bins with the most AE events located within them, the experimentally trained delta-t method places approximately 450 AE events within one bin whereas the TOA method only bins a maximum of sixty AE events into one bin. This demonstrates a seven and a half times greater improvement in confidence. In addition, when considering the clustering of the high AE event bins, the experimentally trained delta-t technique identifies two main areas of damage which is more representative of the damage observed visually than the three areas identified with the TOA method.

Comparing the location of the high AE event bins and the damage visually observed it is apparent that there is a small error in the accuracy of the location. The damage was located within bins between the 20mm hole and the two 50.8mm holes at approximately y = 110.5mm. Considering the right side of the hole the high AE event bins were located 20mm above the observed damage. In total 2117 events were located to this cluster of bins. Averaging the Euclidean error distance clustered to this region gives an error of 19mm. This error falls outside the 8mm margin of error that was previously discussed as being acceptable. Although this is not at the site of the observed damage it is possible that these AE events may have been the result of plastic deformation occurring before the growth of the fatigue crack. However arguably, a higher than average amount of AE events were binned within the areas of the visually observed damage with around 150 events being binned at the location of the fatigue damage.
When the left side of the 20mm hole is considered the experimentally trained delta-t (conducted by Pearson [90]) locates the damage above and to the left of the its visually observed location. Unlike the right hand side of the 20mm hole, there was no indication of damage by a relatively higher amount of events being binned to location of the damage. Although it is not possible to directly determine the cause of this error in location there are a few plausible explanations. A likely cause is the change in physical geometry of the specimen. The delta-t training only considers the geometry of a healthy and intact specimen. It may have been the case that the fatigue crack grew on the right-hand side of the 20mm hole first and as a result altered the geometry of the plate and hence the propagation path of the AE. This would result in the technique falsely locating the source of the AE.

Another possible explanation is the amount of concurrent AE activity occurring on the plate. Lamb wave studies presented previously show that a reflection interacting with a transmitted wave (see section 4.5) can result in interference patterns, beam steering and the areas of high and low energy due to constructive and deconstructive interference. If AE is emitted from various locations simultaneously, it may have resulted in the propagation being disrupted and hence the arrival time. Through the use of a training technique, such as neural network, it may be possible to characterise the AE in relation to the damage mechanism and hence identify any waveforms that are not consistent (in effect been disrupted).

One other possible explanation is rapid failure of this section. This would result in a high energy, low event emission of AE. As such the hit count would be low but the energy would be higher. Although that would explain the low amount of hits where the fatigue damage was visible it does not explain the high cluster of AE hits to above and to the left of the fatigue crack. Therefore it is unlikely that this is the reason.

The delta-t locations based on the modelled data at first glance achieves a qualitatively similar distribution of locations to the experimentally trained delta-t. Like the experimentally trained delta-t location, there is a vast improvement of the location binning of AE events by the model trained delta-t technique over the TOA.

The modelled delta-t training method identified two areas where a high amount of AE event were located much like the experimentally trained delta-t, thus much more precise than the results of the TOA method. Considering the cluster of high amounts of AE events located on the right of the 20mm hole, approximately 350 AE events were located to one bin. This is around one hundred less than the experimentally trained delta-t technique but still nearly six times more than the TOA method. It is worth also noting that the experimentally trained delta-t technique produced four bins with exceptionally high AE event locations (red) whereas the
model-trained delta-t method located fewer events into a four bin cluster. However, this was still higher than the neighbouring bins demonstrating a relatively high level of precision.

Considering the accuracy of the location of the damage using the modelled delta-t training data, the cluster of high number of AE events to the right of the 20mm hole was positioned much higher than the fatigue damage observed visually. However, as previously discussed, this may have been the result of the plastic deformation occurring before the onset of the crack growth. Comparing the location of this cluster with the location achieved with the experimentally trained delta-t technique, the cluster’s modelled trained location is above and to the left of the experimentally trained location. Averaging the two locations of the events in the two clusters produces a Euclidean distance of 22mm. Although this distance was larger than the error distance that occurred with the location of H-N source three, the error location observed was similar as it was also above and to the left of the location achieved with experimentally trained delta-t technique.

The experimentally trained delta-t method produced a higher than average binning of locations observed at the location of the visually observed damage. A similar, but less significant bin of higher than average AE events was also observed using the modelled delta-t training at (100,125). Like the cluster of high AE events located by the modelled data the location of this bin was above the location achieved when using the experimentally trained delta-t technique. Again this was consistent results was observed locating H-N source two.

When considering the cluster of high number AE events located to the left of the 20mm hole, the modelled trained delta-t was also successful in identifying the presence of the damage in this area. Much like the high number of AE events located to the right of the 20mm hole by the model-trained delta-t, the number of AE events located within this area was less than the number of events located using the experimentally trained delta-t. The bin with the highest number of AE events located using the experimentally trained delta-t technique was approximately 325 whereas the number of AE events located to a single bin using the modelled delta-t method was around 225. This is consistent with the performance of the techniques when locating the right of the 20mm hole. Despite the lower number of AE events located within this cluster by the model-trained delta-t technique, a similar level of precision was observed to that of the experimentally trained delta-t method with the size of the clusters being consistent for both training methods.

When the accuracy is considered however, the location of the cluster produced using the modelled trained delta-t is above and to the left of the location achieved with the experimentally trained delta-t. Although the distance between the clusters using the different
training techniques is not as vast as the location of the clusters to the right of the 20mm hole, this is consistent in terms of error location when compared with the location of H-N source two.

The lower number of AE events located to the respective bins using the model-trained delta-t technique can be justified by the sparser distribution of AE events when compared with the distribution of AE events achieved using experimentally the trained delta-t technique. Although the slightly sparser distribution does not significantly affect the identification of the region of damage, the additional bins with fifty or more AE events located can significantly affect the number of AE event located to the high AE event bins. Nevertheless, the number of AE events located to bins was significantly higher than what was achieved with the TOA method as well as achieving a much denser distribution.

Aside from the identification of the fatigue damage events surrounding the 20mm hole, both training techniques identified a diagonal distribution of AE events at the centre of the plate as well as a low number of events in the region surrounding the bottom 20mm hole. It is intuitive that the geometry of the plate is similar for both the top and the bottom half that the lower 20mm hole would experience some plastic deformation during the early stages of loading as this would be a region of similarly high stress concentration. As the plastic deformation progressed either side of the top 20mm hole a weak point would have been created and therefore, the plastic deformation at the bottom 20mm hole would have ceased.

Considering the more prominent diagonal distribution of AE events in the centre of the plate, it is likely that this was the result of plastic deformation that was most likely to have occurred as the plate started to fail. This is particularly likely if one side of the top 20mm hole failed first.

7.6.2. Acoustic Emission Energy

Although locating AE events presents the locations of all of the AE sources, it can mask the presence of damage as much activity can occur in structure. This may be of particular influence in cases where a high level of background noise is present such as that experienced on an aircraft in flight.

Potentially a more sensitive method of locating the presence of damage using AE is to consider the energy of the AE events sensed. The spatial binning of the AE energy for the AE events detected during the fatigue test is presented in Figure 87. An energy threshold of $7.2 \times 10^7$ aJ was applied to the spatial bins in these plots to remove the presence of low energy bins.
When considering the results when using the TOA location method a small cluster of relatively high energy is observed above the right of the upper 20mm hole. The maximum energy located to one spatial bin is just over $2 \times 10^8$ aJ. Averaging the locations of the AE events within this bin gives a Euclidean error distance of 20.2mm from the visually observed damage. It is worth noting that the neighbouring bin above this bin also contained relatively high amounts of AE energy, albeit less that the lower bin. Although this technique appears to achieve a high level of precision, the accuracy of locating the damage is poor. Other than these two bins, there are few other bins which contain AE energy above the threshold. This could therefore be misinterpreted as only one damage event occurred on the plate.

Considering the experimentally trained delta-t it is instantly apparent that more AE events have been grouped into more spatial bins. This is an indicator of a denser location distribution of AE events and corresponds well with event plots presented in Figure 86. Firstly inspecting the highest energy spatial bins, it is apparent that a higher degree of accuracy was achieved.
with the experimentally trained delta-t technique than the TOA method. Four spatial bins are identified as having a relatively high energy to the right of the top 20mm hole. This corresponds well with the damage which was visually observed on the plate. It should be noted however that although an improvement in accuracy was observed with experimentally trained delta-t over the TOA method, a reduction in precision was observed as there are more high energy bins and the energy in these bins is also less. That said, if the presence of the holes is considered for the location of the AE energy so that any AE energy that is located within a hole is moved to the nearest part of the plate, the two high energy bins inside the hole would be combined with the high energy bins to their left. As such, the energy in these bins would in fact exceed the energy in the high energy bins on the TOA location plot. Either way, the improvement in the location accuracy is so significant that that slight reduction in precision is acceptable.

Unlike the TOA method of location, a group of lower energy spatial bins was located above the top 20mm hole. This corresponds well with the grouping of AE events observed in the AE event plot in Figure 86. The grouping of both AE events and AE energy within this region suggest that the previously discussed plastic deformation occurred. Interestingly, the location of the high number of AE events identified were likely to have been all of low energy. This is indicated by the number of significantly high energy AE spatial bins being located in the same respective location. Conversely, the locations of the high energy spatial bins correspond to a small amount of AE events indicating that the AE events located within this region were all of high energy which is what would be expected of AE associated with fatigue cracking.

From a simple visual comparison, it is apparent that the results from the experimentally trained delta-t and model-trained delta-t techniques correlated well. Both of the plots have a similar distribution of AE energy locations. When comparing the relatively high energy spatial bins, the location of the high energy bins using the modelled delta-t location is above the location of both the damage that was visually observed and the location achieved using the experimentally trained delta-t. Averaging the locations of the AE events within this four bin cluster gave a Euclidean error distance of 10.3mm from the damage region; and error slightly over the accepted margin of error. The energy clustered within these bins is less than what was found with the experimentally trained delta-t method. As with the events plot in Figure 86, this can be attributed to a more sparse distribution of AE events than what was achieved with the experimentally trained delta-t technique. Nevertheless, the location accuracy achieved with the model-trained delta-t was still better than that achieved with the TOA method whilst also achieving an acceptable level of precision.
Considering the other spatial bins with AE energy above the threshold located using the model-trained delta-t technique, there is a strong correlation with the experimentally trained delta-t method. A region of bins above the top 20mm hole were identified using both training techniques. This also correlates well with AE event plots and therefore suggests the presence of plastic deformation as previously discussed. The relatively low AE energy in these bins indicates that it is likely that these AE events are not the result of crack damage.

### 7.7. Discussion and conclusions

The linear investigation presented showed a great promise for the location of AE events created using an H-N source. This investigation demonstrated the viability of using modelled data to locate AE sources experimentally. Despite achieving promising results in this linear study it should be noted that this was conducted on a very simple isotropic plate with a very simple setup. In such a scenario, typically adequate results can be achieved using the TOA method alone.

With the experimental aspect to the linear investigation, the conventional delta-t method produced excellent location results as expected. This corresponded well to the findings previously published where the delta-t technique had been used [89, 236]. However, it should be stated that this training technique is not only time consuming (and hence expensive when applied to a commercial application) but also laborious. In addition, the creation of H-N sources can vary in amplitude particularly at different areas of the structure such as around fasteners and holes. This can result in a large amount of useless data being captured which later has to be manually sorted and discarded; hence increasing the time, cost and monotony of the operation.

Through the use of 3D scanning laser vibrometry and a novel inverse technique, an innovative training technique was developed which showed promise. Although a much larger Euclidean error distance was obtained when using this technique, the location of the H-N sources was mostly found to be within the margin of error especially when only the out-of-plane component was considered. In this investigation, point measurements were only taken using the vibrometer. This in itself has degree of error associated with it. The surface of the plate was coated with retro reflective glass beads to improve the backscatter of light. However, if the coating is insufficient or the glass beads are insufficiently mounted, noise and/or an unrepresentative signal can be measured. To reduce this effect it is recommended to use more measurement points than those normally used in a conventional delta-t setup. A smoothing or curve fitting technique could then be applied; identifying and removing the outliers. This requires no extra setup time either as the data is captured autonomously. With the capturing
of more data points it may also be possible to achieve an even more accurate location of AE signals than that which is possible with a conventional delta-t approach.

Although this approach has only been explored for a linear location problem it should be possible to directly apply it to a planar location problem. This has many advantages over the conventional delta-training method in not only the time but in terms of functionality. The ability to autonomously capture delta-t data enables large errors to be mapped in a relatively short period of time; for instance an entire wing area. In addition, much like the traditional approach, the properties of the material are not required to be known for the training unlike the modelling approach. This enables complex materials and structures to be mapped without the need for prior knowledge. This is particularly advantageous for the monitoring of aging structures. Furthermore, for a structure that has already been mapped, the experimental inverse technique offers a relatively quick mapping solution for remapping after structural modification for example in the case of a repair. However, 3D scanning laser vibrometry (or for that fact even a 1D scanning system) is not a low cost experimental technique. Therefore, the initial cost of the equipment and training required may make this approach unsuitable for widespread commercial application.

The modelling approach shows great promise. The Euclidean distance error achieved with both the conventional and modelled delta-t approaches for the linear investigation fell within the margin. This was a clear indication that the technique had potential. Only the out-of-plane component for the conventional delta-t technique was considered for the mapping of the complex geometry aluminium plate. This approach was taken as the two techniques were directly comparable and the most prominent wave component sensed by the physical sensor is out-of-plane.

Generally, in the complex geometry study it was found that there was consistent location results obtained when using the model-trained delta-t technique which correlated well with the experimentally trained delta-t method. When the binned number of AE events were plotted it was found that both training techniques grouped the events to the top half of the plate particularly around and above the 20mm hole. This was a vast improvement over the TOA techniques which sparsely and sporadically distributed the locations of the AE events over the entire plate. This did not clearly identify the presence of damage with even the relatively high binning of AE events still being comparable low to the delta-t locations. This is not suitable in an in-service application as studying these plots alone could suggest that the AE is related to background noise, hence causing a type II error.
It was found however there was a larger error experienced with the model-trained delta-t method than the experimental trained delta-t technique. There are a number of reasons why this is the case. The first and most likely reason is the waveform used in the LISA model to create the training dataset. In this study a 200kHz sine wave was used in place of an H-N source for simplicity of modelling. It was also previously proven to provide representative results (see section 4.5). In reality, an H-N source is more akin to that of a step input and as such a wide frequency range is excited. Because of this, it is likely that a higher frequency was excited by the H-N source in the experimental training. As the Lamb waves are dispersive the higher frequencies will travel faster and hence arrive at the sensor sooner. This will create differences in the delta-t training data and as such result in errors in location of AE events. An improvement in the location of the AE events may be achieved by modelling a source that is more representative of an H-N source (such as that of a step input) and using that for the creation of the training dataset. It is also worth noting that the frequency content of AE emitted from the damage may also be different from that created from the H-N source and, as such, would also result in differences in arrival times.

Another source of error with the model is that the sensors were modelled as point sensors where as in reality they have a sensor face diameter of 8mm. Because of this it could be said that the wave is sensed by the sensors during the experimental training at the sensors’ circumference and not at the centre point where the sensor is located in the model. This difference in sensing location would result in a difference in arrival time and hence location of an AE event. Modelling the sensor and the sensor face may improve the location. Other sensor attributes such as the effects of mass dampening and the transfer function could also be investigated. However, this is worthy of a separate study in its own right and falls outside the scope of this initial investigation.

The accuracy of the model could also be a cause for the error in source location. The accuracy of the model can be divided into two sections; the material and the geometry. Considering the material accuracy, although representative material values were used it was assumed that the material was isotropic. Although this is a reasonable assumption for a metallic material, factors such as the rolling direction of the plate may cause a very slight anisotropy. Small deviations in wave speed with respect to the propagation direction would result in small location errors. This could be remediated by conducting a very simple experimental wave speed investigation. Although it is not possible to model anisotropic materials in the commercially available LISA package at present, it has been proven to be possible [140] by other means in the LISA environment. However, this may be equally achieved by applying a correction factor to the delta-t training data.
Regarding to the geometry in the LISA model, a 0.5mm global cube edge length was used. The thickness of the plate was actually 3.18mm but due to the edge length constraint this was modelled as 3mm thick. This difference in thickness would have resulted in a difference in the characteristics of the Lamb wave propagation, in particular the dispersive characteristics. A more representative model could be created by reducing the size of the global cube edge although by doing so more GPU on-board memory is required as well as time for iteration. Similarly, the shape of the holes was approximated using a midpoint circle algorithm. This gives the edges of the circle a reasonably coarse edge which may influence the Lamb wave interaction with the hole. Although it is not possible to fully remove this problem from this type of model it is possible to reduce the effect by reducing the global cube edge length. However, the extent to which this actually affects the results is unknown and would require further study.

A common location error that was observed when using both delta-t techniques was locating AE events within the holes where it is impossible for an AE event to physically occur. This is caused by the training data not considering the geometry of the specimen in its interpolation. The interpolation is an important feature of the delta-t training dataset as it enables AE events to be located that do not occur at the locations of the H-N sources although it does mean that when a hole is present, the training data interpolates over it. If the interpolation did consider the presence of features such as hole however a higher accuracy and precision in the location of AE events may be achieved. This has not previously been considered with the experimental training technique as the geometry of the specimen is not always known and is not vital for the successful location of damage events as demonstrated in this study. However, as the geometry has to be known for the creation of the training data in the LISA environment, it could be also be used to improve the delta-t interpolation and hence the location of the AE events.

Despite the errors in location witnessed in these investigations, it can be stated that the level of accuracy and precision achieved is suitable for a real-world application. Exact location of the damage is beneficial however if the margin of error is known a local inspection area can identified by an NDT technician for further investigation. This is analogous to a medical physician using an x-ray after a patient reports pain in specific area of the body. Knowing where to investigate will assist the detection of damage and continuing maintenance operations.

The training set took approximately eighteen hours to model in the LISA environment as 357 individual models had to be created (one for each node on the delta-t grid) which took approximately three minutes to iterate. The time that it takes to iterate can be significantly
reduced in a few ways. This first is to reduce the length of the samples taken as only the arrival of the wave is required and waveform features such as edge reflections are surplus to requirements. This will reduce the number of required time steps and hence reduce the time required to iterate.

The sample rate also used for the model was 20MHz. Although this showed to produce good results, reducing the sample rate will reduce the number of samples taken and hence the number of time steps required. Care would need to be taken however to ensure that the fidelity of the measured wave is not compromised.

Both of these methods would significantly reduce the time required to create a training dataset as reducing the computation time would be applicable to all 357 runs of the model. Even so, an automated solution has many advantages as time is not required from an operator and it is also less subject to human error. However, another promising method to reducing the time required to create the training dataset is the inverse delta-t method that was used for the linear investigation. Only the conventional delta-t technique was recreated in the model for the complex geometry plate so as to be directly comparable to the experimental training. If the inverse technique was adapted to be used for the complex geometry plate and proven successful, the iteration time would be able to be reduced to below twelve minutes as a model would only be required to be run for each sensor rather than each node.

The short amount of time required to create a training dataset would be highly desirable from a commercial aspect. By rapidly being able to generate delta-t training data, different network designs can be modelled and assessed in terms of their performance. This will also enable data the AE to be located using the same training data. In terms of aircraft design, as the design of the structure matures, the sensor network can be designed and modelled accordingly thus a concurrent sensor network and structure can be designed. This is projected to result in mass savings of up to 15% at component level [14]. This could be envisaged as being a key tool within the design phase of an aircraft in a similar manner to finite element models which are used for conducting stress analysis.

The ability to model delta-t training data would also enable multiple training sources to be used (such as an AE source representative of a fatigue crack for example). This could then be used to assist in characterising the damage in a similar sense to how the human nervous system can differentiate between the pain experienced from a cut and a burn for example. This could lead to a much more robust damage detection system.
Producing delta-t training data from models also has the advantage of being able to simulate AE sources within a material not just on the surface as is achieved in the experimental training. This could lead to damage such as cracks being detected and located below the surface adding an extra dimension to the delta-t location ability.

Only isotropic metallic materials have been considered in this investigation. With the increasing use of composites in aircraft structures, it would be beneficial to create a modelled delta-t training dataset however the current commercial version of LISA restricts this. As previously mentioned however, previous studies [140] have demonstrated that the LISA technique can be used for the successful modelling of composites. This would be highly advantageous whilst opening a range of possibilities for the technique presented.

Evidently, it has been shown that the TOA method of AE location has significant detrimental issues with the precision and accuracy of locating AE events. The experimentally trained delta-t location method has been shown to have a massive gain in AE event location performance. The model delta-t training set too has demonstrated that significant location performance can be achieved over the TOA method albeit to a lesser extent than the experimentally trained delta-t. Nevertheless, the potential for training AE sensor networks to locate real AE events using a computational model has clearly been demonstrated and recommendations on how the accuracy may be further improved have been discussed.
8. Optimisation of an Acoustic Emission sensor network using a Local Interaction Simulation Approach

8.1. Introduction
The optimisation of an AE sensor network is challenging for many reasons. Primarily, as the AE that is used for damage detection in structures only occurs when a damage event occurs, it is not easy to trial several different sensor networks under real loading conditions. Furthermore, although there are regions of a structure from where it is more likely for AE sources to originate (i.e. areas of high stress concentration); it is possible for damage to occur at many different regions of a structure (as in the case of impact damage). Therefore a multi-source, multi-sensor approach is required.

This approach is difficult to achieve experimentally as many sensors are required which usually is not possible due to cost constraints. Therefore for a feasible experimental investigation to be conducted, a sub-set of locations is considered, the responses from the many source locations would be recorded before removing the sensors and recoupling them to the new candidate locations and conducting the many source inputs again. However, this is not commonly feasibly due to time constraints; especially when considering the curing time of couplants.

A far more desirable solution to conducting an AE optimisation study is through the use of numerical models. This approach allows for a multi-source, multi-sensor investigation to be conducted in a relatively short period of time without the requirement for an operative or lots of expensive equipment. This too is advantageous from a sensor network design point-of-view as many sensor network designs can be considered for many different structural design solutions.

As demonstrated in the previous study (section 7), this also has the added advantage of being able to use the signals sensed in the models as training data for the location of the damage.

This study calls upon the rapid convergence ability of LISA to produce a series of models that simulate the initiation of Lamb waves from many source locations and sensed at numerous candidate sensor locations. Through using statistical techniques and the effective optimisation convergence of a GA, differing sensor networks can be assessed for performance and the best solution can be found for sensing.
8.2. AE sensor network optimisation on a flat aluminium plate

To investigate the application of the proposed methodology a sensor network was optimised for a flat, isotropic aluminium plate. This approach was taken as the results expected from this initial study were expected to be reasonably intuitive. This therefore enabled confidence to be established in the technique before trialling it on a more complex structure.

A 3mm 6062-T6 aluminium plate of dimensions 1250mm x 320mm was created within the LISA environment for the investigation. An area of investigation of 800mm x 280mm was outlined for the investigation in order to reduce effects of edges that may be detrimental.

Within the area of investigation, a 20mm x 20mm grid of candidate sensors were placed within the model totalling 615 candidate sensor locations. In regard to the placement of real sensors such as a Nano30 sensor which has a face diameter of 8mm, this would allow sensors to be placed side by side. Within the same area of investigation, locations for the representative sources were placed on a 10mm x 10mm grid as shown in Figure 88. Note that there were cases where the sources were at the same locations as the sensors.

![Figure 88. Candidate sensor locations and source locations for the flat plate optimisation study](image)

As previously discussed, a source truly representative of an H-N source is challenging to model. Therefore, for this study a 200kHz five-cycle, Hann-windowed excitation was used as had been used previously (section 7.2.4). For this initial investigation, this was not deemed to be significant as this optimisation approach was going to consider the intensity of the different locations and therefore only a source that was repeatable was required.

A separate model was run for each source location at a sample rate of 20MHz for four thousand time steps (equivalent to 200μs) which was sufficient in order to ensure that the wave was sensed at on the longest source-sensor path.
8.3. Assessing sensor location suitability

There are numerous metrics by which the suitability of a sensor network can be assessed. These include (but are not limited to) wave packet energy, peak energy and time of arrival. However, in order to make the technique relevant for use with commercially available AE systems, considerations must be made of how these AE systems are triggered for the acquisition of transient waves. This is commonly achieved by the system continually monitoring the signal from the sensors and when the amplitude of a wave crosses a threshold value, the transient wave is recorded with a pre-trigger to capture the arrival of the wave. Therefore the metric by which the sensor locations will be assessed will be based on the intensity of the peak amplitude.

Commercially available AE systems typically measure the intensity of an H-N source at the sensor at 100dB. Therefore to make this representative, the maximum responses for a source at the same location as a sensor were calculated to be equal to this and diminish as propagation distance increases. As the material is isotropic and no features are present on the structure, this will lead to a circular exponential gradient for each sensor location. Note that for this study only the out-of-plane component of the modelled Lamb wave has been considered as it is the dominant component typically sensed by commercially available sensors.

8.3.1. Time window

In order to determine the peak amplitude of the arriving wave packet a 30μs time window was taken. The starting point of the time window was determined at 12.5μs before the amplitude of the wave crossed the threshold value. The threshold level was calculated by being 40% of the maximum value of the entire waveform in similar manner to the approach used in section 5.3.4 and is visually represented in Figure 42. A global threshold value was not set as it was desirable to determine the peak amplitude response map for the entire plate. An example of a response map is presented in Figure 89.
8.4. Optimisation problem

As with the optimisation of the AU sensor network, the number of possible different sensor network solutions is large and increases with the amount of sensors added to the network (up to half of the number of possible candidate sensors) due to the number of solutions being proportional to the binomial coefficient. This is exacerbated as it is possible to consider the same sensor network multiple times. For instance; a three sensor network could be considered as A, B, C or B, C, A or C, B, A and yet the ultimately achieve the same solution. The number of possible sensor network solutions for three, four and five sensor networks is presented in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor network size</th>
<th>Possible number of different sensor networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>188805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$38.6 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$5.9 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$7.2 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.1. Fitness functions

To assess the fitness of any given sensor network, the response maps are first considered such as the example presented in Figure 89. In the case where more than one sensor is in the network the value for from each source location received by each sensor was compared and the maximum value was taken to form a single intensity map.
This can be demonstrated by the flow chart presented in Figure 90.

![Flow chart for populating the intensity map](image)

Figure 90. Flow chart for populating the intensity map

An example of two-sensor network is presented in Figure 91.

![Two-sensor intensity map](image)

Figure 91. An example of a two sensor intensity map plot used to determine the fitness of a sensor network.

Once the intensity map for a particular candidate sensor network has been established, the fitness of the network can be established. For this investigation, the fitness was first established by the sum of the response from each source location. This can be expressed mathematically as demonstrated in Equation (29).

$$
\text{fitness} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{sources}}} \left( \frac{\max(x_1)}{\max(x_n)} \right) 
$$

(29)

where $x$ is a candidate sensor in the network

N. B. \( \begin{pmatrix} \max(x_1) \\ \vdots \\ \max(x_n) \end{pmatrix} \) represents the intensity map

This approach was taken with the objective being to maximise the coverage achieved by the sensor network. This particular fitness function achieves this based on the assumption that a
good coverage would result in high intensities from all sources. Therefore, it was established that this would result in the intensity plot having a higher total value.

The fitness function presented in Equation (29) is based on the assumption of reasonably even coverage. However, this could be skewed by localised areas of high intensity despite regions of extremely low intensity being present. This is something that may be highly prevalent when features are present on the structure. Therefore an alternative fitness function was also developed which sought to generate a more even spread of intensity. This fitness function used the minimum intensity value from an intensity map as the fitness. This approach was taken as it was seen that the best network solution was one that had a high minimum value. Therefore the GA sought to maximise the minimum value. This is expressed in Equation (30).

\[
\text{fitness} = \min \left( \frac{\max(x_1)}{\max(x_n)} \right)
\]

**where x is a candidate sensor in the network**

*N.B. \( \frac{\max(x_1)}{\max(x_n)} \) represents the intensity map*

It is worth noting that for both of the fitness functions used that solutions where the same sensor location is selected for more than one candidate location (i.e. A, A, B in a three sensor network), the solution would be assessed to have a poorer fitness than a network with unique candidate locations. Therefore, the optimiser discards these solutions without the need for an additional penalty value.

### 8.4.2. Genetic algorithm configuration

As with the previous AU optimisation study (see section 5) a genetic algorithm was used as the optimiser for this investigation. Binary encoding was once again used with the respective binary gene referencing a particular candidate sensor. As a 10-bit binary gene was required to be used (as the number of candidate sensors ranged from 1-615), penalty values of -10,000 were assigned to the genes that that exceeded this limit. This would ensure that these solutions would be discarded by the optimiser. In the case of multi-sensor networks, the genes were placed side-by-side to form a chromosome which defined that particular candidate sensor network. For details of GA encoding the reader is referred to section 2.10.1.

The parameters of the GA previously used (see section 5.4.3) were retained for this study as they had been proven to demonstrate good results on a similar sized optimisation problem. Convergence was deemed to have been achieved when the best solution had not been improved upon for two thousand generations.
8.5. Results

The results for the two different cost functions are presented in this section for optimising the location of AE sensors on a flat aluminium plate.

8.5.1. Sum of maximum values GA convergence

The convergence of the GA for the increasing sensor network sizes are shown in Figure 92 where the sum of the maximum values was used to determine the sensor network fitness.

![Figure 92](image.png)

Figure 92. (a) Convergence performance of the GA for increasing sensor network size (Ns) (b) the first 200 generations where convergence occurs (maximum fitness).

It is evident that the GA converged upon a solution within the first two hundred generations as presented in Figure 92b for all sensor network sizes. This demonstrates the ability of GA to rapidly converge on the optimal solution with the GA running for around 90% of all of the generations to ensure convergence. Thus, the number of generations required to ensure convergence can be rapidly reduced. This may however be attributed to the size of the initial population. The initial population size is calculated by forty times the sensor network size being optimised (see section 5.4.3). For example, the initial population for the five sensor-network is five thousand. Although this may appear to be a large initial population it is in fact $6.9 \times 10^{-7}$% of the entire search space. Determining this number of solutions does incur a time penalty but it does achieve a prompt convergence in terms of the number of generations required. The time taken to compute maybe improved upon by reducing the size of the initial population. However, the algorithm would possibly require to be run for a higher number of
generations to ensure convergence. A technique that may remediate this however could be to employ a variable mutation rate. This would enable a wide area of the search space to be sampled during the early generations. As the generations increase, the mutation rate would reduce to enable the GA to converge on the optimal solution. This however falls outside the scope of this investigation and is worthy of a standalone study.

8.5.2. Sum of the maximum values (fitness)

The sum of the maximum values for the optimal intensity maps as the network size increases is presented in Figure 93. For this particular optimisation, this was how the fitness was assessed.

![Figure 93. The sum of the maximum values of the optimal intensity map with increasing sensor network size when the objective is to maximise the total value.](image)

As to be expected, the sum of the maximum values for the intensity maps increases as more sensors are added to the network. This is logical as with the addition of more sensors, the coverage increases and thus, the total of the intensity map will increase. It is worth noting that the best possible total value for an intensity map where all of the candidate sensor locations are used is $1.90 \times 10^5$ and therefore a value greater than this cannot be achieved in this study.

When considering the one-sensor network, the performance of the fitness of the sensor network is $1.46 \times 10^5$ which is 76.8% of that possibly achievable. Interestingly, significant increase in fitness of 2.6% is observed as the size of the sensor network increases from one-sensor to two sensors. However, as more sensors are added to the network, the rate at which the fitness increases starts to reduce. This suggests that as more sensors are added to the network, the performance gains reduce at a reducing rate. As this is the case, it would
eventually be a case that as more sensors are added to the sensor network, minimal performance gains would be achieved.

The five sensor network established in this optimisation study achieved a fitness of 81.6% of the total achievable fitness. Although, this seems to be high level of fitness it has to be stated that the area of investigation is small and also simple. Nevertheless, this does demonstrate that for simplistic problem such as this, AE sensing could be used to monitor a large area while still establishing a high degree of fitness.

8.5.3. Minimum value of the optimal intensity map

Although the minimum value was not used to assess the fitness (Equation (30)) in this optimisation study, the minimum values for each sensor network are presented in Figure 94 to represent the minimum intensity value.

![Figure 94](image)

Figure 94. The minimum intensity value in the intensity map with increasing sensor network size when the objective is to maximise the sum of the maximum values (maximum fitness).

There is a similar trend with the minimum intensity value to that of the sum of the maximum values presented in Figure 93 as to be expected. A significant increase of 7% in the minimum intensity is observed as the size of the sensor network increases from a one-sensor network to a two-sensor network. As the size of the sensor network continues to increase, the rate at which minimum intensity within the area of investigation increases reduces significantly. A near-linear rate is observed as the network size increases from two sensors to four. This does not follow the reducing rate trend observed with the sum of the maximum values. There was also no change in minimum intensity as the size of the sensor network increased from four
sensors to five. This suggests that although the sum of the maximum values was observed to increase, the spread of the responses achieved by the sensor networks was perhaps not evenly distributed.

8.5.4. Optimal location results – sum of the maximum values

The results for the locations of the sensors as the size of the sensor network increases are presented in Figure 95. When considering the one-sensor network, the optimiser places the sensor in the centre of the plate. This is logical as this is at the centre of the y and x-dimensions and the material is isotropic and the structure is simplistic. It is possible, that an anisotropic material and/or a more complex structure would skew the positioning of the sensor; particularly if the structure under investigation was asymmetric. The decay of the amplitude is exponential with lower intensity values being measured from the sources further away from the sensor. This illustrates that the region where high intensity values can be detected (70dB+) is highly local to around the sensor and that to achieve a higher level of fidelity, more sensors are required.

When a second sensor is added to the network, another logical solution is achieved. The placement of the two sensors in this network places each sensor along the midpoint of the y-dimension and centrally spaced between the x-dimension boundaries and the x-midpoint. This achieves a significantly greater coverage of the area of investigation than that of the one-sensor network.

As with the two and one-sensor networks, the three-sensor network produced by the optimiser is logical. The three sensors are spaced equidistance along the central x-axis. It is visually apparent when comparing the first three sensor networks, that the coverage is increasing (and therefore the ability to detect AE events of a lower intensity) by the reduced regions of low intensity (dark blue).
Ns = 1, minimum intensity = 56.0dB, total value = $1.45 \times 10^5$

Ns = 2, minimum intensity = 60.3dB, total value = $1.50 \times 10^5$

Ns = 3, minimum intensity = 61.0dB, total value = $1.52 \times 10^5$

Ns = 4, minimum intensity = 61.7dB, total value = $1.54 \times 10^5$

Ns = 5, minimum intensity = 61.7dB, total value = $1.55 \times 10^5$

Figure 95. Optimal location of sensors for increasing sensor network size (Ns) when the fitness is assessed using the sum of the maximum values (Note the locations of the sensors are at the areas of high intensity (red)).
When a four-sensor network is considered, a less logical solution is derived. However, when multiple runs (five for each sensor network size) of the GA were conducted, the GA consistently converged on this solution establishing a high level of confidence in these results. Three sensors are positioned along the length of the plate however the fourth sensor is positioned on the lower boundary of the area of investigation. It is worth noting that this is not the edge of the panel (see Figure 88). The plate in this investigation was modelled with edges and as such it appears that this has influenced the maximum value intensities achieved by this sensor location. It is likely that the effects of constructive and deconstructive interference have resulted in an interference fringe pattern. Unlike the circular decay exhibited by the other sensors in the network, this interference fringe pattern has fringes that extend with regions of high intensity. As such, this would have a significant influence on the sum of the maximum values but may also have a negative effect on maximising the coverage as the fringes are of high intensity but are localised.

Nevertheless, this would exist in a real AE setup as phenomena such as reflections would be present. Therefore, it is not unreasonable that the effect of a reflection may result in constructive interference which would possibly enable an AE system to be triggered. Interestingly, when the GA was ran multiple times, a different solution was derived with an identical fitness value which was a mirror image around a vertical centreline. This demonstrated the suitability of the solution.

A similar observation is made when a five-sensor network is considered. The optimiser places the four of the five sensors in an arc in the upper half of the plate with the fifth sensor positioned on the lower boundary. Once again, a fringe pattern is observed. This fringe pattern covers a wide area of the lower half of the plate although there are areas of relatively low intensity between the regions of high intensity giving the pattern a ‘tiger-stripe’ appearance. Again, this is not perhaps immediately obvious as it is perhaps not intuitive to consider this type of phenomena when considering the placement of sensors. Similarly, when the GA was ran multiple times, a mirrored solution was also found with the interference fringe at the top of the plate.

8.5.5. Maximising the minimum value GA convergence

As previously mentioned, a second fitness function was investigated with the objective of maximising the minimum value in the maximum intensity plot. The idea being that this would possibly be a better method of maximising coverage and eliminating solutions with areas of localised high intensity.
The results of the convergence of the GA for this fitness function are presented in Figure 96.

![Convergence performance of the GA for increasing sensor network size (Ns) (maximum fitness)](image)

**Figure 96. Convergence performance of the GA for increasing sensor network size (Ns) (maximum fitness)**

Aside from the three and four-sensor networks, the GA converged rapidly on the optimal solution as observed previously with the other fitness function. The three sensor-network took more generations to converge on the optimal solution although it achieved this in less than five hundred generations. This is however not a significant cause for concern as the start position of the GA is quasi-static and therefore this higher number of generations to converge is likely to have been due to the algorithm starting in a weaker region of the search space. The four-sensor network took the most number of generations to converge on the optimal solution. Convergence was achieved in just over five hundred generations. Again this demonstrates the rapid convergence of this GA and its suitability for optimising this type of problem.

**8.5.6. Minimum value of the intensity map (fitness)**

The maximised minimum value of the intensity map as the size of the network increases is presented in Figure 97. As expected, the minimum value (fitness) increases as more sensors are considered. This displays a similar trend to that observed when using the first fitness function (Equation (29)). Once again, a considerable improvement in fitness is observed as the network size increases from one sensor to two sensors. This then reduces at an decreasing
rate as more sensors are considered. This differs somewhat however from the trend observed with the minimum values when using the previous fitness function.

The best possible minimum value achievable is when all 615 sensors are considered. This was calculated to be 73.1dB. When considering the one-sensor network, the maximised minimum intensity value is 57.2dB which is 78.2% of what is achievable when all sensors are considered. This is a greater percentage than what was achieved when a similar metric was used to compared the first fitness function however it is still of the same order of magnitude.

Unsurprisingly, the fittest solution was found with that of a five sensor network. The five sensor network achieved a fitness of 62.4dB which equates to 85.4% of what is possible when all sensors in the network are used.

For all of the sensor networks other than the two-sensor network, the maximised minimum value was greater than what was presented in Figure 94 which implies that the fitness functions do not produce identical solutions.

**8.5.7. Sum of the maximum values**

The sum of the maximum values is presented in Figure 98 for comparison with the first fitness function presented in Figure 93. As expected, the sum of the maximum values increases as more sensors are added to the sensor network. For all of the solutions there is marginal
difference when compared to the sensor locations derived when maximising the sum of the maximum values of the intensity map is the objective.

This is interesting as this demonstrates that it is possible to still maintain a high value for the sum of maximum values with the objective of maximising the minimum value. This is not something that is necessarily achievable the other way around.

![Figure 98](image_url)

**Figure 98.** Sum of the maximum intensity maps for increasing sensor network size (Ns) when the objective is to maximise the minimum value of the intensity map.

### 8.5.8. Optimal location results – maximising the minimum value

The optimal locations for when the minimum value of the intensity map is maximised is presented in Figure 99. As with the one-sensor solution presented in Figure 95, the optimiser positions the sensor at the centre of the plate. This is, of course, logical as previously discussed however; it is worth noting that this optimiser places the sensor in the candidate location above that achieved with the previous optimiser. This is most likely due to the small interference fringes (most likely caused by reflections) along the bottom boundary.

The solution derived for the two-sensor network using this fitness assessment is identical to the previous fitness assessment. This therefore demonstrates the suitability of this this sensor network while also being respectively logical.
Figure 99. Optimal location of sensors for increasing sensor network size (Ns) when the fitness is assessed by maximising the minimum value of the intensity map (Note the locations of the sensors are at the areas of high intensity (red)).
Significant differences in the positioning of the sensors from the previous fitness assessment method are seen from the three-sensor network onwards. The three-sensor network when maximising the minimum value of the intensity map, places the three sensors in a shallow arc with the middle sensor positioned at the above the centreline and the sensors on either side positioned below. This differs from the flat distribution observed when using the first fitness assessment method. This achieves a better coverage however as the minimum intensity value in the map is 61.4dB as opposed to 61dB achieved with the previous fitness assessment.

The four-sensor network produced by using this fitness assessment positions the sensors along the centreline of the plate with the second sensor from the left positioned slightly above the centreline. It is worth noting that by using this fitness assessment method, the optimiser does not converge on a solution that induces interference fringes in the intensity maps as previously shown in Figure 95. The minimum value in this intensity map is also greater than that achieved in Figure 95 which demonstrates that a better spread can be achieved and that the interference fringes introduce localised regions of high intensity.

The five-sensor network solution presented in Figure 99 differs dramatically to the solution achieved when maximising the sum of the intensity maps. The sensors are positioned with three of the sensors centrally on the right of the plate and the remaining two sensors located to the left above and below the centreline. As with the four-sensor solution, the sensors positions do not use the interference fringe pattern effect due to reflections as seen when the positions were determined using the maximum sum of the total values. As a result this achieves network of sensors that has a more even spread of the intensity without localised regions of high intensity.

8.6. AE sensor network optimisation on a complex geometry aluminium plate

Applying this approach to a flat plate has enabled a degree of confidence in the method to be established. However, it is not common in practice that the structure that requires monitoring is as simplistic and in which case; the placement of the sensor is perhaps not a hugely influential factor due to the ability of even a small network size to produce a suitable coverage.

To further investigate this methodology for the placement of sensors on a more complex structure a series of holes were positioned on the plate in order to affect the wave propagation in a similar manner to that of the virtual delta-t investigation (see section 7.4).

A total of fifteen 32mm holes were created at various locations on the plate as shown in Figure 100.
Figure 100. The complex geometry plate in the LISA environment.

For consistency, the same locations for the sensors and the sources were used as was used in the flat aluminium plate investigation. The positions of the sources and the sensors are presented in Figure 101.

Figure 101. The location of the sources and the sensors on the complex geometry plate. The location of the holes is denoted by the black circles.

Where sources were located in a hole, the response measured at all of the sensors was set to zero in order to ensure that the optimiser would not consider sources in this region. Similarly, the sensors located within the hole were given penalty values to ensure that they were not selected by the optimiser. This resulted in 584 sensors and 2214 sources available.

Due to the presence of the holes, the longest source-sensor path required the model to be run for a 7000 time steps (which equates to 350μs). This ensured that the entirety of the first wave packet was captured along the longest source-sensor path.

All parameters of the GA were kept the same for the complex geometry plate and both fitness functions were used for assessment.

8.7. Results
The results for the complex geometry plate are presented in this section. Both fitness functions presented in Equations (29) and (30) were used for assessing the fitness and the results are presented respectively.
8.7.1. Sum of maximum values GA convergence

The convergence of the GA observed when the fitness is assessed using the sum of the maximum values is presented in Figure 102 for increasing sensor network size.

![Figure 102. Convergence performance of the GA for increasing sensor network size (Ns) (maximum fitness)](image)

It is evident that for all of the sensor network sizes, convergence occurred within the first few hundred generations. This is not too dissimilar to the convergence trend observed with the flat aluminium plate. This is of interest especially considering the additional complexity of the search space introduced with the complex geometry.

The convergence observed in this optimisation study was more rapid than what was observed when maximising the minimum value of the intensity map for the flat aluminium plate which infers that this method of fitness assessment enables efficient convergence.

8.7.2. Sum of the maximum values (fitness)

The sum of the maximum values is presented in Figure 103 for increasing network size. For this optimisation study, this was used as the method of assessing fitness.
Figure 103. The sum of the maximum values of the optimal intensity map with increasing sensor network size when the objective is to maximise the total value.

As with the studies conducted on the flat aluminium plate, the sum of the maximum value increases as more sensors are added to the network. The similar trend is observed also with a reduction in the rate in which the sum of the maximum value increases as more sensors are added.

When comparing the results from the study on the flat plate, presented in Figure 93, it is evident that the sum of the maximum values is significantly lower. This can be mostly attributed to two factors; missing sources that were located within the holes and the effect of the holes on wave propagation. When considering the second factor, this is significant as when the Lamb wave interacts with a boundary (in this case the edge of the hole) some of the Lamb wave energy is transmitted along the boundary whereas some of it is reflected. This division of energy will result in lower intensities as only the first wave packet is considered and it is likely that the reflected wave packet would be not considered. Nevertheless, this immediately demonstrates that for more complex structures, a larger sensor network would be needed to maintain the required level of probability of detection.

The best possible sum of the maximum values can be achieved when all of the 584 candidate sensor locations are in use. This results in a value of $1.80 \times 10^5\text{dB}$. When considering the single sensor network, the network achieves a sum of the maximum values that is 72.8% of what is possible. This is lower than the 76.8% achieved on the flat plate. When the five-sensor network is considered, the percentage of the best achievable value raises to 81.1%. This is comparable to the value achieved with the flat plate of 81.6%.
8.7.3. Minimum value of the optimal intensity map

The values for the minimum values of the optimal intensity maps with increasing sensor network size are presented in Figure 104.

![Figure 104. The minimum intensity value in the intensity map with increasing sensor network size when the objective is to maximise the sum of the maximum values.](image)

On initial observation it is evident that, with the exception of the four-sensor network, there is a trend that the minimum intensity value increases as the size of the sensor networks increase. A high level of confidence is established in these results as the GA was run multiple times and consistently converged on the same results.

When comparing the minimum values with those of the flat plate, it is evident that the minimum values are significantly lower. This is mainly due to the reduced wave propagation caused by the presence of the holes. The minimum value obtained with the flat plate for a single sensor is greater than that of the four sensor network for the complex geometry plate. This reinforces that in order to maintain a high level of coverage; more sensors are required within the network for complex structures.

The four-sensor network showed a small reduction in the minimum value of the intensity map compared to that of the three-sensor network. Although the four-sensor network showed an increase in the value of the sum of the maximum values the reduction in the minimum value infers that the coverage is not as good. This therefore suggests that the solution for the four-sensor network contains areas of localised high intensity and not the more even spread as desired.
An interesting trend when compared with the results from the flat aluminium plate (presented in Figure 94) is that the rate of minimum value as the sensor network size increases. The rate for the flat plate reduces significantly between the two-sensor and three-sensor networks whereas for the complex geometry plate, the rate remains much higher. This is most likely due to the more significant gains in coverage to be had by adding more sensors to the sensor network for the complex geometry plate where wave propagation is significantly affected.

8.7.4. Optimal location results – sum of the maximum values

The locations of the sensors and their respective intensity maps are presented in Figure 105. Note that for the purposes of presentation, the holes are presented as squares. When considering the one-sensor network, the optimiser positions the sensor reasonably centrally on the lower boundary of the area of investigation. This solution uses the interference fringes from the boundary reflections to increase the area of high intensity. This solution does however leave regions with relatively low intensity meaning that the spread of the coverage is not greatly even. That said, it is evident that the presence of the holes does significantly affect the source-sensor transmission path. This is an inhibiting factor in maximising the coverage.

The solution derived for the two-sensor network positions the sensors with one sensor reasonably central in the region on the left of the plate where no holes are present and the other in-line with the far right set of holes on the lower boundary. The position of the sensor on the left is reasonably intuitive as a wide area is covered with minimal disruption as a result of the presence of the holes. The sensor on the right takes advantage of the reflected interference fringe. This gives a reasonable coverage of the structure although it does leave an area on the top right of the plate that has minimal coverage.
Ns = 1, minimum intensity = 46.1dB, total value = $1.31 \times 10^5$

Ns = 2, minimum intensity = 51.7dB, total value = $1.39 \times 10^5$

Ns = 3, minimum intensity = 55.3dB, total value = $1.43 \times 10^5$

Ns = 4, minimum intensity = 55.2dB, total value = $1.45 \times 10^5$

Ns = 5, minimum intensity = 56.9dB, total value = $1.46 \times 10^5$

Figure 105. Optimal location of sensors for increasing sensor network size (Ns) when the fitness is assessed using the sum of the maximum values (Note the locations of the sensors are at the areas of high intensity (red)).
It is therefore hardly unsurprising that when three sensors are considered that a third sensor is position in the top right-hand region of the structure. The other two sensors are in similar places to those of the two sensor network however; their locations are different which takes into account the influence of the third sensor. Although the coverage is improved upon, there is a region within the centre of the plate that still shows relatively low intensity values.

As the fourth sensor is introduced to the network, the sensor location on the left of the structure is retained from the three-sensor network. This is logical as previously discussed; this covers a large region on the left of the structure. This same coverage has been adopted on the right of the plate by the second sensor which covers the region with no holes on the right. Again, a sensor is positioned on the lower boundary which takes advantage of the interference fringes. Similarly, a sensor is placed on the boundary of a hole which uses the interference fringes to increase coverage. This distribution, despite having a wide area of high intensity, there is a region in the central region of the holes where the coverage is still low.

The five-sensor network uses a similar distribution for at least two locations as the four-sensor network. One sensor is positioned reasonably centrally in the left-hand region where no holes are present although this position is to the left of location previously used in other networks. A sensor is also positioned on the lower boundary which again takes advantage of the interference fringes. The region to the right of the structure where no holes are present is covered by a single sensor that which is positioned on the boundary of a hole. As such this introduces a conical fringe of high intensity. Another sensor is located at the top right of the structure but unlike the sensor in the four-sensor network, this is not on the boundary of a hole. The final sensor is positioned reasonably centrally in the region with the holes. This gives a reasonably good coverage over the whole structure. That said however, the minimum intensity detectable is still lower than that of a two sensor network on the flat plate.

8.7.5. Maximising the minimum value GA convergence

The convergence of the GA when the fitness is assessed by maximising the minimum value of the intensity map is presented for the complex structure in Figure 106 for the increasing sensor network size.
Figure 106. Convergence of the GA when the fitness is assessed by maximising the minimum value of the intensity maps for increasing sensor network sizes (Ns) (maximum fitness).

The general trends are that when more sensors are added to the sensor network, more generations were required for convergence. This is not surprising considering the increase in search space which comes with larger sensor networks. Unlike when the fitness was assessed using the sum of the maximum values, the convergence required more generations before converging on an optimal solution. Only the solution for the one-sensor network converged in less than five hundred generations. This is consistent with what was seen with the flat plate study and is most likely to be a function of how the fitness is assessed.

8.7.1. Minimum value of the intensity map (fitness)

The minimum value for the optimal sensor locations is presented in Figure 107 as the network size increases. As with all of the other fitness assessments, as more sensors are added to the sensor network the fitness increases albeit at a diminishing rate.

It is apparent that when the minimum values are compared with those in Figure 104 where the fitness was assessed using the sum of the maximum values that the minimum values for all network sizes are improved upon. This demonstrates that a better distributed coverage was achieved across the intensity map.

As with when the fitness was assessed using the sum of the maximum values, the rate at which the increments in performance decrease is less than that seen when compared with the flat plate. This again can be attributed to the presence of the holes.
The best maximised minimum value is achieved when all 584 sensors are used in the network. This gives a minimum value of 72.2dB. The value obtained for the single network solution gives a minimum intensity value of 47.4dB which equates to 65.7% of the best achievable value. This is greatly improved upon when the five sensor network is considered to achieve the optimal minimum value of 83.1% of best achieveable value. This is an increase of 17.4% from the one sensor solution which approximatley halves the performance gap.

8.7.2. Sum of the maximum values

The sum of the maximum values when maximising the minimum value of the intensity map is used to assess the fitness for increasing network size is presented in Figure 108. Interestingly, the sum of the maximum values is relatively consistent with what has been observed previously with the increase in performance diminishing exponentially as more sensors are added to the network.

Generally the sum of the maximum values is lower than those when this was method was used to assess the fitness. This is hardly unsurprising; however the values are not substantially less. With the addition of each sensor, the gap between the two results sets reduces until the five-sensor network where the same value is achieved. This demonstrates that different solutions have been derived; however the solutions derived from maximising the minimum cost produce solutions that still achieve reasonably high performance by this metric.
Figure 108. The sum of the maximum values when maximising the minimum value of the intensity map is used to assess the fitness for increasing network size (Ns).

8.7.1. Optimal location results – maximising the minimum value

The sensor locations (red) and the respective intensity maps are presented in Figure 109 for increasing sensor network size.

When considering the one-sensor network the optimiser positions the sensor reasonably central in the region where the holes are present. This differs somewhat to the previous fitness assessment method where the sensor was positioned on the lower boundary. Although the presence of the holes limits the wave propagation and as such, the region of high intensity is less than that observed previously, the positioning ensures that the region containing the holes has a better coverage.

The two sensor network positions one sensor in the region with the holes albeit lower and to the right of the location selected in the one sensor solution. Due to the presence of the holes, the wave propagation path is heavily affected with this sensor and as a result there are ‘shadows’ caused by the holes where the intensity is lower. The second sensor however is positioned in the top right of the structure which achieves a reasonably good coverage of the right-hand side of the structure as well as the top portion of the structure. It is apparent however that the coverage has significantly improved based on the lighter colours of the intensity map.
Figure 109. Optimal location of sensors for increasing sensor network size (Ns) when the fitness is assessed by maximising the minimum value of the intensity map (Note the locations of the sensors are at the areas of high intensity (red)).
The three-sensor network demonstrates further improvements in the coverage. The first sensor is positioned between the far left holes. This enables a wide coverage of the left-hand region of the plate as well as contributing to some coverage in the region with the holes. The second sensor is positioned at the bottom of the region with the holes. This covers the bottom of the structure and the bottom of the region with the holes. The third sensor is positioned in the top right of the plate albeit in a different location to that used in the two-sensor network. This covers the right hand-side of the structure. The three sensor network starts to achieve a better coverage of the structure however; there are still regions of low intensity. These are the result of the ‘shadows’ cast by the holes on the source-sensor paths.

The four sensor network goes some way to reduce the influence of these shadows. A similar arrangement, although different, to the three-sensor network of three of the sensor is arranged by the optimiser. The fourth sensor is added reasonably centrally to the region with the holes. This reduces the effects of the shadows within the region with the holes. However, there are some areas on the outer boundaries that suffer low intensities as a result.

The five sensor network further attempts to reduce the low intensity regions caused by the presence of the holes. This is achieved by using a similar network to the four-sensor network which takes into account the influence of the fifth sensor. The fifth sensor is then positioned slightly right of the centre at the top of the structure. This enables a much more even coverage. However, it is worth noting that the minimum value detectable with this sensor network is still comparable to that of a two-sensor network on the flat plate. This highlights the influence of the holes on the source-sensor paths and indeed the coverage obtainable.

8.8. Discussion and conclusions

The results show a methodology for the placement of sensors of which two approaches were used for assessing the fitness of the solutions. As discussed previously in section 5.4.1 determining how the fitness is assessed is vital in achieving the results desired. It has been shown in this study that that of sum of the maximum values approach may be deemed a suitable approach. However, when the objective is to distribute the sensors so that an even coverage is achieved, this fitness assessment can be skewed by the presence of localised regions of high intensity.

In the case of the flat plate, this fitness assessment technique did produce some sensor network distributions that seemed logical (such as positioning the single sensor in the centre of the plate). With the larger sensor distributions, solutions were found that were influenced primarily by the presence of interference fringes. When the minimum intensity value was
maximised it was found that this method was more successful in achieving a more even coverage by the sensor network. This method produced sensor network distributions that reduced the areas of localised high intensity. It could therefore be stated that this fitness assessment method is more suited for maximising the coverage of a sensor distribution than that of the sum of the maximum values. Nevertheless, the logical solutions generate confidence in the methodology, particularly for its application to more complex problems.

With the complex geometry plate the sum of the maximum intensity method of fitness assessment was significantly influenced by the interference fringes and solutions were generated that did not necessarily produce an even coverage. It could therefore be stated that this method is not well suited for evenly distributing the sensors as regions of low intensity can be ignored. Maximising the minimum intensity however produced better results which tended to have a more even coverage. Although the distribution of the sensors may not be intuitively selected by an operative based on their best judgement, based on the intensity maps it is clear that there is some logic in the positioning. However, the lack of intuitiveness in the solutions should not be taken as a sign of a poor solution. It in fact supports the need to use an optimisation technique for the placements of sensors particularly in the case of complex geometries.

It should be noted however that both of the methods of fitness assessment used are reasonably simplistic and that a more advanced statistical approach maybe better suited for the placement of the sensors. However, this too may incur a time penalty due to extra calculation in the optimisation process which may lead to achieving marginally better results. This time penalty is a worthy consideration when considering applying this technology to a design environment.

The results presented generally show a diminishing rate of fitness improvement (regardless of the fitness assessment method used) as the size of the sensor network distribution increases. This is a useful as there will be an optimal point where adding additional sensors will have a limited improvement on the performance. Of the results presented however, an optimal sensor network is not specified. In order to do this, additional information is required such as the power and computational capability available. An important consideration is the effect of the background noise as the threshold would need to be set higher than this in order to ensure that the system is not triggered by background noise and creates a type I error. As such, a sensor network should be selected so that the structure can be monitored with a suitably high fidelity.
Another consideration is the loading conditions in which the structure will operate. For this study it has been assumed that coverage is required over the entire plate. In reality, it may be the case that the probability of an AE event can be better assessed for example at areas of high stress concentration. In these instances it would be beneficial to skew the distribution of sensors to ensure that these regions have a preferential coverage. This could be conducted by using the results from a stress analysis model as an input. This may then result in sensor distributions that are better suited to the operation of the component. A similar approach could be used to ensure that less damage tolerant section of the structure are adequately covered by the optimised sensor network.

This approach has considered maximising the coverage of sensor networks. This in effect increases the probability of the network detecting an AE event. However, this may not necessarily enable the location of the AE event to be achieved where at least three sensors need to be able to detect the AE signal. A way of achieving this maybe to assess the coverage of each sensor individually. This would enable the regions to be determined in which the coverage of the individual sensors overlap and hence the region in which an AE event of specified intensity can be detected. This would require a different fitness assessment method. It is possible that the method of assessing fitness presented in section 5.4.1 could be modified to achieve this. As such, the threshold setting for the particular sensor network could be determined.

The placement of the sensors in this study has been based on a series of assumptions in the model. The first primarily is that that the actuator acts entirely out-of-plane. This is not likely to be the case in reality due to Poisson’s ratio and that there will be some in-plane component to the AE signal. The signal used is also a 200kHz sine wave which is not fully representative of an AE signal. As explained previously, this was used for simplicity to demonstrate the methodology. It is likely that the AE signal will have different frequency content and as such would have different attenuative characteristics. This would significantly influence the decay in the intensity. Therefore it would be desirable to use a source representative of an AE source, such as that of an H-N source as the input to the model.

The second assumption is based on the response of the sensors being entirely out-of-plane. Again, in practice this is not the case although each sensor type will have a different characteristic. In the case of an MFC sensor for example, the response will be mostly in-plane as well as having a degree of directionality in the response. This would be significantly influential on placement of the sensors and would be of much interest for a future study.
An aspect of this study has been the layout of the sensors and the sources. This was laid out in a grid based on Cartesian co-ordinates. However, as the decay of the intensity is radial, in this instance at least, it may be of some benefit to arrange the sensors and sources accordingly.

The placement of the sensors in this study has been conducted to achieve the optimal locations. In reality, there will be a degree of error in the placement and as well as constraints that do not make sensor placement possible (such as the requirement for extra space for packaging the sensors. Therefore it would be of benefit to not necessarily specify an exact location on the structure but rather a region where the sensor should be placed to achieve satisfactory results. Conversely, areas on the structure where placing sensors is not suitable (i.e. have a limited benefit in enabling the detection of damage) should also be highlighted.

In this study the maximum amplitude in a time window has been considered in isolation. Although every attempt has been made to capture only the maximum amplitude wave in the first wave packet, wave phenomena such as reflections can be influential as observed in the results of this study. Therefore it may be advantageous to adopt a multi-objective approach where other aspects of the wave are considered. This may include the time-of-arrival of the wave which would be of great interest where a delta-t location method is to be used and particularly useful for complex structures.

Although solutions have been presented for increasing sensor network sizes, the required solution needs to be determined by the sensor network designer for the required monitoring application. This can be assessed by a simple method such as the minimum intensity detectable or even by using a more statistical approach such as determining when the rate of fitness has dropped below a certain limit.

In summary, this study has presented a methodology using data from LISA modelling for the placement of sensors. The sensors locations have been optimised using a GA and two different methods of assessing the fitness. Although this is a simplistic study, it shows a great deal of potential for enabling optimal sensor networks to be designed in a prompt and efficient manner. Combined with methodology presented in section 7 it may also be possible to use the optimisation dataset for locating damage using the delta-t technique.
9. Conclusions and future work

The work that has been presented five studies that advance the methodologies of AE and AU sensor placement for SHM applications. The work has used experimental data which is supported with numerical reasoning. The focus of the AU studies has been primarily to maximise the probability of detection while minimising the number of sensors where the AE studies have expanded further upon this to consider damage location as well.

Through the study of the interaction of Lamb waves with adhesively bonded stiffeners and disbonds, it can be concluded that that the presence of disbonds can be determined using an acousto-ultrasonic approach. This study used a novel 3D vibrometry technique to measure both the in-plane and out-of-plane responses of the Lamb waves which enabled a visual representation to be created. This allowed the understanding of Lamb wave interaction with adhesive disbonds to be advanced giving indications for sensor placements. The higher frequency excitation of the Lamb waves were shown to exhibit the highest degree of sensitivity to the damage. A LISA model was created to replicate the experimental results. The results from the model produced qualitative results that correlated well with the experimental results. Through the use of traditional ultrasonic inspection, it was found that the disbonds was more complex than what had been anticipated. Through the use of a novel RMS analysis techniques, it was possible to visualise the size and the shape of the disbonds which correlated well with the results from the traditional ultrasonic inspection technique.

Both the experimental and numerical approaches for the investigation of the interaction of Lamb waves with stiffeners and disbonds were adapted to form the basis of an optimisation study. The study conducted used a genetic algorithm with a novel statistically based fitness function to assess the fitness of the different sensor networks as well as the actuator-defect-sensor path. Both in-plane and out-of-plane components of the wave were considered for optimising the location of the sensors for receiving signals from five different excitation sites. It was found that the GA produced results that were not entirely intuitive due to the complex interaction of the Lamb wave with the disbond. Although the LISA model used assumptions for the adhesive and the modelling of the disbond, the sensor placement was found to be consistent with the experimental results. This demonstrated the potential for using numerical techniques for the placement of sensors on a structure.

Lamb wave interaction with impact damage on a composite wind turbine blade was investigated using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. The impact damage that was introduced to the blade was of the order of tens of microns and was established as being a barely visible impact damage; a damage type that is of particular interest for detection. Using novel root-
mean squared subtraction and cross-correlation techniques enabled the size and location of the damage to be determined visually as well as highlighting regions suitable for the placement of sensors. Through the use of a newly developed windowed cross-correlation technique it was possible to visually present the interaction of the different Lamb wave modes for different frequencies. It was found that the mostly in-plane $S_0$ mode did not interact with the damage which demonstrated that out-of-plane sensing would be required to fully determine the presence of the this damage particularly when exciting Lamb waves using the method presented. On further inspection, the underside of the impact damage showed a crack that would have significantly affected the structural performance of the turbine blade. This study demonstrated the sensitivity of Lamb waves to BIVD as well as the importance of the sensor positioning in order to detect the presence of the damage.

AE source location using the delta-t location method was investigated using training data from a LISA model. Two studies were conducted. The first was conducted to locate H-N sources linearly on an aluminium plate. A novel experimental ‘inverse’ approach was also adopted for this using 3D scanning laser vibrometry. The inverse approach demonstrated many benefits over the traditional method by primarily being quicker to obtain training data while also producing meaningful results. Generally, all of the location results were contained within the acceptable margin of error. Using the LISA approach to creating the training dataset, the technique was applied to a planar location problem on a complex geometry aluminium plate subject to cyclic loading. It was found that the technique produced better location results than the TOA location method commonly used while being a less time consuming and labour intensive than the traditional experimental training method. The results using the experimentally-trained dataset were only marginally better than those achieved using the model-trained dataset demonstrating the potential of the technique. This was attributed to the excitation signal used as well as the assumptions made in the model.

The LISA modelling technique was applied to optimising sensor locations on two different aluminium plates; one flat and one with complex geometry. The approach used a genetic algorithm with two different methods of assessing fitness. This novel multi-source, multi-sensor approach was effective and efficient as well as being an approach that would be difficult to achieve experimentally. The study was successful in increasing the coverage of the plates as more sensors were added to the network. It was found also that by assessing the fitness by maximising the minimum value detectable, a reasonably even coverage was possible.
Although a large body of work has been presented in this thesis, there are many aspects of the work that can be taken forward for further study. In regards to the Lamb wave interaction with adhesively bonded stiffeners and disbonds, work should be conducted to induce a disbond under real loading conditions. It should also be noted that the optimisation study conducted only considered five excitation locations at a set distance from the stiffener. Other excitation sites should be also investigated as well as how disbonds at the edge of the panel affect sensor distribution. This is something that may be possible to achieving using the LISA technique. Other aspects should also be investigated for assessing the fitness of the sensor locations such as considering how the damage may be located as well as detected. Further investigations could also be conducted into different sizes and shapes of the disbonds (particularly, those that do not penetrate the whole width of the stiffener) as well as those at the edges of the plates. Work may also be expanded to investigate the effects in composite where the integrity of adhesive bonded stiffeners is of much interest.

With both of the optimisation studies presented for AE and AU, a form of stress mapping should be also considered when assessing the probability of a sensor distribution. This would indicate where regions of high probability of damage are likely to occur and as such regions of the structure that are of interest to be modelled can be established. This could be achieved using FEA software for simplistic structures although an experimental approach using a technique such as digital image correlation could be adopted for more complex structures. By doing this, the loading of the structure will also be considered. Similarly, a map of probability of damage occurring on a structure and it’s severity could also be applied to a structure similar to that used currently in industry as another measure of sensor location suitability. Probability measures such as Bayesian statistics may be well suited to this type of problem.

Within these optimisation studies only a GA has been used. GAs have many parameters which by adjustment, can yield performance gains. This is something that should be investigated as better convergence performance may be achievable as well as saving time in regards to converging on a solution. It may actually be possible to use a GA to refine the parameters of the GA used for optimisation however, this would only be of significant interest if multiple optimisation studies were to be run.

Another aspect that should be investigated is the use of different algorithms. It has been discussed that evolutionary algorithms are well suited to this type of problem. There are examples in the literature of other algorithms being used to establish optimal sensor placement and as such these should be investigated. It may be possible that algorithms such as monkey algorithms, simulated annealing or ant colony algorithms yield better performance.
than the GA that has been presented. It is also possible that other methods of fitness assessment may produce more desirable results. This may include considering other aspects of the waveforms such as the time-of-arrival or root-mean squared values. As such, a multi-objective approach can be adopted.

In regards to the LISA models constructed, there are many modifications that, if adopted, may improve the fidelity and accuracy of the model. The use of a smaller global cube edge length would enable features such as adhesive films to be more easily modelled. This may be possible to achieve by having different cube sizes for different areas of the model in a similar way that meshes can be refined in an FEA model. Also, the modelling of composites using LISA should be investigated. This would open a wide range of possibilities and would be highly desirable for applying the methodologies to modern composite aircraft structures.

It would be highly desirable also to model a more representative AE source which could be used as an input for the delta-t training and the AE optimisation study. The most suitable source is most likely to be that of an H-N source which is accepted as being representative of an AE source. Similarly, it may also be beneficial to use sources from damage mechanisms for training which may enable the delta-t technique to start to characterise damage as well as locate it. It is hypothesised that by using such a source, a greater degree of accuracy can be obtained when locating AE sources using the delta-t method as well as producing a more representative optimisation approach. The training source used for mapping areas of the structure should also relate to the probability of different damage mechanisms in that region of the structure.

The modelled delta-t training used in this thesis considered mapping a surface of a structure. One of the benefits of the LISA approach however is that sources can be placed inside of the material and therefore it could be possible to produce a three-dimensional delta-t map. This would enable AE sources to not only be located in a plane but also globally. In addition, the delta-t mapping technique uses a simple interpolation technique to locate damage which is also prone to locating damage in regions of a structure where it is impossible for it to exist (i.e. in the centre of a hole). It would be beneficial to add these considerations to the interpolation which may improve source location accuracy. Other interpolation methods could also be used such as using the delta-t grid to train a neural network. This may provide a better location accuracy and should be investigated.

Another interesting aspect that should be investigated is the shape and density of the delta-t training grid. Only square grids of uniform density were considered however it would be useful to quantify the improvement of locational accuracy of AE sources against the density of the
delta-t grid. It would also be interesting as part of a future work study to investigate the benefits (if any) to other shaped grids such as triangular, hexagonal or even working on a polar co-ordinate system.

An inverse delta-t approach was presented in this work for the linear location study. This should be further investigated with a view to adapting it for planar locations. If successful, this could reduce the training times to under ten minutes for a problem such as the one presented in this thesis. This would be highly desirable as it would enable the delta-t training data to be created quickly enabling a rapid concurrent development of sensor networks and structures. This may also enable the delta-t maps to serve as an input for assessing the fitness of a particular sensor network in an optimisation study.

The objective of the optimisation of AE sensor locations in this thesis was to maximise the coverage of the sensor network. Although this is maximises the probability of detecting AE sources (and therefore damage), it does not necessarily allow for the sources to be detected as at least three sensors need to locate the source. This therefore would require a different measure of fitness assessment to optimise the coverage of the structure by at least three sensors. This is something that should be considered for future work. It would also be desirable to use the LISA approach for this as it the multi-source input could also be used as delta-t training data.

The techniques and methodologies developed in this work has shown huge potential for optimising both acousto-ultrasonic and acoustic emission sensor networks. The novel use of the modelling techniques to create large datasets for different geometries enables many damage scenarios to be considered which can optimised by genetic algorithms. These model datasets have proven to show a high level of validity with experimental results. In addition, the short run-times of the models makes their use viable in a commercial environment. This enables massive scope for the design of Lamb wave based damage detection sensor networks which can be created a virtual environment. In-turn, these techniques can be combined with structural stress analysis to enable a concurrent structure-sensor network design. It is predicted this reduce the mass of the structure as well as improving safety of aerospace structures - an exciting development for structural health monitoring.
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